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Greetings from the President 
 
 
It is my distinct honor to welcome you to the 17th Annual Undergraduate Research Symposium at 
Minnesota State University, Mankato. Talented scholars have been assembled for your intellectual and 
personal enjoyment. What an exciting year of productivity for our students and faculty. On February 
26th, four students presented at the 2nd annual Posters at St. Paul held at the Minnesota State Capitol. 
Earlier this month, 43 students traveled to Eastern Washington University in Spokane Washington to 
make 32 presentations at the National Conference of Undergraduate Research. In addition, 35 students 
traveled to make 24 presentations at Winona State University for the 4th annual Undergraduate Scholars 
Conference of the Minnesota State Colleges and University system. 
 
Today’s symposium is a celebration of intellectual exploration, creativity, hours of labor and 
collaboration across students, faculty, and staff. Enjoy your time today as you listen to oral 
presentations, engage in meaningful discussions with students at posters, and view presentations of 
visual and performing arts.  
 
I want to express my appreciation for the efforts of the Undergraduate Research Center Council under 
the leadership of Drs. Chip Panahon and Heather Von Bank.  I also want to recognize the many 
contributions of our faculty and staff that have made this enriching opportunity possible for our students. 
Your contributions to the intellectual development of these young scholars and their pursuit of 
excellence will last a lifetime.  
 
Once again enjoy your day as you are exposed to big ideas and real-world thinking in action.  
 
 
 
 
Richard Davenport 
President 
Minnesota State University, Mankato 
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A Message from the Undergraduate Research Center 
Welcome to the 17th Annual Undergraduate Research Symposium at Minnesota State University, 
Mankato.  This event features scholarly and creative works from undergraduate students representing 
majors from all six colleges. The symposium allows undergraduates the opportunity to engage in the 
process of conducting and presenting research in an academic setting. This opportunity fosters 
collaboration between student presenters and an audience of faculty, administrators, peers, and family. 
An added goal is to encourage undergraduates to pursue professional development opportunities in the 
form of research and scholarship, teaching, and professional practice.  
 
Many students presenting today have received grants from the MSU-Mankato Foundation, the North 
Star STEM Alliance, the Undergraduate Research Center, the Honors Program, and various academic 
departments; whereas several students have been involved in research that was part of a larger grant 
from faculty mentors. Other students initiated their own projects and conducted their research 
independently under faculty supervision.    
 
Student presenters will discuss their research or creative works through oral and poster presentations or 
the creative works exhibit. Students gain experience as they are challenged to summarize their findings.  
This experience will hopefully inspire students to become future scholars by continuing their academic 
journeys to develop research and creative endeavors.    
 
We applaud these student presenters for their accomplishments and hard work throughout the year. We 
wish them the best of luck on their future academic and professional journeys.  
 
 
 
Heather Von Bank, Ph. D. 
Coordinator of Undergraduate Research Symposium 
Associate Professor, Department of Family 
Consumer Science 
 
 
Carlos Panahon, Ph. D.  
Acting Director, Undergraduate Research Center  
Associate Professor, Department of Psychology 
Director, School Psychology Doctoral Program 
 
 
2014-2015 Undergraduate Research Council Members 
 
Kuldeep Agarwal 
Dawn Albertson 
Barbara Bergman 
Queen Booker 
Christopher Corley 
James Dimock 
Marilyn Hart 
Cindra Kamphoff 
Karla Lassonde  
Justine Martin 
Mark McCullough 
Lori Piowlski 
Alexandra Hilt-Panahon 
Carlos Panahon 
Barry Ries 
Elizabeth Sandell 
Kristin Scott 
Kristel Seth 
Marilyn Swan 
Emily Stark 
Joseph Visker 
Heather Von Bank 
Trent Vorlicek 
Gina Wenger  
Fei Yuan 
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Several of the research and creative projects presented at this year’s Minnesota State University, Mankato 
Undergraduate Research Symposium were awarded funding through a competitive grant review process. Funding 
sources included generous contributions from two outside sources as well as the University. Awardees of these 
grants are noted within their abstract. Specific types of funding awards are outlined below.  
 
Minnesota State University, Mankato Foundation Awards: up to $2,000 
These awards are from the Minnesota State University Foundation Board to support high quality student 
scholarship at the University. Each student recipient is given $1,000 as a stipend and up to $1,000 for supplies 
necessary for the completion of their project.  
 
NorthStar STEM Alliance Awards: up to $1,300 
These awards are available to students from underrepresented ethnicities enrolled in specific science, technology, 
engineering, and mathematics discipline majors. Each recipient was granted $1,000 as a stipend and up to $300 in 
supplies. This funding was allocated as part of a larger, multi-campus National Science Foundation grant to 
encourage student research.  
 
Undergraduate Research Center Stipend/Supply Grant: up to $1,000 
An Undergraduate Research Center stipend/supply grant includes funding for both a student stipend of $500 and 
up to $500 in supplies to aid in the successful completion of their project. These grants are funded by the 
University.  
 
Undergraduate Research Center Supply Grant: up to $500 
An Undergraduate Research Center supply grant includes funding for supplies to help aid in the completion of the 
proposed projects. These grants, like the stipend/supply grants, are funded by the University.  
 
 
URC MEDALS AND PRESENTATION AWARDS 
 
Medallions - Each student who participates at the Undergraduate Research Symposium is awarded a medallion in 
recognition of their scholarly achievement to be worn at the student’s graduation ceremony. A solid gold ribbon is 
in recognition of participation at the Symposium.  
 
Presentation Awards - Each poster and oral presentation session is judged by two judges who are graduate 
students, faculty, or other qualified individuals involved on campus. Exemplary presentations in each session will 
be recognized with an “Outstanding Presentation” certificate announced at the Celebration Dinner. Winners are 
also noted on the URC website.  
 
 
UNDERGRADUATE SCHOLAR RESOURCE FAIR 
 
Explore some resources and activities to enhance your undergraduate research experience. There will be 
representatives on hand to talk with students about several opportunities. The Resource Fair will be in the CSU 
Ballroom along with the poster sessions. 
1. Publishing: MSU’s Journal of Undergraduate Research 
2. MSU’s Honors Program 
3. MSU's Fellowship Office 
4. MSU’s College of Graduate Studies 
 
*Abstracts were written by the student author(s) and reviewed by faculty mentors. Any opinions expressed do not represent 
those of the URC or Minnesota State University, Mankato.  
 
                     FUNDING SOURCES FOR RESEARCH AND CREATIVE PROJECTS 
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Congratulations to the 2014-2015
Minnesota State Foundation Grant Recipients 
Vanessa Akinyange 
Josh Biber 
Maisa Boyte 
Laura Chopp 
Santiago Martinez Cifuentes 
Karleen Doering 
Dane Dusek  
Philip Fraley 
Laura Fry  
Jessa Gute 
Mehedi Hasan 
Rosa Hayes 
Patrick Johnson 
Crystal Kadlec  
Kier Kienholz 
You Na Lee 
Lucas McCann  
Michael Morehead 
Loc Ngo 
Katie Rubitschung 
Lucy Saidy 
Trevor Schabert 
Miranda Schlangen 
Daniel Sinda 
Nicole Thompson 
Shayna Tietje 
Megan Vergin 
Katie Westermayer  
Jessica Wiswell 
Natalie Young 
Larry Xiong 
 
 
 
 
The North Star Stem Alliance Grant Recipients 
Michael Childs 
Benjamin Grosberg 
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Thank you to the 
 
for providing 26 student research awards   
totaling $46,118.27 
 
 
for providing two student research awards  
totaling $2,600 
 
 
A Special Thank you to… 
 
President Richard Davenport 
Provost & Senior VP of Academic Affairs Dr. Marilyn Wells 
Associate VP of Research & Dean of Graduate Studies Dr. Barry Ries 
Dean of Library Services Dr. Joan Roca 
VP for University Advancement R. Kent Clark 
Jazz Ensemble, Sick Rik and the Absentees:  
 Eric Root, Colin Travis, Mike Pinewski, Adam Maurer & Alec Panchyshyn 
Photography by Bobby McFall 
 
…and the Minnesota State University, Mankato Moderators and Judges. 
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9:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m.  Student Presenter, Moderator, & Judge Check-in CSU Ballroom  
 Coffee and Snacks Available     
 
10:00 – 11:30 a.m.  Poster Session A     CSU Ballroom 
Automotive & Manufacturing Engineering Technology,  
Biology, Chemistry, Construction Management, Mechanical 
& Civil Engineering  
 
10:00 – 11:00 a.m.  Oral Session 1     CSU 201  
 Art 
  
10:00 – 11:00 a.m.  Oral Session 2     CSU 202 
 Anthropology  
  
10:00 – 11:00 a.m. Oral Session 3  CSU 203 
    Automotive & Manufacturing Engineering  
Technology, Electrical Engineering    
 
11:05 –12:05 p.m. Oral Session 4  CSU 253 
 Art  
 
11:05 – 12:05 p.m. Oral Session 5  CSU 254 
 Dance 
 
11:05 – 12:05 p.m. Oral Session 6  CSU 255 
 Biology, Geography, and Geology 
 
12:05 – 1:05 p.m. BREAK     
  
1:05 – 2:05 p.m. Oral Session 7  CSU 201 
 Elementary Education, Gender and Women’s  
 Studies  
 
1:05 – 2:05 p.m. Oral Session 8  CSU 202 
 Automotive & Manufacturing Engineering  
 Technology 
 
1:05 – 2:05 p.m. Oral Session 9  CSU 203 
 Psychology & Communication Disorders  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                     MONDAY, APRIL 20         SCHEDULE OF EVENTS 
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2:00 – 3:30 p.m. Poster Session B  CSU Ballroom 
Communication Disorders, Dance, Elementary Education, Educational 
Leadership, Family Consumer Science, Geology, Geography, Health 
Science, Integrated Engineering, Marketing, Psychology, Social Work, 
World Languages and Cultures 
 
2:10 – 3:10 p.m.  Oral Session 10  CSU 253 
 Art 
 
2:10 – 3:10 p.m. Oral Session 11  CSU 254  
 Psychology 
 
2:10 – 3:10 p.m. Oral Session 12  CSU 255 
 Mathematics and Statistics 
 Mechanical & Civil Engineering   
 
3:15 – 4:15 p.m. Oral Session 13  CSU 201 
 Sociology, History 
 
3:15 – 4:15 p.m. Oral Session 14  CSU 202 
 World Languages 
 
3:15 – 4:15 p.m. Oral Session 15  CSU 203 
 Dance 
 
5:00 p.m.  Undergraduate Research Symposium              CSU Ballroom 
  Celebration Dinner 
 
7:00 – 9:00 p.m.  Creative Works Exhibit    CSU Gallery 
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Automotive & Manufacturing Engineering Technology, Biology, Chemistry, 
Construction Management, Mechanical and Civil Engineering 
  
1. Low Cost Welding Based Metal 3D printer 
William White and Dominic Tunison 
Kuldeep Agarwal & Winston Sealy, Faculty Mentors (Department of Automotive Manufacturing 
Engineering Technology) 
 
2. Withdrawn entry 
 
3. Wear Properties of 3D Printed Stainless Steel-bronze Composite  
Hunter Ludwig and Tad Joel 
Kuldeep Agarwal, Faculty Mentor (Department of Automotive Manufacturing Engineering 
Technology) 
 
4. An Efficient Aerodynamic System for Formula SAE Competition  
Philip Ryan  
Gary Mead, Faculty Mentor (Department of Automotive Manufacturing Engineering 
Technology) 
 
5. Withdrawn entry 
 
6. Expression and Localization of the Novel Polyglutamine Protein FAM171B 
Robert Kraft  
Geoffrey Goellner, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences)  
 
7. Appearance of Blood Vessels of Bone of Male Mice with Reduced Testosterone Levels 
Thomas Vincent 
Michael Bentley, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences) 
 
8. Microbial Analysis of Leaf Litter and Soil Present During the Decomposition of Wild-type   
and Lignin-deficient Strains of Sorghum Bicolor 
Celsey Tiry 
Christopher Ruhland, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences) 
 
9. Analysis of Sex Steroid Hormone Implants on Serum Levels of Two Steroid Hormones in 
the Green Anole Lizard 
Patrick Connolly 
Rachel Cohen, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences) 
 
10. Classroom Prevalence of Methicillin Resistant Coagulase-Negative Staphylococcus Species 
Isolated Students 
Samantha Holien 
Timothy Secott, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences) 
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11. Bactericidal Activity of Coelomic Cell of Eisenia fetida (Common Earthworm) to 
Mycobacterium Smegmatis 
Aleksandra Jeffrey 
Dorothy Wrigley, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences) 
 
12. Carbon and Nutrient Cycling in an Agricultural Landscape as a Function of Lignin 
Amanda Rector 
Christopher Ruhland, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences) 
 
13. Estimation of Mycobacterium Avium Subsp. Paratuberculosis Viability Via Flow Cytometric 
Measurement of Membrane Potential 
Alex Lieser 
Timothy Secott, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences) 
 
14. Vascular Regrowth After Partial Hepatectomy in Rats 
Andrea Paumen, Rachel Thompson, and Rachel Ledding 
Michael Bentley, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences) 
 
15. Protozoa Associated with Romaine Lettuce 
Hee Son 
Dorothy Wrigley, Faculty Mentor (Department Biological Sciences) 
 
16. Internalization of Escherichia coli (E. coli) into Lettuce Leaves through stomata; Bruised vs. 
Unbruised leaves 
Jote Limeneh and Lucy Saidu 
Michael Bentley, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences) 
 
17. The Role of Steroid Hormones on Neuron Number and Size in the Green Anole Lizard 
Nicholas Booker and Nicholas Hart  
Rachel Cohen, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences) 
 
18. Determination of genes involved in hygienic behavior in the honey bee, Apis mellifera 
 Laura Chopp and Eric A. Northrup 
Daniel P. Toma, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences) 
 
19. The Effects of Leaf Optics on Photodegradation of Artemisia tridentate Litter Sampled Along 
an Elevational Gradient 
Philip Fraley  
Christopher Ruhland, Faculty Mentor (Department Biological Sciences) 
 
20. Studying the Cellular Mechanism of Muscle Structure in Caenorhabditis Elegans 
Marianne Adamek and Jessica Bauman  
Kelly Grussendorf, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences) 
 
21. Identifying the Functional role of EXC-1, a GTPase Required for Maintenance of Shape in 
Small Biological Tubes  
Drew Kampmeyer  
Kelly Grussendorf, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences) 
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22. Comparative Trematode Biota of Healthy Waterbirds Harvested from Lake 
Winnibigoshish Minneosta  
Timothy Christopherson, James Mitchell, Mariah Linville, Okhumhekho Kassim, & Connor Hutton  
Robert Sorenson, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences) 
Tyler Achatz, Graduate Student Mentor  
 
23. Survival of Verminephrobacter in Amputated Worm Tails 
Anh Pham  
Dorothy Wrigley, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences) 
 
24. Combining Oxyrase® and Conditioned Medium to Improve the Resuscitation of Dormant 
Mycobacterium Avium Subsp. Paratuberculosis 
Chandru Ramana 
Timothy Secott, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences) 
 
25. Expression of a Potential Novel Deafness Gene 
Jonathan Verdon 
David Sharlin, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences) 
 
26. Effect of Steroid Hormones on Neurogenesis in the Brain of the Green Anole Lizard 
You Na Lee and Jaeyoung Son 
Rachel Cohen, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences) 
 
27. Biocompatibility of Hydroxyapatite and Stainless Steel Alloys 
Jooyoung Lee and Karleen Doering 
Michael Bentley, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences) 
 
28. Morphological Analysis of Chemical Elements in Fish Scales  
Henruka Abugre and Keith Ngede 
Michael Bentley, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences) 
 
29. Macroinvertebrate Species Richness and Density Between Modified and Relatively Natural 
Segments of the Minnesota River 
Alexandra Dahmes  
Shannon Fisher, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences) 
Nathan Lederman, Graduate Student Mentor  
 
30. Analyzing Interaction Between Two Proteins Related to Crohn’s  
Kwame Opoku Akyeampong and Garret Fitzsimmons  
Kelly Grussendorf, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences) 
 
31. A Comparison of the Effect of Hypothyroidism on Pressure Natriuresis in Male Wistar Kyoto 
(WKY) Rats and Spontaneously Hypertensive Rats (SHR) 
Jessa Gute 
David Sharlin and Penny Knoblich, Faculty Mentors (Department of Biological Sciences) 
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32. Protein Photo-oxidation: The Effects of Singlet Oxygen on Protein Function 
Maegan Eatwell  
John Thoemke, Faculty Mentor (Department of Chemistry) 
 
33. Synthesis and Isomorphous Substitutions in Lead Sodium Vanadate Apatite 
Estelle Sonya Tachago Kamdom and Brontae Berkhoel 
Lyudmyla Stackpool, Faculty Mentor (Department of Chemistry) 
 
34. Cross-linking the Actin-binding Cleft of Myosin 
Tatiana Soboleva 
Rebecca Moen, Faculty Mentor (Department of Chemistry) 
 
35. Blebbistatin Effects on Myosin Structural Dynamics 
Brittany Negley  
Rebecca Moen, Faculty Mentor (Department of Chemistry) 
 
36. Changes in Magnesium Binding to Myosin with Oxidative Modification 
Santiago Martinez Cifuentes 
Rebecca Moen, Faculty Mentor (Department of Chemistry) 
 
37. The Effect of Mechanical Wounding on the Expression of MicroRNAs in Pea Leaves 
Samuel Vinje 
Theresa Salerno, Faculty Mentor (Department of Chemistry) 
 
38. Developing a Western Blot Assay for 1-aminocyclopropane-1-carboxylic Acid in Tomatoes 
David Close 
James Rife, Faculty Mentor (Department of Chemistry)  
 
39. Glutathionylation of Actin in the Dictyostelium Cytoskeleton 
Benjamin Grosberg 
Rebecca Moen, Faculty Mentor (Department of Chemistry) 
 
40. The Effect of Sweeteners on Nox 4 mRNA and Protein Expression in the Rat Kidney 
Logan Newman 
Theresa Salerno, Faculty Mentor (Department of Chemistry) 
 
41. Do Sweeteners Affect the Expression of Proteins in the Renin Angiotensin System? 
Natalie Young 
Theresa Salerno, Faculty Mentor (Department of Chemistry) 
 
42. Improved Methodology for Studying Actomyosin Structural Dynamics 
Daniel Sinda 
Rebecca Moen, Faculty Mentor (Department of Chemistry) 
 
43. Reverse Phase Ion Pair Chromatographic Separation of Oxythiomolybdate and 
Oxythioperrhenate Mixtures 
Emma Stong and Natalie Young 
Trent Vorlicek, Faculty Mentor (Department of Chemistry) 
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44.  Esterification of Acid Chlorides 
Ryan Colakovic 
Brian Groh, Faculty Mentor (Department of Chemistry)  
 
45. The Role of MicroRNA 393 in Defense Against Phytophthora Sojae in Soybeans 
Andrew Oeltjenbruns 
James Rife, Faculty Mentor (Department of Chemistry) 
 
46. Time Saved by Using Precast Concrete v. Cast-in Place Concrete on Underground Utility and 
Highway Construction 
Tyler Williams  
Mohamed Diab, Faculty Mentor (Department of Construction Management) 
 
47. Is Precast Concrete a Cost-Effective Way to Build? 
Dylan Nelson 
Mohamed Diab, Faculty Mentor (Department of Construction Management) 
 
48. Precast Concrete vs. Traditional Building Methods 
Peter Nickel 
Mohamed Diab, Faculty Mentor (Department of Construction Management) 
 
49. Vacuum Hoisting Vs. Traditional Hoisting 
James Besonen 
Mohamed Diab, Faculty Mentor (Department of Construction Management) 
Abstract too long, emailed for revised version  
 
50. LEED Rating Using Precast Concrete 
Aidrus Salim 
Mohamed Diab, Faculty Mentor (Department of Construction Management) 
 
51. The Impact of Precast Concrete on Vertical Construction Project Schedule 
Alex Benson  
Mohamed Diab, Faculty Mentor (Department of Construction Management) 
 
52. Pre-Cast Concrete in Extreme Weather Conditions 
Mohamed Hassan  
Mohamed Diab, Faculty Mentor (Department of Construction Management) 
 
53. Benefits of Precast Concrete Construction in Fire Prevention 
Adam Gruis 
Mohamed Diab, Faculty Mentor (Department of Construction Management) 
 
54. Precast Concrete in Minnesota Roadways 
Joseph Franta  
Mohamed Diab, Faculty Mentor (Department of Construction Management) 
 
55. Concrete vs. Plastic 
Cody Schulze 
Mohamed Diab, Faculty Mentor (Department of Construction Management) 
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56. Precast Concrete in Parking Structures 
Charlie Janssen  
Mohamed Diab, Faculty Mentor (Department of Construction Management) 
 
57. Precast Concrete in Developed versus Developing Countries 
Kledi Luzha 
Mohamed Diab, Faculty Mentor (Department of Construction Management) 
 
58. Saving Money on a Long-term Home-The Economic Analysis of Insulated Concrete Forms for 
Utilization in Minnesota 
James Wilson 
Mohamed Diab, Faculty Mentor (Department of Construction Management) 
 
59. Precast Concrete Bridges 
Mustafa Bahreldin 
Mohamed Diab, Faculty Mentor (Department of Construction Management) 
 
60. Using Helical Strakes on Pole Structures to Reduce Vibration from High-speed Winds  
 Khalid Aldalbahy and Moath Aldalbahy 
 Farhad Reza, Faculty Mentor (Department of Mechanical and Civil Engineering) 
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1. Low Cost Welding Based Metal 3D printer 
William White and Dominic Tunison 
Kuldeep Agarwal and Winston Sealy, Faculty Mentors (Department of Automotive Manufacturing 
Engineering Technology) 
 
3D printing is one of the most innovative and latest manufacturing process in the last decade. This 
technology has changed the way we think about manufacturing and can be used for various day to 
day items. There are numerous low cost 3D printing machines available today. Most of these 
machines can make parts out of plastics like ABS, Nylon or PLA. While the parts created from these 
printers can be used for many purposes, these fail when there is a need for a metal part. The current 
metal based machines are very expensive and cannot be used in small settings. The aim of this 
research is to develop a low cost metal 3D Printer. An open source design is used to manufacture the 
printer using a traditional MIG welding system. The printer is capable of printing simple shapes and 
geometries. We used an existing design of a similar printer in this research and modified it to 
improve the deposition rate and the resolution. We hope that this will enhance the distribution of 
these printers on a small scale and spur up innovation in this domain too. 
 
2. Withdrawn entry  
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3. Wear Properties of 3D Printed Stainless Steel-bronze Composite 
Hunter Ludwig and Tad Joel 
Kuldeep Agarwal, Faculty Mentor (Department of Automotive Manufacturing Engineering 
Technology) 
 
3D printing has brought about a big revolution in the manufacturing industry in the last few years. 
There are various different materials and processes which are currently being used. One of these 
processes is the Binder Jet process which works similar to an inkjet printer except that it prints on 
metal powders. The aim of this research is to study this Binder jet process and to find the properties 
of materials made from it. We worked on Stainless Steel - Bronze composite material made from the 
3D printing process. Different process variables were changed and the parts were made for the study. 
One of the properties which was investigated was the wear of the materials. Wear is an important 
property which determines how the parts will behave in service. For example, if we make a piston 
and cylinder of a car it will wear in service and it is important to understand how this material will 
work in that environment. We did experimentation based on ASTM standards. Different samples 
were tested under similar conditions to find out how they wore using a pin-on-disk test. The samples 
were weighed before and after the testing and the weights were used to calculate the wear rate. The 
worn pieces were examined under a SEM to see the wear pattern at the microscopic level. 
 
4. An Efficient Aerodynamic System for Formula SAE Competition 
Philip Ryan  
Gary Mead, Faculty Mentor (Department of Automotive Manufacturing Engineering Technology) 
 
The Minnesota State University, Mankato Formula SAE team is trying to improve upon its 
performance in handling this year. Last year’s car was capable of generating .81g of lateral 
acceleration in competition, which was improved to .90g in lot testing after competition. This 
improvement was largely based on further improvements based purely on performance. To progress 
performance further, the 2015 car will implement an aerodynamics package. That package includes 
wings and an undertray. The wings generally create lots of downforce (157lbs at 50mph), but also 
lots of drag. The undertray typically creates less downforce with a slightly smaller drag penalty. By 
creating downforce, the wings and undertray will increase the vertical force on the tire, which will 
improve handling performance. This theory works well, but physically building the wings is difficult 
as well. The physical prototyping of the wings proved to be just as difficult as the design stage. The 
team created a CAD model of the car, flowed the model in CFD, and analyzed the results to 
approximate what gains were possible. To construct the wings, hours had to be dedicated to CNC 
machining, sanding and polishing molds. The molds themselves needed lots of prep work to perfect. 
The Formula SAE competition is a great way to evaluate engineering prowess and prove good 
design. Hopefully, our end result will portray the engineering that was put into the project. 
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5. Withdrawn entry 
 
6. Expression and Localization of the Novel Polyglutamine Protein FAM171B 
Robert Kraft  
Geoffrey Goellner, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biology)  
 
FAM171B is an uncharacterized protein identified via the human genome sequencing project that 
contains a polyglutamine (polyQ) stretch within its primary amino acid sequence. PolyQ tract 
proteins are particularly interesting, as expansion mutations within them have been shown to 
underlie a significant number of severe neurodegenerative disorders such as Huntington’s Disease 
and Spinocerebellar Ataxia. Using a bioinformatics approach, we find that FAM171B not only 
contains a polyQ region near its amino-terminus, but is also likely expressed in the nervous system. 
Additionally, it contains both a putative transmembrane domain and an A-T hook DNA-binding 
domain. Overall, bioinformatics suggests that FAM171B may normally function within neuronal 
nuclei, and mutations within the polyQ tract of FAM171B may potentially be linked to a 
neurodegenerative disease. In this study, we set out to shed light on the normal cellular function of 
FAM171B by identifying its expression pattern and intracellular localization. Using a western blot 
assay, we find that FAM171B is likely expressed in both HEK and HELA cells. Furthermore, 
immunofluorescence suggests both a nuclear and cytoplasmic intracellular localization consistent 
with bioinformatics predictions. Interestingly, we find that FAM171B strongly localizes to regions 
of heterochromatin including condensed mitotic chromosomes and peripheral compartments of the 
nucleolus. Therefore, our data is consistent with the idea that FAM171B is indeed expressed, and 
normally functions in the nucleus to aid in chromatin packaging. 
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7. Appearance of Blood Vessels of Bone of Male Mice with Reduced Testosterone Levels 
Thomas Vincent 
Michael Bentley, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biology)  
 
Bone is highly vascular and the maintenance of bone tissue and strength is dependent on blood 
supply. Reduced estrogen levels in post-menopausal women have links to osteoporotic activity in 
bone. However, little is known about the regulatory activity of testosterone in osteoporosis in males. 
The purpose of this research is to visualize changes in the appearance of blood vessels in bones as a 
result of the reduced testosterone levels post castration. To further understand more about 
osteoporosis in males, we experimented on C57BL6 strain of mice, an inbred strain, and observed 
the changes in the surface of cell linings in the blood vessels (endothelium) and the changes in the 
distribution of blood vessels in the bone tissues. We did the study using six non-castrated male mice 
as control group and six other mice, surgically castrated, for the experimental group. Having 
anesthetized the castrated mice, infused 0.9% saline solution in the vascular system and euthanizing 
them by exsanguination and infusion of 3% gluteraldehyde fixative solution, we were able to 
examine the vasculature of the long bones (the humerus and femur) via scanning electron 
microscopy. Our findings indicate that the endothelium in the castrated mice was altered. Through 
characterizing the vascular network in bone of male mice after reducing the biologically natural 
levels of testosterone, this research suggests that osteoporosis may be linked to lower levels of 
testosterone in males. 
 
 
8. Microbial Analysis of Leaf Litter and Soil Present During the Decomposition of Wild-type and 
Lignin-deficient Strains of Sorghum Bicolor 
Celsey Tiry 
Christopher Ruhland, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biology) 
 
Sorghum bicolor is a plant widely used as feed for livestock and human consumption. Sorghum is a 
high-yielding and temperature and drought tolerant plant, thus it is a critical source of nutrients in 
developing countries. Structural rigidity of the cell wall is dependent upon lignin and recently a 
mutant has been identified that contains lower concentrations which increases digestibility. As 
breakdown of crop remnants is greatly influenced by lignin concentrations, which in turn influences 
carbon cycling, we examined decomposition of the wild type and lignin deficient (BMR 6/12) 
varieties of sorghum. Examining microbes during decomposition of these strains offers 
understanding into the sources that these different microbes utilize to grow and reproduce, providing 
additional insight into the chemical composition of these two strains. Leaf litter from each strain will 
be bundled separately in 30 bags and harvested from a local agronomic field at 4, 5, and 6 months 
after planting. Community-level phenotype profiling (CLPP) of the microbial community extracted 
from leaf litter will performed by testing the ability of each community to use 95 different carbon 
sources. As a control, CLPP will also be performed on microbial communities extracted directly 
from soil. Principle components analysis of CLPP patterns will be used to determine whether the 
difference in genotype between the two strains of S. bicolor translates into significant differences in 
the microbial communities associated with their respective decomposition. Such differences could 
additionally suggest phenotypic differences between these S. bicolor strains that have yet to be 
identified. 
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9. Analysis of Sex Steroid Hormone Implants on Serum Levels of Two Steroid Hormones in the 
Green Anole Lizard 
Patrick Connolly 
Rachel Cohen, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biology)  
 
Sex steroid hormones and their derivatives have a broad effect on animal behavior and physiology, 
and treatment with testosterone and estradiol has been shown to be important for the production of 
new neurons in the adult brain. However, data shows that administration methods of steroid 
hormones are not always reliable, thus necessitating further investigation. We are testing the effects 
of implantation of various sex steroid hormones (testosterone and estradiol) in the green anole lizard 
(Anolis carolinensis). We collected serum from gonadectomized male lizards that were given a 
subcutaneous hormone pellet that contained testosterone, estradiol, or was left empty as a control. In 
order to assess delivery of sex steroid hormones, plasma testosterone and estradiol levels will be 
assayed via enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA). We expect to find that we will be able to 
detect a difference in plasma hormone concentrations between testosterone- and estradiol-treated 
animals compared to control animals. This result would suggest that implantation of the hormonal 
pellet successfully increased serum levels in vivo. 
 
10. Classroom Prevalence of Methicillin Resistant Coagulase-Negative Staphylococcus Species 
Isolated Students 
Samantha Holien 
Timothy Secott, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biology) 
 
Methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) is becoming more prevalent in the population, 
specifically in clinical settings. Because Staphylococcus aureus is a virulent organism (i.e., it 
expresses the enzyme coagulase), methicillin resistance in this species is of particular concern. 
However, focusing on resistance in this organism only can underestimate the overall prevalence of 
the resistance gene, mecA, which can be harbored by “avirulent” (coagulase-negative) species. Four 
out of thirty coagulase-negative Staphylococcus isolates recovered from students participating in a 
class exercise in Medical Microbiology in 2014 were observed to grow in the presence of oxacillin, 
which is used to detect methicillin resistance. These isolates will be identified to species and tested 
to determine the minimum concentration of oxacillin necessary for growth inhibition. In addition 
these isolates will subjected to Polymerase Chain Reaction testing for the presence of the 
mecA gene. The results of this study will be compared with those from an earlier investigation from 
this lab in order to obtain a broader view of the distribution of methicillin resistance genes in 
southern Minnesota.  
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11. Bactericidal Activity of Coelomic Cell of Eisenia fetida (Common Earthworm) to 
Mycobacterium Smegmatis 
Aleksandra Jeffrey 
Dorothy Wrigley, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biology) 
 
Several Mycobacterium species are pathogens for humans and farm animals, for example cattle. 
Reservoirs for cattle may include manure and composting plant material allowing bacteria to survive 
and infect more cattle. Controlling the growth of these organisms with a natural way is desirable, for 
example using earthworms. Earthworms are beneficial to ecosystems by modifying the chemical, 
physical and biological elements of the soil including the bacteria. This proposed research will help 
determine if coelomic cell extracts of Eisenia fetida have antimicrobial effects against 
Mycobacterium smegmatis, which is a non-pathogenic soil bacterium. Coelomic cells and fluids 
from year old earthworms were harvested. The cells were ruptured and the fluids and cellular extract 
sterilized. M. smegmatis mixed with coelomic cell extracts for several hours had no change bacterial 
viability as determined by a standard plate count. Neutral red uptake is a measure of the cells ability 
to ingest material. Although this procedure is still being optimized, preliminary data indicates that M 
smegmatis has no effect on neutral red uptake by earthworm coelomic cells. However, when mixed 
with an unrelated Escherichia coli, coelomic cells had a decreased uptake of neutral red. If these 
results are significant it will show that the coelomic cells interact with these two bacteria in different 
ways. 
 
12. Carbon and Nutrient Cycling in an Agricultural Landscape as a Function of Lignin 
Amanda Rector 
Christopher Ruhland, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biology) 
 
As temperatures warm and rain fall decreases, farmers in Southern Minnesota have started replacing 
corn with sorghum (Sorghum bicolor). Sorghum has a high water-use efficiency but is hard for 
animals to digest due to high lignin concentrations. The brown-midrib (BMR) varieties of sorghum 
have reduced and altered lignin content. Lignin reduction in these varieties is caused by lowered 
expressions of the enzymes cinnamyl alcohol dehydrogenase (bmr-6) and caffeic acid-O-
methyltransferase (bmr-12). Also a “stacked” variety containing both mutations has been developed 
(bmr-6-12). After a crop is harvested, remnant remaining on the field are recycled into the soil via 
decomposition. These remnants are important for biogeochemical cycling, and readily decomposable 
plant matter should be preferable to more recalcitrant material. The purpose of this study is to test 
how fast bmr sorghum remnants decompose relative to wild-type counterparts. Four varieties of 
sorghum, wild-type, bmr-6, bmr-12, and bmr-6-12, were grown until 75% of flag leaves were fully 
expanded and then dried. Samples were weighed into plastic mesh bags and placed into an 
agronomic field east of Morristown, MN. Samples were placed 15-cm into the ground for six 
collection dates over the spring and summer. After the samples are collected, they will be analyzed 
for cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin content using a ANKOM fiber analyzer. The anticipated 
outcome is that plant litter with the lowest lignin content should decompose the quickest. Our results 
should help determine carbon fluxes in agronomic settings and help farmers make decisions about 
till and no-till practices. 
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13. Estimation of Mycobacterium Avium Subsp. Paratuberculosis Viability Via Flow Cytometric 
Measurement of Membrane Potential 
Alex Lieser 
Timothy Secott, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biology) 
 
Mycobacterium avium subspecies paratuberculosis (MAP) is the causative agent of an intestinal 
disease known as Johne’s disease. This disease is prominent in dairy cattle and results in decreased 
milk production, decreased slaughter value, and death. The need for a method of controlling the 
spread of MAP is vital to the health of dairy cattle. It is difficult to study the antimicrobial 
susceptibility of many Mycobacterium species due to their slow growth rate. The use of a flow 
cytometer allows for rapid analysis of cell viability within a culture. Various assay methods are 
available for measuring culture viability via flow cytometry, but they require significant adaptation 
in order to provide reliable results when working with Mycobacterium species. The aim of this 
project is to adapt a membrane potential assay for use with MAP. We have currently achieved 
positive results using this assay method to measure the viability of Escherichia coli, and are currently 
in the process of adapting this method for use with MAP. There are multiple variables that we are 
currently investigating in order to determine the conditions which provide the most reliable results. 
We will establish the parameters under which this assay method produces the most reliable results 
when evaluating MAP culture viability. 
 
14. Vascular regrowth after partial hepatectomy in rats 
Andrea Paumen, Rachel Thompson, and Rachel Ledding 
Michael Bentley, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biology) 
 
Cells in liver tissue have a remarkable capability for regeneration.  However, the changes in 
vasculature during the regeneration process are poorly understood.    In this study, the vasculature of 
liver was investigated in rats that had undergone partial hepatectomy.  Livers were perfused with 
2.5% glutaraldehyde in 0.1M phosphate buffer (pH 7.2).  Pieces of tissue were immersed in 1% 
osmium tetroxide for one hour, dehydrated in grade acetone solution and critical point dried for 
observation using scanning electron microscopy.  The appearance of the inner walls of blood vessels 
appeared to be related to regeneration time.  These observations indicate that vasculature changes 
during liver regeneration could be important in disease conditions such as hepatitis and cirrhosis. 
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15. Protozoa Associated with Romaine Lettuce 
Hee Son 
Dorothy Wrigley, Faculty Mentor (Department Biology) 
 
Green leafy produce, like lettuce, is subjected to minimal treatment post harvesting and has recently 
been linked with several outbreaks of food borne disease. Given the proximity of lettuce with 
protozoa and bacteria, it is possible that the protozoa may play a role in pathogen survival on lettuce, 
especially for those pathogens that can adapt to living inside protozoan cells. This project is 
examining the incidence of protozoa on grocery store lettuce and the potential association of 
Escherichia coli with the found protozoa. Romaine lettuce was mixed with either distilled water or 
phosphate buffered saline, then the liquid was cultured at 25C with oatmeal flakes for protozoal 
food. After 7 days most cultures had protozoa which appear to be ciliates but they were all low 
concentration of protozoa. Subculture of the protozoa for testing with E. coli has been difficult and I 
am currently trying to increase the concentrations of protozoa for further testing. These methods will 
be presented. Initial testing of a soil ciliate with E. coli showed very little internalization of the E. 
coli by the ciliate. Another observation was that protozoa are more difficult to find on grocery store 
Romaine during the winter months 
 
16. Internalization of Escherichia coli (E. coli) into Lettuce Leaves through stomata; Bruised vs. 
Unbruised leaves 
Jote Limeneh and Lucy Saidu 
Michael Bentley, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biology) 
 
The purpose of this experiment is to find out whether bruising or physical damage of lettuce leaves 
will significantly increase the internalization of E. coli through to the stomata. To investigate this we 
cut fresh lettuce leaves into four pairs of (6 mm x 6 mm) pieces and incubated each pair for 6 hours 
in four petri dishes. We bruised two pairs of specimen using forceps and left the other two pairs 
intact. One bruised pair and one unbruised pair of specimen were incubated in 1/10th concentration 
of E. coli, while a control group of one pair bruised and another pair unbruised were incubated in a 
solution with no E. coli. After incubation, we fixed the specimen in a fixing solution and prepared 
them for viewing under scanning electron microscope. Upon viewing the specimen under SEM, we 
have noted that more bacteria clusters were internalized in and around the stomata of bruised leaves 
incubated in E. coli than any of the other groups. As of now this result generally suggests that 
bruised leaves are more susceptible to E. coli internalization. 
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17. The Role of Steroid Hormones on Neuron Number and Size in the Green Anole Lizard 
Nicholas Booker and Nicholas Hart  
Rachel Cohen, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biology) 
 
Gonadal steroid hormones are important in maintaining reproductive behaviors, as well as brain 
morphology. Seasonally breeding animals, such as the green anole lizard (Anolis carolinensis), 
display dramatic seasonal changes in both brain morphology and reproductive behavior. Previous 
work supports the idea that anole lizards in the breeding season have an increased volume of brain 
regions that control reproductive behavior, such as the preoptic area (POA), and ventromedial 
hypothalamus (VMH). The amygdala (AMY), another region important for reproduction, has fewer 
neurons in breeding animals. These results suggest that steroid hormones are important in 
maintaining some of the breeding-like structures in the brain. In the current study, we used tissue 
from breeding male lizards that had been gonadectomized and treated with capsules filled with 
testosterone (T), dihydrotestosterone (DHT), estradiol (E2), or left empty as a control. Brain tissue 
was sectioned on a cryostat, mounted onto slides, and stained with Thionin. We counted neuron 
number and determined neuron soma size in the brain regions that control reproductive behavior 
(POA, AMY, and VMH). We expect to see an increase in soma size along with total cell number in 
brain regions that control reproductive behavior in lizards. This is most likely due to an increase in 
testosterone and testosterone metabolites (E2 and DHT) during the breeding period. 
 
18. Determination of genes involved in hygienic behavior in the honey bee, Apis mellifera. 
 Laura Chopp and Eric A. Northrup 
Daniel P. Toma, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences) 
 
Honeybees are an integral part of the agricultural industry, especially in the Midwestern United 
States. Honeybees serve as pollinators of crops, an invaluable job of honeybees, as well as producers 
of honey. Diseases that kill members of the colony threaten honeybee colonies, and there are few 
options available to treat these diseases. Some honeybees exhibit a behavior—termed hygienic 
behavior—in which the bees clean out diseased brood from the hive, thus conferring a natural 
resistance to three diseases of bees:  American foulbrood, chalkbrood, and varroa mite.  However, it 
is not found in all colonies and only a certain number of honeybees contain this behavior in a given 
colony. This desirable behavior can be traced to genetics—meaning hygienic honeybees exhibit this 
behavior partly due to information they carry in their DNA (genetic material).  We have undertaken 
a large genetic screen in cooperation with Dr. Marla Spivak of the Entomology department at the 
University of Minnesota.  We have identified differences between genes in brains from hygienic 
honeybees vs. non-hygienic honeybees using a technique called microarray, and are now validating 
these differences using a secondary biochemical technique. Identifying specific genes that allow 
these bees to protect their colonies is a critical step towards implementing this behavior in 
unprotected honeybee colonies.  
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19. The Effects of Leaf Optics on Photodegradation of Artemisia tridentate Litter Sampled Along 
an Elevational Gradient 
Philip Fraley  
Christopher Ruhland, Faculty Mentor (Department Biology) 
 
Decomposition of plant litter is a key component in the global carbon cycle; it releases more carbon 
into the atmosphere than the combustion of fossil fuels annually. Photodegradation is the process in 
which solar radiation breaks down plant matter. The specific mechanism of this process is not yet 
fully understood. It has been hypothesized that litter from higher elevations should degrade faster as 
it is exposed to proportionally higher doses of ultraviolet radiation (“UV”). To test this hypothesis, 
leaf samples of _Artemisia tridentate_ (“sagebrush”) were collected at ten different altitudes along a 
1000-m elevation gradient. Epidermal transmittance of UV decreased with elevation with values 
ranging from 20 to 12% along the ecocline. Leaf samples from ten plants at each elevation were then 
removed and returned to the lab where they are being irradiated under UV-A lamps at a biologically-
effective dose of 3.19 kJ m-2 d-1. In addition we are measuring concentrations of UV-absorbing 
compounds in A. tridentate foliage to provide a proximate explanation for the epidermal 
transmittance. We hypothesize that litter from high elevations should photodegrade slower than their 
lower elevation counterparts due to increased UV-screening by these compounds. After the 
photodegrdation period is completed, samples will be massed and analyzed for concentrations of 
UV-absorbing compounds, cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin to provide explanations for mass loss. 
Our results should help elucidate how differences in leaf optical properties and composition along an 
elevation gradient influence photodegradation of plant matter. 
 
20. Studying the Cellular Mechanism of Muscle Structure in Caenorhabditis Elegans 
Marianne Adamek and Jessica Bauman  
Kelly Grussendorf, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biology) 
 
Muscle is a vastly important tissue found in most animals, performing functions that are critical to 
sustaining life, formed once during an organism’s lifetime and are subject to weakening and death if 
not probably maintained. One group of human diseases that embodies this principle is muscular 
dystrophies. These diseases range in severity but all are characterized by progressive muscle 
weakness, defects of muscular proteins, and eventual death of muscle cell and tissue. Our interest is 
a gene that has been shown to cause Limb Girdle muscular dystrophy when mutated or disrupted. 
Our overall goal is to address the molecular mechanisms that are disrupted in different muscular 
dystrophy disorders. The mechanism of cell and tissue maintenance is not a simple one; there are 
many different pathways and proteins that must function as a unit. Trafficking, the movement of 
material around the cell is one important mechanism for maintaining structures in cells and tissues.  
Our aim is to utilize previously developed tools and nine subcellular markers to investigate the 
subcellular mechanisms of trafficking that contributes to muscle cell regeneration. The model 
organism Caenorhabditis elegans will be used.  The nine subcellular markers that are of interest are 
involved in various ways of transport are: CHC-1, RAB-5, EEA-1, RAB-7, RAB-11, RME-1, GLO-
1, GRIP, and CDC-42. All nine markers are linked to mCherry allowing us to study the subcellular 
compartments under fluorescence in living organisms. C. elegans several molecular techniques were 
carried and we have performed the cloning techniques for four subcellular markers.  
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21. Identifying the Functional role of EXC-1, a GTPase Required for Maintenance of Shape in 
Small Biological Tubes  
Drew Kampmeyer  
Kelly Grussendorf, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biology) 
 
Biological tubes require regular maintenance due to constant pressures exerted on them. Self-
repairing mechanisms that occur on the subcellular level are essential to the longevity and growth of 
the tubule shape. Loss of this structure has been shown to result in a number of different disorders 
such as Polycystic Kidney Disease (PKD). PKD is characterized by loss structure in the nephrons of 
the kidney, resulting in the formation of fluid-filled cysts associated complications. To gain a better 
understanding of the cellular mechanisms that underlie these repairing processes, we study the 
genetic model organism Caenorhabditis elegans. C. elegans contains many small tubules like those 
found in the vascular and renal systems of humans. The tube that we study is the excretory canal, 
which is made up of a single epithelial tube cell; this provides a simple cellular and genetic model to 
carry out tests. Members of the EXC family of proteins are essential for growth and consistent 
maintenance of the shape of the excretory canal. Mutations in the exc (EXcretory Canal abnormal) 
genes lose the ability to maintain proper structure and develop cystic abnormalities. One gene in this 
family, exc-1, encodes a homologue of the Immunity-Related GTPases (IRGP), which plays a role in 
membrane trafficking, autophagy and endosome formation in mammalian cells. Continuing this 
work, we want to gain conclusive evidence that exc-1 is in fact a functional GTPase by the creation 
of a transgenic vector, isolation of the protein, and then carrying out a biochemical assay to test our 
hypothesis. 
 
22. Comparative Trematode Biota of Healthy Waterbirds Harvested from Lake 
Winnibigoshish Minneosta 
Timothy Christopherson, James Mitchell, Mariah Linville, Okhumhekho Kassim, & Connor Hutton  
Robert Sorenson, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biology)  
Tyler Achatz, Graduate Student Mentor  
 
Over 10,000 waterbirds particularly coot (Fulica americana), and scaup (Aythya marila and A. 
affinis), died between 2002 and 2006 on the Upper Mississippi Fish and Wildlife Refuge. The extent 
of these die-offs expanded to include Lake Winnibigoshish, Minnesota in 2007 (Minnesota DNR, 
2015). These die offs are associated with trematodes that live in the digestive tract of these birds 
(Skillings, 2005). Coot and ring-necked ducks have similar feeding habits in that they are both able 
to feed on submerged plant and animal matter; however, coot tend to also feed by dabbling at the 
water’s surface (Jones, 1940; Cottham 1939). Ring-necked duck is not one of the species 
documented to have an increased mortality associated with this parasitism event (Minnesota DNR, 
2015), which led us to look for differences in the parasite burden of coot and ring-necked ducks from 
Lake Winnibigoshish. Healthy coot and ring-necked duck were harvested at Lake Winnibigoshish, 
Minnesota in Fall 2012. Trematodes were extracted from the birds’ digestive tracts and identified 
morphologically. This identification data was used to investigate the trematode population 
differences between the collected birds. Several unique species of trematode were found in both bird 
species. This suggests that, while the feeding habits overlap, other factors allow some trematodes to 
mature within a bird species while others do not. A greater diversity of parasites was found in the 
ring-necked duck than in the coot; however, coot possessed the mature individuals of the pathogenic 
species, Leyogonimus polyoon, which were not present in ring-necked ducks. 
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23. Survival of Verminephrobacter in Amputated Worm Tails 
Anh Pham  
Dorothy Wrigley, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biology) 
 
Verminephrobacter is a genus of gram-negative bacteria that has been found in the nephridia of 
earthworms. The first species of this genus was identified and reported in 2008; however, there is a 
lack of information about its function. The earthworm Eisenia foetida transmits their nerphidial 
symbiont, V. eiseniae from parent to offspring via cocoons. Previous work in the laboratory showed 
that regenerated nephridia no longer possess the bacteria. Only the head end of a caudal amputation 
regenerates a full tail. The tail end, severed from the neurologic system, only forms the wound plug. 
The amputated tail segments remain responsive to stimuli for several weeks. In this project, we 
examined whether symbionts could survive in the tail of the earthworms after amputation, or 
whether they need communication with the head end of the worm to survive. Tails of E. foetida were 
amputated and allowed to heal and maintained in culture. The tails were examined for the 
symbiontsat the amputation and 3 weeks and 6 weeks later. The tails were stained using a 
fluorescent in situ hybridization method with Verminephrobacter-specific probe, Cys3-LSB 145. 
The results of staining 6 tails in day 0 showed the evidence of establishment of Verminophrobacter 
in the amputated tails. The results for the 3 and 6 weeks will be presented. 
 
24. Combining Oxyrase® and Conditioned Medium to Improve the Resuscitation of Dormant 
Mycobacterium Avium Subsp. Paratuberculosis 
Chandru Ramana 
Timothy Secott, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biology) 
 
Johne’s disease is a chronic intestinal disease that affects ruminants around the globe. This disease, 
which is caused by the acid-fast bacillus Mycobacterium avium subsp. paratuberculosis (MAP), 
causes sever economic losses to the US dairy industry. One of the problems associated with this 
disease is the inability to detect subclinically diseased animals, those in which the organism is in a 
dormant state. The purpose of our experiment was to determine whether the inclusion of conditioned 
medium (CM; containing growth factors produced by MAP), Oxyrase (a biological reducing agent), 
or both would enhance the growth of MAP. MAP was incubated in medium containing serial 
dilutions of Oxyrase, CM, or both, and growth was monitored every 2-3 days by measuring optical 
density. The growth responses of MAP to these substances will be presented. The findings of this 
research are expected to improve the sensitivity of diagnostic culture for MAP, thus helping to 
reduce the effect of John's disease on dairy farming and maintain a safe supply of dairy products for 
consumers. 
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25. Expression of a Potential Novel Deafness Gene 
Jonathan Verdon 
David Sharlin, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biology) 
 
Over fifty percent of hearing loss is the result of genomic defects. Thyroid hormone plays a key role 
in developing the auditory organ, known as the cochlea, by regulating gene expression. A lack of 
this hormone during crucial periods of perinatal development leads to permanent hearing loss due to 
altered remodeling of the greater epithelial ridge, a transient structure that generates the tectorial 
membrane. However, the molecular mechanisms that the thyroid hormone regulates to direct the 
development of hearing are poorly understood. This project focuses on a novel potential thyroid 
hormone target gene, carbohydrate sulfotransferase 15 (chst15), which codes for an important 
enzyme involved in the sulfonation of glycoproteins in the tectorial membrane. The goal of this 
project is to determine the expression profile of chst15 during normal euthyroid cochlear 
development and determine how this expression changes in developmentally hypothyroid C57Bl/6 
mice. Cochlea from control and hypothyroid mice were harvested at postnatal days 1, 5, 8, and 15, 
frozen, and cryosectioned. To locate the specific chst15 mRNAs within the cochlea, in situ 
hybridization, a process that uses anti-sense (complementary) labeled mRNA that can be detected 
with an enzyme-conjugated antibody for chromagen detection was used. Future studies will be 
aimed at detection Chst15 protein via immunohistochemistry (IHC). Together, these studies will 
demonstrate misregulation of Chst15 under hypothyroid conditions and document that mRNA 
molecules are translated into protein. 
 
26. Effect of Steroid Hormones on Neurogenesis in the Brain of the Green Anole Lizard 
You Na Lee and Jaeyoung Son 
Rachel Cohen, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biology) 
 
Our research project is focused on the effect of steroid hormones on neurogenesis in the brain of 
Anolis carolinensis. The seasonal changes in steroid hormone levels in these lizards are associated 
with changes in the morphology of brain regions controlling reproductive behaviors, such as the 
preoptic area (POA), medial amygdala (AMY), ventromedial hypothalamus (VMH). We examined 
how different steroid hormones influence the number of new neurons present in the brain. 
Specifically, we hypothesize that testosterone (T) will increase neurogenesis in the regions of the 
brain that control reproductive behaviors in green anole lizard. In this experiment, we utilized 
immunohistochemistry (IHC) to identify the effect of hormones on the addition of new cells in the 
brain. Adult male anoles were castrated and a capsule containing T, dihydrotestosterone (DHT), 
estradiol (E2), or left empty as a control was inserted. Bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU), a compound that 
marks newly dividing cells, was injected into the animals once per day for five days. Tissue was 
collected 30 days after the last injection, frozen immediately and sectioned on a cryostat. We 
exposed the brain sections to antibodies for BrdU and Hu, a protein expressed exclusively in 
neurons. We counted the number of cells that were labeled with the antibodies for BrdU and/or Hu, 
which would indicate that the cells are new cells (BrdU only) or new neurons (BrdU and Hu double-
labeled). Our results will increase the understanding of how steroid hormones are influencing 
neurogenesis, which may be critical in determining future treatments for stroke or neurodegenerative 
disorders. 
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27. Biocompatibility of Hydroxyapatite and Stainless Steel Alloys 
Jooyoung Lee and Karleen Doering 
Michael Bentley, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biology) 
 
The biomaterial used for medical implantable devices, such as artificial joints, tooth implants, and 
screws and plates for fracture repair, must sufficiently integrate within the biological system and be 
compatible with surrounding tissue. Stainless steel is commonly used due to its mechanical 
properties, its ease of fabrication, and its cost effectiveness. Hydroxyapatite (HA), a bioactive 
material that is a major and essential component of normal bone and teeth, is often used for coating 
metal implants to initiate infiltration. However, its bioactivity leads to high biodegradation when 
implanted alone, which can result in clinical implant failure. Our focus is on the biocompatibility of 
an alloy mixture of stainless steel and hydroxyapatite that can be used for implantable devices 
fabricated with a three-dimensional printer. Stainless steel alloy and hydroxyapatite components 
were distinguishable under scanning electron microscopy. The biocompatibility of the alloy is 
currently being tested in vivo. Alloy pieces (two mm thick) containing mixture ratios of 
hydroxyapatite and stainless steel are aseptically inserted between the skin and the outer surface of 
the skulls of anesthetized rats. At intervals between one week and one month, the rats were 
euthanized and the metal pieces were removed and observed under scanning electron microscopy to 
determine the degree of infiltration by bone and other connective tissue such as blood vessels. The 
surrounding connective tissue was examined for inflammation and other tissue damage. We expect 
the incorporation of hydroxyapatite into stainless steel will allow tissue infiltration, which will 
improve mechanical endurance and biocompatibility. 
 
 
28. Morphological Analysis of Chemical Elements in Fish Scales 
Henruka Abugre and Keith Ngede 
Michael Bentley, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biology) 
 
Fish scales are thin plates of bone that grow in concentric rings according to seasonal cycles. During 
this growth there is mineralization of hydroxyapatite (Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2)and incorporation of other 
chemical elements. The incorporation of these elements may occur according to the seasonal growth 
of the scales. In this study, we used a scanning electron microscope (SEM) equipped with an x-ray 
energy dispersive spectroscopy system (EDS) to examine fish scales from various Minnesota 
species. This system provides a means to identify the chemical elements and map their location in 
relation to the growth rings. Our results indicate that the scale’s chemical composition is very similar 
to that of bone. In addition to calcium, phosphate, oxygen, carbon, and nitrogen that are normal 
components of bone tissue, other elements such as aluminum and magnesium were found in growth 
rings of the scales. This study suggests a potential means to detect and localize pollutants (e.g. lead, 
mercury, and arsenic) that have been incorporated into the bone tissue in relation to the seasonal 
growth of the fish. 
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29. Macroinvertebrate Species Richness and Density Between Modified and Relatively Natural 
Segments of the Minnesota River 
Alexandra Dahmes  
Shannon Fisher, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biology) 
Nathan Lederman, Graduate Student Mentor  
 
Aquatic macroinvertebrates are sensitive to changing environments and can have cascading effects 
on trophic levels. Habitat alterations to accommodate barge traffic, such as dredging and 
channelization, likely influence macroinvertebrate community structure, and subsequently a range of 
potential ecological interactions. Understanding baseline differences between highly modified and 
relatively natural segments of the Minnesota River has become a higher priority as existing 
challenges intensify (e.g., changing hydrologic patterns) and new threats emerge (e.g., invasive 
species). Therefore, we assessed aquatic macroinvertebrate species richness and density between the 
lower modified section and the more natural mid-portion of the Minnesota River. 
Macroinvertebrates were collected with sled nets and light traps from May until August of 2014. 
Based on disturbance levels that influence the homogeneity of habitats available, we hypothesized 
that the substantially modified portion of the Minnesota River would have high densities, but from 
few species, whereas, the more natural areas would have lower densities, but greater species 
richness. Although we compared a modified riverine segment with an unmodified segment, we must 
acknowledge that the modified segments were in the lower portion of the basin and the unmodified 
segments were in the middle portion of the system. Therefore, we also considered the natural 
changes that occur along the longitudinal gradient. Results were largely as we anticipated; however, 
we now put our findings into perspective with the challenges and threats facing the Minnesota River. 
 
30. Analyzing interaction between two proteins related to Crohn’s  
Kwame Opoku Akyeampong and Garret Fitzsimmons  
Kelly Grussendorf, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biology) 
 
About 700,000 Americans suffer from Crohn’s disease, which has no cure, stressing the importance 
of research. Studies have found the gene, IRGM to be mutated in many individuals with Crohn’s 
disease. IRGM plays a role in the removal of harmful bacteria through autophagy. Another protein, 
CRIP was found in rats to play a role in the movement of materials within the intestinal tract as well 
as destroying foreign material, in a fashion much like autophagy. The homologue of IRGM within 
Caenorhabditis elegans, binds to the homolog protein, CRIP. We are conducting research to identify 
whether IRGM and CRIP proteins interact within the model organism mice. We hypothesized that 
an interaction between the CRIP and IRGM protein will occur in mice because we see such 
interactions of the homologous proteins in C. elegans. We wanted to analyze the possible interaction 
in mice, with the goal of finding a connection to Crohn’s disease. The yeast-two hybrid method was 
used to determine whether CRIP and IRGM proteins interact. The RNA of our genes of interest we 
have isolated were converted into DNA through the process of reverse transcriptase, then were 
amplified through Polymerase Chain Reaction. We incorporated our DNA into yeast using DNA 
vectors so that our proteins of interest could be synthesized. We then analyzed our yeast plates to 
determine if protein –protein interactions occurred. The results of this study will give us a better 
understanding of Crohn’s, contributing to the overall goal of for finding a treatment.  
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31. A Comparison of the Effect of Hypothyroidism on Pressure Natriuresis in Male Wistar Kyoto 
(WKY) Rats and Spontaneously Hypertensive Rats (SHR) 
Jessa Gute 
David Sharlin and Penny Knoblich, Faculty Mentors (Department of Biological Sciences) 
 
Almost 1 billion people worldwide suffer from hypertension, or high blood pressure. Studies 
indicate hypothyroidism, starting at weaning, is associated with a decrease in systolic pressure in the 
Spontaneously Hypertensive Rat (SHR). Additionally, it has been determined that thyroid hormones 
are critical in the synthesis of nitric oxide. Nitric oxide (NO) is required for normal urinary sodium 
elimination in response to a rise in blood pressure (pressure natriuresis). The production of nitric 
oxide is impaired in patients with hypertension, a condition referred to as endothelial dysfunction. 
Nitric oxide inhibition results in a marked decrease in pressure natriuresis in male rats. Impaired 
pressure natriuresis, is observed in all instances of hypertension. However, past studies found no 
impact of hypothyroidism on the pressure natriuresis response. This study sought to determine the 
relationship between developmental hypothyroidism and changes in pressure natriuresis in 
Spontaneously Hypertensive Rats (SHRs) and their parent strain, the normotensive (normal blood 
pressure) Wistar Kyoto Rat (WKY).  This was accomplished through monitoring acute changes in 
urinary sodium excretion in response to a rise in blood pressure in control and hypothyroid, SHR and 
WKY male rats. All experimental groups exhibited a comparable resting mean arterial pressure 
(MAP) and a comparable increase in mean arterial pressure resulting from artery ligation.  
Interestingly, only hypothyroid WKYs exhibited a significantly greater increase in sodium excretion 
with an increase in MAP compared to their control counterparts. Comparable urine volume excretion 
was observed in all groups. These results indicate a strain specific response in pressure natriuresis to 
hypothyroidism. 
 
32. Protein Photo-oxidation: The Effects of Singlet Oxygen on Protein Function 
Maegan Eatwell  
John Thoemke, Faculty Mentor (Department of Chemistry) 
 
Proteins are known to be major targets for photo-oxidation due to their high abundance in biological 
systems. Photo-oxidation occurs via several channels, including reactions between singlet oxygen 
and tryptophan, tyrosine, histidine, methionine, or cysteine residues. In previous studies, reaction 
rates of singlet oxygen with particular residues have been measured at variable positions within a 
single protein and comparing proteins with reactive residues having varying degrees of accessibility. 
These studies suggest that amino acid residues completely buried within a protein have small rate 
constants compared to residues located closer to the surface. In this study, the effects on protein 
functionality (assessed by enzyme activity assays) of singlet oxygen reacting with variably 
accessible residues were determined. Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) and 
lysozyme contain, respectively, histidine and tryptophan residues with varying singlet oxygen 
accessibility surface areas (1O2-ASA) as determined using standard computational methods. 
Reaction rates between singlet oxygen and the proteins were determined via competitive kinetics 
with furfuryl alcohol, a singlet oxygen molecular probe. The reaction rates were then correlated to 
functional effects found from GAPDH and lysozyme enzyme activity assays. The results tested the 
hypothesis of a protein “defense mechanism”, whereby proteins having a greater number of surface 
residues, such as GAPDH, retain their function better than proteins having fewer accessible photo-
oxidizable residues, like lysozyme. 
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33. Synthesis and Isomorphous Substitutions in Lead Sodium Vanadate Apatite 
Estelle Sonya Tachago Kamdom and Brontae Berkhoel 
Lyudmyla Stackpool, Faculty Mentor (Department of Chemistry) 
 
The world is experiencing a drastic fall in fuel resources and nature is greatly affected by the 
greenhouse gases. Therefore, it is paramount to do research on environmentally friendly and highly 
efficient sources of electric energy (fuel cells). This explains the recent rise in interest for solid state 
electrolytes. Vanadates with apatite structure (general formula M10 (XO4)6Y2, where M= Ca, Sr, 
Ba, Pb; X=P, V, As, Si; Y=OH, F, O, etc.) can be used as potential solid oxide electrolytes. Pb-
containing apatites play an essential role since only Pb-containing compounds retain the apatite 
structure in which the Y ions are absent; the structural channels are free which favor oxygen 
conductivity. The goal of our study was to establish synthetic conditions, chemical composition, and 
crystal structure of Pb-containing vanadates modified by rare-earth elements (REE). The substitution 
of Pr3+, Eu3+ for Pb2+ in systems Pb(8-x)REExNa2(VO4)6Ox/2 under the scheme: 2 Pb2++   
2REE3+ + O2- was examined. The solid solutions were synthesized by the solid-phase method at 
temperature of 600°C upon annealing for 32 hours and studied by XRD and SEM methods. 
According to the XRD, the substitution limits in systems Pb(8-x)REExNa2(VO4)6Ox/2 were found 
within the ranges 0 ≤ x ≤ 0.15 for Eu, 0 ≤ x ≤ 0.25 for Pr. It was found that the unit cell parameters a, 
c, and volume, v decrease monotonically with increasing x. Oxygen ions content in the structural 
channels increases with increasing x which leads to a gradual increase in conductivity. 
 
34. Oxidative Effects on Muscle Protein Contractile Function 
Tatiana Soboleva 
Rebecca Moen, Faculty Mentor (Department of Chemistry) 
 
Muscle is made up of two main contractile proteins, myosin and actin. In this actomyosin complex, 
myosin is the molecular “motor” using the universal energy source adenosine triphosphate (ATP) to 
produce force and movement. At the molecular level, myosin undergoes a series of structural 
transitions upon force generation: an open-to-close transition of the actin-binding site, a close-to-
open transition of the ATP binding site, and a rotation of the “lever arm”. Perturbations in the open-
to-close transition of myosin’s actin-binding cleft have been associated with both oxidation stress 
and muscle aging as well as various muscle diseases including muscular dystrophy and hypertrophic 
cardiomyopathies. This project focuses on one main hypothesis. I predict that myosin’s open-to-
close transition of the actin-binding site is necessary for proper actomyosin function, for both actin-
activated ATPase structural dynamics and actomyosin complex formation. Methodology: 
Crosslinking of the actin-binding cleft will be accomplished using the BSL. Control samples will 
include no spin-label and a monofunctionally attached spin-label. Actin’s ability to bind myosin and 
activate it will be tested via a myosin enzymatic activity assay. Pyrene-actin fluorescence quenching 
will be used to determine the ability to from strongly bound actomyosin complexes. Anticipated 
Outcomes: I anticipate there will be a change in the ability of myosin to bind actin which is partially 
responsible for myosin’s decreased ability to generate force. However, a lack of change could 
suggest significant changes in the binding-site availability for the substrate which could be the focus 
of future research. 
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35. Blebbistatin Effects on Myosin Structural Dynamics 
Brittany Negley  
Rebecca Moen, Faculty Mentor (Department of Chemistry) 
 
Blebbistatin is a potent, small molecule inhibitor specific for myosin II, the type of myosin found in 
human skeletal, cardiac, and smooth muscle. Myosin II is the motor protein in muscle that uses 
adenosine triphosphate (ATP) to drive force generation and muscle contraction by its interactions 
with actin. Blebbistatin is cell-permeable and works by binding directly to myosin II near its ATP 
binding site. The enzymatic activity of Dictyostelium myosin II was tested using a steady-state 
NADH-coupled ATPase assay in both the absence and presence of blebbistatin. The decrease in 
NADH concentration is coupled to breakdown of ATP into ADP and phosphate and was measured 
by spectrophotometry to obtain the rate at which myosin hydrolyzes ATP. Myosin’s enzymatic 
activity was reduced in the presence of blebbistatin. Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) was 
used to determine blebbistatin induced changes in myosin structural dynamics. A monofunctional 
spin label was attached to two specifically engineered cysteine residues (F270C.F535C) in myosin, 
near the blebbistatin binding site and actomyosin binding interface, respectively. Blebbistatin has the 
potential to be useful in treating certain muscular diseases and inhibiting cell motility by interfering 
with actomyosin interactions. These results are important for understanding how blebbistatin 
perturbs myosin’s structure and mechanistic molecular details of its inhibitory activity. 
 
36. Changes in Magnesium Binding to Myosin with Oxidative Modification 
Santiago Martinez Cifuentes 
Rebecca Moen, Faculty Mentor (Department of Chemistry) 
 
Oxidative stress is an imbalance of detrimental oxidants and combating antioxidants. Muscle is a 
major target of oxidative stress due to generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) through both 
physiological and pathological conditions. Decreased muscle force with aging is caused partially by 
defects in contractile proteins that produce muscle contraction, myosin and actin. Myosin binds to 
actin and adenosine triphosphate (ATP) which is hydrolyzed to ADP and inorganic phosphate to 
generate force. Actin is an allosteric activator of myosin’s activity, increasing the rate at which 
myosin hydrolyzes ATP. Oxidative damage has shown to be targeted to the actin/myosin binding 
interface and causes a decrease in myosin’s ATPase activity. Magnesium (Mg2+) is an inhibitor of 
myosin’s ATPase activity and interacts with myosin near its actin-binding site. This research 
investigates how oxidative modifications within myosin’s catalytic domain affect its functional 
interaction with actin and ability to bind magnesium. Dictyostelium discoideum (Dicty) myosin II 
was used as the model system to study myosin function. Oxidative modification in myosin was 
induced by treatment with hydrogen peroxide. Myosin’s ATPase activity under varying 
concentrations of free Mg2+ in the absence and presence of actin was measured using an NADH-
coupled enzymatic assay detected by spectrophotometry at 340 nm. Our results show that varying 
[Mg2+] cause a change in the myosin’s functional interaction with actin. Understanding how 
oxidative modifications within myosin affect its interaction with binding partners give insight into 
the impact of oxidative stress on muscle function. 
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37. The Effect of Mechanical Wounding on the Expression of MicroRNAs in Pea Leaves 
Samuel Vinje 
Theresa Salerno, Faculty Mentor (Department of Chemistry) 
 
MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are important regulators of protein expression in both plants and animals. 
Recently microRNAs have been found to be involved in plant stress responses in cotton under 
drought conditions. Little is known about the effect of mechanical wounding on microRNA 
expression. In this study the effects of mechanical wounding on the expression of two different 
miRNAs in pea ( .) leaves, MiR-167 and MiR-408, were measured. Computer-based algorithms 
were used to confirm a very probable match between MiR-167 and the auxin response factor mRNA 
and between MiR-408 and the 3’ end of plastocyanin mRNA. In this study pea (Little Marvel) seeds 
were grown for fifteen days. Plant tissues were collected at 0, 6 and 12 hours after wounding and 
quickly frozen in liquid nitrogen. Small RNAs were then extracted using the MirVana miRNA 
Isolation Kit. The quantities and qualities of RNA and miRNA quality were confirmed using the 
Nanodrop Lite spectrophotometer readings at 260 and 280nm. For the analyses poly A tails were 
added to the microRNAs followed by reverse transcription of the modified RNAs. Quantitation was 
done using a specific forward primer and a universal reverse primer. The expression relative to a 
small nuclear RNA U6 was then determined on a Step One Plus qPCR instrument using the ∆∆Ct 
method. It is expected that the expression of both MiR-408 and MiR-167 will be changed. This 
research will contribute to the understanding of the role of miRNAs in biotic and abiotic stress 
responses of plants. 
 
38. Developing a Western Blot Assay for 1-Aminocyclopropane-1-Carboxylic Acid in Tomatoes 
David Close 
James Rife, Faculty Mentor (Department of Chemistry)  
 
Ethylene is a plant hormone involved in up-regulating plant defense responses and signaling fruit 
maturation. The final step in ethylene biosynthesis is the conversion of 1-aminocyclopropane-1-
carboxylic acid (ACC) to ethylene by ACC oxidase (ACO). Previous studies have shown that methyl 
jasmonate (MeJ) treatment and tissue wounding increases ethylene production and up-regulates the 
transcription of ACO mRNAs. The focus of this study was to develop a Western blotting technique 
to probe ACO protein levels in tomato plant tissue and to use the assay to compare levels of ACO in 
MeJ treated and mechanically wounded plants relative to the control group. Plants were grown in 
laboratory under identical conditions. The plants were treated with MeJ, mechanically wounded with 
forceps, or left untreated (control). Samples of plant leaf tissue were then taken at 0, 3, 6, and 24 
hours after the applied treatment. These samples were homogenized and the proteins extracted. Total 
protein extracts were then separated by SDS polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and the bands were 
transferred to a nitrocellulose membrane. The membrane was then probed with ACC oxidase (aN-
19) antibody (Santa Cruz Biotechnologies) and with EIF4E1 antibody as an endogenous control 
Abiocode). The membrane was then probed with secondary anitbodies labeled with IR Fluorescent 
dyes (IRDye® 680LT labeled donkey anti-goat and IRDye® 800CW labeled donkey anti-rabbit). 
Finally, the proteins were visualized using the LI-COR Odyssey™ Imager and the resulting data was 
normalized against the endogenous control. 
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39. Glutathionylation of Actin in the Dictyostelium Cytoskeleton 
Benjamin Grosberg 
Rebecca Moen, Faculty Mentor (Department of Chemistry) 
 
Glutathione (GSH) is the most abundant antioxidant in living organisms. It is a small tripeptide 
composed of three amino acid residues; glutamate, cysteine and glycine. GSH can be covalently 
linked to proteins at cysteine (Cys) amino acid residues, a process called glutathionylation. 
Glutathionylation has been shown to protect Cys from irreversible oxidation. However, it has more 
recently been shown to have detrimental effects on protein function. The cytoskeleton can be 
considered the “skeleton” of every cell and gives shape and support. The purpose of this research is 
to investigate targets of glutathionylation in the cytoskeleton. My working hypothesis is that actin, 
the major protein component of the cytoskeleton, will be modified by GSH increasing the molecular 
weight of actin by 305 Da per GSH attached. Dictyostelium discoideum (Dicty) was chosen as the 
model organism to study cytoskeletal proteins and their interactions. Dicty AX2 cells were cultured 
in HL5 axenic media until reaching a cell density of 2 x107 cells/mL and were treated with varying 
concentrations of GSH for one hour. The Dicty cells were lysed and the cytoskeleton was isolated. 
The cytoskeleton proteins were separated by gradient PAGE and transferred to a nitrocellulose 
membrane. Western blotting was employed using primary antibodies against either actin or 
glutathione. The anti-glutathione antibody recognized glutathionylated proteins. Western blots were 
compared to identify actin glutathionylation. Amount of actin glutathionylated was quantified by 
comparison to an untreated actin control. My research project provided a better understanding of the 
targets of glutathionylation within the cytoskeleton. 
 
40. The effect of Sweeteners on Nox 4 mRNA and Protein Expression in the Rat Kidney 
Logan Newman 
Theresa Salerno, Faculty Mentor (Department of Chemistry) 
 
Dietary sugars have been documented to cause health issues such as obesity, insulin resistance, and 
hypertension. Because of this, it’s important to study alternative sweeteners. An increase in reactive 
oxygen species (ROS) can play a prominent role in kidney disease developed from hypertension. 
The source of the ROS has been linked to the NADPH oxidases (Nox enzymes) that create 
superoxide radical products. This protein exists as isoforms, with the Nox 4 form being most 
associated with kidney damage. The purpose of this project was to ask the question whether normo-
tensive rats fed diets supplemented with sugar (sucrose) or sweeteners, stevia and saccharin, exhibit 
changes in the expression of Nox 4 at both the mRNA and protein levels. Reverse transcription was 
performed on previously purified RNA, and the Taqman cDNA Reverse Transcription Kit was used 
to make cDNA templates. Specific primers and a probe were designed to amplify the Nox 4 target 
and the efficiency of the method was validated. Expression data from the samples were analyzed 
using the ΔΔCt method to give the expression of Nox 4 relative to the endogenous control, GAPDH. 
The Western blot was performed by extracting the proteins, measuring total protein content using the 
BCA Protein Assay Kit, and loading equal amounts of protein onto a 12% Criterion TGX gel. 
Proteins were transferred to a nitrocellulose membrane and detected using specific primary and IR 
labeled secondary antibodies. Expression of the Nox 4 protein was measured relative to the amount 
of GAPDH using a LiCor Odyssey imager. 
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41. Do Sweeteners Affect the Expression of Proteins in the Renin Angiotensin System? 
Natalie Young 
Theresa Salerno, Faculty Mentor (Department of Chemistry) 
 
Stevia is an artificial sweetener designed to lower calorie use and reduce blood sugar. There is some 
experimental evidence that stevia may reduce hypertension. The mechanism has not yet been 
determined but may relate to the renin angiotensin system (RAS). Two key enzymes in this system 
are angiotensin and renin and their respective receptors. Activation of both the angiotensin receptor 
1 (AT1R) and the prorenin receptor (PRR) result in the production of other proteins that increase 
blood pressure. MicroRNA 152 (miR-152) has been shown to repress the expression of PRR, and it 
has a strong match to the 3’untranslated region of the mRNA. Inhibition of PRR has been shown to 
cause hypotensive effects. Increased expression of MiR-132 has been correlated with the over-
expression of AT1R and increased hypertension. In this study, sixteen Wistar-Kyoto (normotensive) 
rats were given diets of unsweetened osmolite, or osmolite sweetened with sucrose, or saccharin, or 
stevia over a 6-week period. The kidneys were removed and quickly frozen in liquid nitrogen. 
Following purification of the microRNAs and mRNAs with the miRVANA kit, reverse transcription 
and qPCR were used to quantitate the expression of two microRNAs and the PRR and AT1R 
mRNAs. There were small decreases in the relative expressions of kidney microRNAs in the rats 
given supplemental sweeteners. Differences at the transcriptional level were not found to be 
significant. Western Blotting will be conducted to quantitate levels of the AT1R and PRR proteins in 
these kidney samples. 
 
42. Improved Methodology for Studying Actomyosin Structural Dynamics 
Daniel Sinda 
Rebecca Moen, Faculty Mentor (Department of Chemistry) 
 
Myosin and its interaction with actin are responsible for force generation in muscle. The molecular 
level structural details of actomyosin dynamics coupled to contraction mechanism remain unclear. 
The catalytic domain of myosin contains its substrate-binding pocket, which binds ATP, and the 
actin-binding site termed the cleft. The actin-binding cleft is composed of the upper and lower 50 
kDa domains. The cleft undergoes a structural change from open-to-closed upon force generation in 
muscle. This study aims to construct a myosin which will produce more accurate and discrete 
measurements of distance across the actin-binding cleft. The Dictyostelium (Dicty) myosin gene 
truncated at residue 761 and with no reactive cysteine residues was used as the base construct. Site-
directed mutagenesis was employed to introduce specific cysteine residues in the upper and lower 50 
kDa domains of Dicty myosin II at positions [S387C.K391C] and [N541C.T545C]. Mutations were 
confirmed by DNA sequencing. The cysteine mutations produced will allow for future experiments 
in site-directed spin-labeling (SDSL) involving binding of a rigidly attached bifunctional spin label 
at these positions across the actin cleft. This new myosin construct will allow changes in myosin 
structural dynamics to be defined more precisely having large implications for future research on 
myosin and its actin-binding cleft. 
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43. Reverse Phase Ion Pair Chromatographic Separation of Oxythiomolybdate and 
Oxythioperrhenate Mixtures 
Emma Stong and Natalie Young 
Trent Vorlicek, Faculty Mentor (Department of Chemistry) 
 
To fully exploit Mo and Re as redox proxies, the chemical transformations these metals undergo in 
sulfidic water must be well defined. While thermodynamic data have been used to predict the 
speciation of Mo and Re within anoxic waters, these predictions remain unsubstantiated because apt 
methodologies for quantifying the oxythiomolybdate (MoOxS4-x2-) and oxythioperrhenate 
(ReOxS4-x-) (x=0-4) anions within natural settings have yet to be developed. Thus, the involvement 
of the thiometallates in the sequestration pathways of Mo and Re remains speculative. To address 
this gap in knowledge, a reverse phase ion pair chromatographic (RP-IPC) method has been 
developed that is capable of separating all eight stable oxythiomolybdate and oxythioperrhenate 
anions. Efforts to couple the RP-IPC method with inductively coupled mass spectroscopy (ICP-MS) 
are underway. Once developed, the RP-IPC-ICP-MS method will be employed to quantify Mo and 
Re speciation in the euxinic water column of Green Lake (New York). 
 
44.  Esterification of Acid Chlorides 
Ryan Colakovic 
Brian Groh, Faculty Mentor (Department of Chemistry)  
 
Esters are chemical compounds that are commonly derived from a carboxylic acid and an alcohol. 
Many are used as fragrances as they give off sweet-smelling aromas such as fruits, caramel, and 
rum. Esters were synthesized through refluxing a carboxylic acid derivative and an alcohol in an 
imidazole-buffered environment. The presence of imidazole will maintain the pH by absorbing any 
acid produced. The carboxylic acid derivative was initially an acid anhydride but later switched to an 
acid chloride to yield purer esters. The products were purified through acid-base extraction and 
vapor distillation. The esters produced were analyzed by infrared (IR) spectroscopy, gas 
chromatography (GC), and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). An esterification procedure was 
developed to be completed in two hours for use in an organic chemistry lab. Students will choose an 
unknown combination of an acid chloride and an alcohol to produce an ester. After obtaining 
spectroscopic data to determine the structure of the ester, students will determine their unknowns. 
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45. The Role of MicroRNA 393 in Defense Against Phytophthora Sojae in Soybeans 
Andrew Oeltjenbruns 
James Rife, Faculty Mentor (Department of Chemistry) 
 
Phytophthora sojae (P. sojae) is the second most destructive pathogen to soybeans; however, the 
mechanism of its pathogenesis is not well understood. Recent studies have shown that microRNA 
393 (miR393) is up-regulated in response to P. sojae infection. Methyl jasmonate (MeJa) is 
produced by plants in response to wounding. To probe for a possible link between P. sojae infection 
and a response elicited by MeJa, soybean plants were treated to three conditions and then miR393 
expression was monitored using Quantitative Polymerase Chain Reaction (Q-PCR). Treatment 
groups consisted of a control set of plants, P. sojae-infected plants, and plants treated with MeJa. 
Soybean roots were inoculated by scraping the soybean roots 1.0 cm from the root end and applying 
a small plug of P. sojae-infected agar. The MeJa group was treated by exposing the plants to 
evaporated MeJa in an enclosed container. 8 hours post-treatment, root tissues were harvested and 
miRNAs were isolated using an Ambion Plant RNA Isolation Aid in conjunction with a mirVana 
miRNA isolation kit. The quality and quantity of small RNAs was assessed by spectrophotometric 
analysis and by denaturing polyacrylamide electrophoresis. miRNAs were reverse transcribed into 
cDNA using a TaqMan microRNA Reverse Transcription System. Q-PCR, with FAM-labeled 
probes, and the ΔΔCt method were used to measure relative miR393 levels using U6 as an 
endogenous control. 
 
46. Time Saved by Using Precast Concrete v. Cast-in Place Concrete on Underground Utility and 
Highway Construction 
Tyler Williams  
Mohamed Diab, Faculty Mentor (Department of Construction Management) 
 
I have chosen to research this topic because I have 3 years’ experience working with cast-in place 
concrete. A major problem that contractors run into while using cast-in place concrete is that it needs 
at least seven days to cure, or in more common terms be structurally sound. In worst case scenario 
we could halt the project completely. By using precast concrete eliminates the curing time because it 
is all taken care of by the producer of the concrete members. There is no doubt that the use of precast 
concrete increases the efficiency, but by how much depends on a few important factors. The first is 
the type of project being constructed, the second is the amount of concrete being used, and thirdly 
the location of the project. These are the factors that I will be conducting my research with. Being 
that highway construction involves the public, any time saved is a benefit. I hope to find, at least 
with underground utility and highway construction projects that the time saved waiting for curing, 
outweighs the high initial cost of the precast concrete. We all have heard the saying that time is 
money, and with this research I want to validate this statement. 
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47. Is Precast Concrete a Cost-Effective Way to Build? 
Dylan Nelson 
Mohamed Diab, Faculty Mentor (Department of Construction Management) 
 
There is the perception among those involved in the construction of new buildings that precast 
concrete comes at too high of a premium to use. The purpose of this project is to see if the thermal 
properties of precast concrete allow for the owner of the structure to recoup the initial premium 
associated with the construction of precast concrete buildings. Case studies were analyzed to see 
how the insulating factors compare to those of traditional building methods, and how that contributes 
to reduced heating and cooling costs. The results of this project are intended to show whether or not 
the utility cost differences in precast concrete buildings make it cost-effective to build with precast 
concrete over traditional building methods. 
 
48. Precast Concrete vs. Traditional Building Methods 
Peter Nickel 
Mohamed Diab, Faculty Mentor (Department of Construction Management) 
 
What I will be researching is the advantages and disadvantages for using precast concrete vs 
traditional methods in homes, commercial buildings, and apartments. For example concrete homes 
are extremely sound and durable unlike wood built ones. A total precast home is extremely mold and 
mildew resistant also. Total precast homes have no beams and columns in the basement which 
provides long clear spans for a very flexible design. Precast concrete homes also have a very high 
fire rating and provide a great storm shelter because of their strength but compared to a traditional 
built home the cost to build a precast home is way higher 
 
49. Vacuum Hoisting Vs. Traditional Hoisting 
James Besonen 
Mohamed Diab, Faculty Mentor (Department of Construction Management) 
 
The goal of this Undergraduate Research Project is to compare all of the factors that a project 
manager would, when comparing which type of hoisting will be done with all precast concrete on 
any given project. This is a very important topic in the construction industry because hoisting is 
involved in almost every type of project. Most people wouldn’t consider this an important topic, but 
time, money, and any safety concerns that are involved in hoisting precast concrete units to their 
desired location can ultimately impact the total cost, duration of the project, any safety protocols that 
need to be met before breaking ground, as well as if your company is awarded the project. My goal 
is to analyze all of the factors that are needed when deciding whether a company should or should 
not use vacuum hoisting or the traditional hoisting method. The results between vacuum hoisting and 
conventional hoisting proved that vacuum hoisting has indeed reduced production costs, have higher 
production speed on a job site, reduces ware on hoisting equipment, uses less man power, and lower 
power and energy consumption, which will lead to saving money from the engineering department 
through the field erection process.  Compared to the conventional method that requires equipment 
like lifting pins and anchors, chains and slings, shackles and cable hooks.  It is very apparent that 
after the initial investment in a vacuum hoist will save your company time and most importantly, 
money. 
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50. LEED rating using precast concrete 
Aidrus Salim 
Mohamed Diab, Faculty Mentor (Department of Construction Management) 
 
My research will explain how LEED points are earned when using the precast concrete method and 
how it differs from other types of methods. I will speak about how precast concrete helps reduce 
emission and if it's an environmentally friendly method or not. 
 
51. The Impact of Precast Concrete on Vertical Construction Project Schedule 
Alex Benson  
Mohamed Diab, Faculty Mentor (Department of Construction Management) 
 
The impact of precast concrete has on the construction project schedule. I will mostly be focusing on 
the impacts according to vertical construction projects. In a more specific view, does precast 
concrete save time compared to more traditional methods such as cast-in place concrete. I will 
examine these differences and weigh the pros and cons. I will look at various types of projects and 
collect data on how precast affected the construction scope and schedule of a project. Is it more 
beneficial to use precast on commercial projects or is it better to use it on smaller projects such as 
residential homes. I would like to find when is it the most optimal to use precast concrete versus 
traditional methods when a project has particular time constraints. 
 
52. Pre-Cast Concrete in Extreme Weather Conditions 
Mohamed Hassan 
Mohamed Diab, Faculty Mentor (Department of Construction Management) 
 
Precast concrete offers rapid on-site installation and cost effectiveness even in frigid weather 
compared to Cast-in-place concrete. PreCast is resistant to wind, hurricanes, floods, fire, and 
earthquakes. Concrete, as a structural material and as the building exterior skin, has the ability to 
withstand nature’s normal deteriorating doings, as well as natural disasters. Precast can withstand the 
highest of degrees to the coldest of them all. There are several methods used to protect the concrete 
during cold weather conditions such as; covering, insulating blankets, and most importantly 
enclosure of the project, and its materials to stop from causing sequential damages to the equipment 
and the manufacturing of the precast product in the weather conditions present. 
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53. Benefits of Precast Concrete Construction in Fire Prevention 
Adam Gruis 
Mohamed Diab, Faculty Mentor (Department of Construction Management) 
 
I chose to research the pros and cons of using precast concrete in our buildings to help prevent and 
control building fires. Fires in our communities are something that is often overlooked until it 
happens. If we have the technology like precast concrete to help prevent the spread of fires 
throughout buildings and save lives I don’t know why we wouldn't use it just because it costs a little 
more. Our current fire prevention systems definitely have their flaws and the sooner we realize this 
and start changing our construction practices the better off we will be. Precast concrete is a 
noncombustible material allowing design of new buildings to separate the building into 
compartments, which helps contain a fire, which in return gives the fire department more time to 
reach the building as well as more time evacuating the building. I found in my research that the best 
approach to fire protection is a balanced design of a building that combines active and passive fire 
protection systems. A passive system would be the use of precast in the building design, and an 
active system would have a sprinkler system as well as alarms in the building. With increasing 
emphasis on the risk of buildings, insurance companies are taking note of precast concretes fire 
advantages, offering lower rates in some cases. I found a lot of my information from journals from 
the Precast/Prestressed Concrete Institute. The information was very convincing, with not a lot of 
downsides to the new practice. 
 
54. Precast Concrete in Minnesota Roadways 
Joseph Franta  
Mohamed Diab, Faculty Mentor (Department of Construction Management) 
 
The old saying, “there are two seasons in Minnesota, winter and road construction”, is no joke. 
Minnesota’s roadways have and will continue to be a major issue for the state and the tax payers. 
Minnesota’s roads have issues for a variety of reasons. The drastic changes in temperature cause 
constant contraction and expansion; the long plowing seasons adds wear and tear. The fact that lots 
of lakes and rivers mean lots of roads and bridges, roads and bridges laid on a poor base. There are 
many more examples, but you get the idea Minnesota has a roadway problem with no end in sight. 
The real question is what is the solution to this billion dollar problem? And, after doing a substantial 
amount of research, I’ve concluded that precast concrete might just be the answer. The main issue 
with roadways in Minnesota is sustainability. Basically, if we can create a roadway that will last, we 
can save the state a drastic amount of money. Precast concrete, due to its unique properties, and if 
implemented properly can give us that sustainability. There are areas that precast concrete could 
substantially, positively impact how Minnesota’s roadways are constructed. We just need to focus on 
implementing precast concrete in to our roadways. After all, drastic times call for drastic measures. 
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55. Concrete vs Plastic 
Cody Schulze 
Mohamed Diab, Faculty Mentor (Department of Construction Management) 
 
For my undergraduate research I have choose to compare a problem that I have dealt with many 
times in my past work experience. The preferred material for septic tanks is a precast concrete unit 
coming in many size. These tanks are very heavy and require a large piece of equipment to set them 
in place. But on many jobs we cannot get a backhoe or crane into the job to set them. In these cases 
we use a plastic tank. The plastic tank is lightweight, strong, and comes with a 40 year warranty. I 
plan to research many things on both tanks such as: installation time, life span, and financial 
concerns. I plan to set up an interview with Carlson Concrete Products out of Duluth which sell both 
types of tanks. Ultimately in my conclusion I will make a judgment on which tank should be used 
and why. 
 
56. Precast Concrete in Parking Structures 
Charlie Janssen  
Mohamed Diab, Faculty Mentor (Department of Construction Management) 
 
With precast concrete becoming more and more popular companies have been choosing to use 
precast concrete over cast in place concrete when they are building there parking structures. There 
are many risks that come with using precast over cast in place. I am going to look at how they differ 
when is comes to price, durability, time and other things that you may have to keep in mind when it 
comes to using precast over cast in place. I will then weigh the differences and the risks to see if it is 
actually more convenient to go with precast over cast in place. 
 
57. Precast Concrete in Developed versus Developing countries 
Kledi Luzha 
Mohamed Diab, Faculty Mentor (Department of Construction Management) 
 
This research project examines the use of precast concrete in developed versus developing countries 
from its peak in the early 1900s through the recent years. By researching this topic, I clarify the 
reason behind the use of precast concrete in developing versus developed countries. Developing 
countries tend to use less precast concrete, because of the lack of structural engineers and contractors 
specialized in precast concrete systems. The time period studied includes the expansion of precast 
concrete use, and development in technology. I use two major research strategies: (1) a quantitative 
data analysis (2) two case studies. Data have been collected from archives, newspapers, and 
published reports. This research challenges the pros and cons of using precast concrete. 
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58. Saving Money on a Long-term Home-The Economic Analysis of Insulated Concrete Forms for 
Utilization in Minnesota 
James Wilson 
Mohamed Diab, Faculty Mentor (Department of Construction Management) 
 
In today’s rapidly growing technologically advancing society we have found many ways to become 
more efficient in a lot of different areas, and as of lately the use of Precast Concrete could 
revolutionize the Residential Construction field. This study examines the differences of Precast 
Concrete in Residential construction and the Traditional Residential Construction methods for a 
2000 square foot, two-story home. The analysis will consist of comparisons in average amount of 
money saved on heating and cooling per year, initial costs, and the difference of value over a large 
amount of time. There will be research presented on multiple milestones of time such as short-term, 
time at which the two types of homes have the same cost, and long term. Multiple companies will be 
contacted for both types to find averages of price and quality of products. This study focuses on the 
economic benefits of Precast Concrete in Residential use, but benefits on quality will be briefly 
covered to give a description of a product fairly new to the Residential market in the Midwest. 
 
59. Precast Concrete Bridges 
Mustafa Bahreldin 
Mohamed Diab, Faculty Mentor (Department of Construction Management) 
 
Precast Concrete Bridges: Precast concrete bridges, is one of the public, projects diligently, attention 
by state its fastest building systems available and essentially, unaffected by bad weather us helping 
meet tight schedules, ant it’s also manufactured off site minimizing project site disturbance is while 
maximizing quality and precast is utilized to construct, both the and substructures of all the types of 
a bridges. Superstructures include: flat slabs, adjacent box beams, pretension beams, spliced and 
curved girders. Whereas substructures include: precast end bents, piles and pile bent caps, water line 
pile caps with a CIP columns and precast columns. Installation is fast, usually within a few days, 
compared to the weeks or even months, required for cast, maintenance of exposed bridge decks and 
bridge deck icing. Prefabricated bridge components ensure a long life cycle and low life cycle costs, 
requiring virtually no maintenance. The bridges structural precast concrete systems economical 
design stands, apart from any other system, and distinctive arch action which utilizes fast, set-in-
place construction, has been optimized, providing the ideal blend of hydraulic efficiency and 
structural, capacity and superior quality in durability and beautiful appearance for precast concrete 
design. This research will provide valuable information regarding in the field of precast concrete of 
the bridge, ready ways. 
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60. Using Helical Strakes on Pole Structures to Reduce Vibration from High-speed Winds  
 Khalid Aldalbahy and Moath Aldalbahy 
 Farhad Reza, Faculty Mentor (Department of Mechanical and Civil Engineering) 
 
Metal pole structures are often used to support street lights and traffic lights and the primary force 
that they are subjected to is wind. The poles are susceptible to failure due to high-speed winds, but 
perhaps more seriously due to fatigue as a result of repetitive bending and torsion due to buffeting 
and vortex shedding. There have been accidents, some fatal, due to failing poles. Helical strakes 
have been used to support vertical structures (e.g. chimneys or outdoor piping) in the wind. In this 
project, the use of helical strakes on traffic light poles was investigated. First of all a detailed 
literature review of the topic was conducted. Next, a database of cases of failures as reported in the 
media was built. The relevant codes and design guidelines, particularly for Minnesota, were 
reviewed. Lab experiments were conducted using actual traffic light poles. Accelerations, wind 
speed, and pressure were measured both with and without helical strakes. The results indicate that 
helical strakes may be effective at reducing the vibrations of the traffic light poles. Because of the 
vulnerability of traffic lights to wind, implementing this technology on modern traffic lights might 
be an excellent solution to help them resist the effects of high-speed winds and become less 
expensive to maintain over time. 
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Art 
 
 
Twisting Perspectives 
Shayna Tietje  
Brian Frink, Faculty Mentor (Department of Art) 
 
An Overview of Evidence Supporting Primary Production of Glassware in Amarna, Egypt 
Marilyn Evenmo  
Alisa Eimen, Faculty Mentor (Department of Art) 
 
Overfeed 
Ashton Bird 
Liz Miller and Josh Winkler, Faculty Mentors (Department of Art) 
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Twisting Perspectives 
Shayna Tietje  
Brian Frink, Faculty Mentor (Department of Art) 
 
My research focused on the possibilities of combining linear wire elements with the fluidity of free form 
paintings to create a series of sculptural works. The experiments were designed to emphasis the contrast 
between these two materials, however the results also showed how surprisingly cohesive they are able to 
work together. Process is a primary interest within my work as a painter. I choose to use painting 
techniques that are highly process oriented such as staining, soaking, dripping, and flinging paint on to 
loose canvas to achieve a sense of randomness, relying on the freedom of chance and spontaneity to help 
with creative development. In this first stage of the research I experimented with letting go of control, 
letting things happen of their own accord and just observing. However the second stage was focused on 
regaining that control through working with wire. Wire wrapping is a very precise art and requires a lot 
of planning, measuring, and having an eye for intricate detail. Focusing on line, gesture and design as 
fundamental key points in the creative process, I began working with large gauge wire. While 
conducting this portion of these projects I found the issue of scale to be troublesome. The desire to 
create large scale work required me to think outside of the box in how I view my supplies and tools, 
forcing me to design new equipment to accommodate the larger gauge wire. These experiments have 
helped further develop of my knowledge of the materials. Despite having used both materials (wire and 
textiles/painting) separately in the past, it has expanded the range of possibilities within my ideas of 
process and overall sculpture. (274 words) 
 
An Overview of Evidence Supporting Primary Production of Glassware in Amarna, Egypt 
Marilyn Evenmo  
Alisa Eimen, Faculty Mentor (Department of Art) 
 
Known for its unique core-formed vessels and rich blue coloring, glassware dating from the reign of 
Akhenaten (1353–1336 BCE) is often considered the peak of glass production in Ancient Egypt. Due to 
the fragile nature of glass and the few records we have of glass manufacture at the time, there are 
significant gaps in knowledge surrounding glassware from Amarna. Due to this lack of information, a 
theory of import has been favored. However, a focus on import rather than looking into production 
within Egypt is problematic as it places the locus of innovation in glassware outside of Egypt. This 
paper examines the information supporting primary production including the history of glassware in 
Ancient Egypt and physical evidence in the form of vessels and fragments. The history of Egyptian 
glassware is included to contextualize production at Amarna while the physical evidence relates more 
directly to issues of local materials and traditions. From analyzing these sources, I found there is strong 
evidence supporting primary production in Amarna that does not contradict the possibility of import. 
This is significant as it contributes to ongoing studies of glassware from Ancient Egypt as distinct from 
contemporary glassware from elsewhere around the Mediterranean region. 
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Overfeed 
Ashton Bird 
Liz Miller and Josh Winkler, Faculty Mentors (Department of Art) 
 
My prints and 2d mixed media works replicate states of wellness, health, and memory. Overfeed is a 
series of mixed media, wood relief prints composed of grotesque and comical human-like figures 
competing, mutating, and engulfing one another. Through the use of playful, stylized lines in association 
with the imagery, I aim to portray awkward moments of narcissism, immaturity and over indulgence. 
Images are somewhat absurd containing bones, ligaments and organs being eaten than spewed out of a 
wormlike colon. Through pleasure and amusement, the creatures lack control, and feverously devour 
themselves and everything within reach. This mix of comic stylization, humor and dark undertones 
directs the viewer to investigate further upon first glance. 
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Chelsea Mead, Faculty Mentor (Department of Anthropology) 
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Chelsea Mead, Faculty Mentor (Department of Anthropology) 
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Chelsea Mead, Faculty Mentor (Department of Anthropology) 
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Japanese Students' Honorific Language Use 
Laura Berg 
Chelsea Mead, Faculty Mentor (Department of Anthropology) 
 
In an age of increased transportation allowing individuals to traverse immense geographies, travelers are 
also interacting with an expansive diversity of cultures and languages. Understandings of language and 
linguistic practices are sometimes altered for individuals after a period of exposure to different cultures 
and languages. This study concerns the Japanese language and its interesting dynamic of honorific 
language. As the younger Japanese generations travel abroad, older Japanese generations have expressed 
concern that younger generations may decrease their use of honorific language. This study investigates 
the possible correlation between study abroad and cross-cultural experiences of Japanese youth ranging 
from ages 20 to 24 and explores a central question: "Does the frequency that a Japanese student travels 
abroad affect their use of Japanese honorific language?” Drawing upon oral interviews with a group of 
Japanese students, this research presents a qualitative study of interest to international students and those 
engaged in international cultural exchange. A part of this research presentation will presented in 
Japanese. 
 
Legislating the Distinct Society: The Attempt to Preserve Québec’s Language and Culture 
Luke Larson 
Chelsea Mead, Faculty Mentor (Department of Anthropology) 
 
The research explores the cultural and linguistic identity of the Canadian province of Québec and, 
specifically, the use of legislation as a means of preserving this identity. As a land of French language 
and heritage, Québec is an anomaly in North America, as they speak French. It seems that there have 
been a limited amount of studies that have looked at the Québécois identity from a macro scale, 
identifying concisely what it is and why it is, and been devoted to identifying a central tool that 
Québécois nationalists have used to preserve this identity. My work has synthesized and analyzed other 
research on the topic. The results of the research find that French is the central component of the 
Québécois national identity and that legislation has been the primary means of promoting the survival of 
French in the province. It is thus concluded that linguistic legislation is the primary way Québécois 
nationalists have sought to protect their identity. The Québec nationalist struggle is essentially a linguo-
political struggle. This conclusion provides a clear and unambiguous framework for viewing the Québec 
situation and establishes it as an exemplary case of linguistic nationalism. 
 
Preservation of the Welsh language 
Maria Schmit 
Chelsea Mead, Faculty Mentor (Department of Anthropology) 
 
This research is a preliminary exploration of the Welsh language and the dynamics of language 
preservation and survival. My study identifies why there has historically been a decline in the use of 
Welsh and the complications surrounding language dynamics in Wales. I identify different methods and 
avenues speakers and learners are taking to maintain, preserve, and pass on their language. A few select 
examples will include legislative efforts such as the Welsh Language Act of 1993, the emergence of 
Welsh medium schools where children are able to explore the language, and efforts to shift the cultural 
image of Welsh culture and language. Drawing upon existing scholarship, histories, and current media 
efforts, this research begins a discussion on the survival and determination of the Welsh language and its 
speakers. 
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Survival of the Basque Language 
Mikayla Denney 
Chelsea Mead, Faculty Mentor (Department of Anthropology) 
 
My research focuses on the Basque language of northern Spain. Since not very many people speak 
Basque, it is often overlooked. However, the people that do speak this language do not want it to die out. 
Therefore, it is important to find ways to help the Basque people pass their language on to future 
generations. To effectively preserve this language, it is important to look at its history as well as its 
contemporary status. In order to obtain my results, I analyzed two books, one dissertation, and six 
journal articles. After completing my research, I discovered that there is a strong nationalist movement 
among the Basque community to revive the dying language. I discovered that the most effective way to 
do this is through certain schooling systems, starting at a young age. However, I also learned that this 
nationalist movement has created a rift between the Basque community and fellow Spaniards. The 
overall outcome of my research shows that the Basque community is moving forward in creating a 
stronger desire to maintain its cultural identity, specifically in regards to the preservation of its language. 
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How do Additive Manufacturing Process Parameters affect the Material Properties in  
Stainless steel – bronze composite? 
Michael Doyle 
Kuldeep Agarwal, Faculty Mentor (Department of Automotive Manufacturing Technology) 
 
Additive manufacturing (AM), commonly referred to as 3D Printing, has gained a lot of popularity in 
recent times. New technologies and materials are being developed very quickly using the various AM 
technologies. Before these materials can be used in any application, it is necessary to find out how the 
process parameters affect the properties and performance of the parts. The technology is still in its 
nascent stage, so there is little understanding of how the process parameters affect the manufactured 
materials. The aim of this research is to find this process-property relationship for a unique AM process 
called binder jet printing. From this experimentation we will find unique uses of the AM technology, the 
materials themselves, and products being produced. The scope of this research is to determine the effect 
of process parameters of additive manufacturing based stainless steel 420 with bronze parts on the 
mechanical properties such as tensile strength, yield strength and elastic modulus. A full factorial design 
of experiments matrix was made by varying layer thicknesses and orientation angles. ASTM E8 
standard was used for tensile testing of the specimen and the results were compared. Layer thickness 
was very important to the mechanical properties, while the part orientation had negligible effect. Based 
on various applications, different process parameters can be chosen to achieve the strength of a required 
component made by binder jetting of this material. 
 
2014-2015 Diesel-Methane Group  
Michael Childs, Alexander Eustice, and Jack Hawkins  
Bruce Jones, Faculty Mentor (Department of Automotive Engineering and Technology) 
 
The United States Environmental Protection Agency has developed new Pollution regulations for air 
pollutants for stationary point sources. The amount of gaseous and particulate matter that can be released 
from stationary rotating internal combustion engines. Natural Gas is cleaner burning and cost less than 
diesel. It is hoped that by retrofitting existing stationary diesel engines, entities can avoid the significant 
costs needed to replace and operate existing stationary diesel engines. Engine emissions testing will be 
conducted per 40 CFR, Part 1039 and Part 1065. 40 CFR are the requirements of how to load the engine 
and how to conduct emission testing for gaseous and particulate matter emissions. The testing involved 
taking measurements at different levels of There was a lot of design intent involved, with the setting up 
of software programs and hardware systems for measuring information, such as temperature and 
pressure readings. We had to create a way to measure flow using a differential pressure sensor in the 
intake of the engine. We also took readings of in-cylinder pressure as the engine went through its four-
stroke cycle; with this data we created Pressure vs. Volume diagrams which aided in determining the 
change in engine performance. The results from this project may lead to helping companies and 
governments to build a more cost effective and a cleaner environment, while reducing the depletion of 
the world’s natural resources. 
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A Novel Printed Antenna for Polarization Modulation 
Syed Tasrif  
Xuanhui Wu, Faculty Mentor (Department of Electrical Engineering) 
 
Traditionally, a communication system modulates digital signals on either frequency, phase or amplitude 
of a waveform. A combination of these modulation techniques gives a high data throughput to satisfy 
the demands for higher data rate nowadays. Since all the degree of freedom on those signal dimensions 
are used up, it is necessary to look for a new dimension for modulation to further improve the data 
throughput. It comes to the polarity of the electromagnetic wave, which can be utilized to modulate 
digital signals. Such a technique is called polarization modulation [1, 2]. This technique leads to power 
loss in the novel ports, hence reducing the efficiency of the antenna. For solving the issue, we placed RF 
switches at all the ports. RF switches will be used to electrically activate one of those ports based on the 
digital information. A commercial software package called HyperLynx from Mentor Graphics has been 
used to design a single element circular patch antenna. The radiating element is then fed by four 
microstrip lines, with a 45 degree separation. The antenna have at least 17 dB return loss for each port 
and a broadside radiation pattern. Next, a 2X2 antenna has been designed using the radiating element 
obtained in the first stage. The antenna elements is separated with a distance of around half wavelength 
at the carrier frequency. An RF switch had been setup on the feeding line of each antenna element in 
order to electrically change the polarization for the modulation purpose. 
 
Camshaft Overlap  
Nathan Hoppe  
Bruce Jones, Faculty Mentor (Department of Automotive Manufacturing Engineering Technology) 
 
One of the major factors in determining a vehicles power is its camshaft. The camshaft is the device that 
opens and closes the valves to let air/fuel in and out of the engine. If you modify a stock engine the 
camshafts don’t always work and custom ones are expensive. Instead of making a whole new camshaft 
it is possible to modify the stock one so it meets this year’s Exhaust gas temperature (EGT) goal of 
under 1200F°. Since this year’s FSAE car is turbocharged, the turbocharger creates a restriction in the 
exhaust system and can cause back-pressure to be greater than the boost coming into the cylinder. When 
the intake and exhaust valve are open at the same time (Overlap) the back-pressure can push the boost 
back up the intake and the exhaust can be ignited again and cause the EGTs to reach over 1200F°. With 
high EGTs the exhaust port can melt and trying to burn gasses that have already been burnt doesn’t 
make power either. The stock camshafts have 27° of overlap and by modifying the stock camshafts it is 
possible to have 0° of overlap or less. Fitting a back-pressure gauge up to the exhaust will get the 
readings needed to determine the amount of overlap desired. The plan for modifying the stock camshafts 
consists of pressing the sprocket off and on but repositioning it so when it lines back up to the crankshaft 
it will have the desired overlap to make under 1200F° EGTs. 
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Political Passion: A Series of Woodcuts 
Niko Price 
Josh Winkler, Faculty Mentor (Department of Art) 
 
Racial bias, discrimination and hatred have always been a problem in the world.  Over the last few years 
there have been many occasions where the idea of racism has been seen and the actions of people have 
come into question.  The events in Ferguson Missouri, New York, and many other places throughout the 
country have caused a larger group of people to get more involved with the issues of racism.  Large 
demonstrations and protests have been held throughout the country and it has allowed for a lot of light to 
be shed on the issue.  One fallback of all these demonstrations is unfortunately they erupt into riots, 
which result in shootings, beatings, looting, and other unfortunate events.  I believe that these events 
deserve attention and my woodcuts are intended to shed light on the heated issues.  This series of three 
woodcuts will display the graphic nature of these issues that have flooded the media.  Using the bold 
style of woodcut prints I am able to show the graphic nature of these issues in a simple and 
straightforward way.  I also enjoy incorporating text because it allows the viewer to better connect and 
understand the piece.  The prints will be presented in hand made wooden frames. Through the process or 
creating these prints there was a lot of research that I had to do.  First looking through news articles from 
the past few years in order to find specific events that relate to my piece.  I then had to look through 
hundreds of pictures from different cases, demonstrations, and riots.  When looking at these pictures and 
become familiar with bigger issues of racism it was interesting to see the ne developments in these cases 
as they were happening.  Personally I became more aware of the racial tension throughout the county 
and realized that there is a lot of change, development, and understanding that the people of this country 
have to go through before we can life in a place where people are treated equal and people do not have 
to be afraid in their own communities.    (350 words)  
 
Staircase 
Jillian Swan 
Liz Miller, Faculty Mentor (Department of Art) 
 
In Albert Lea, the Bessessen Historic Opera House Building is currently being transformed into a non-
profit art center. I am installing a permanent tile installation onto the main staircase on the front side of 
the building. Embarking on this tile project will allow me to expand my skill set by learning how to 
make press mold tile and bring attention to the building I am trying to help save. The tile is done in low 
relief and designed to mimic the style of the French Renaissance in order to help further the historical 
restorations being done to the building.  144 4x6 inch tiles, 222 ½ x ½ inch tiles, 153 ¾ x ¾ inch and 75 
1 ½ x 1 ½ in have been made to fit the staircase. The larger 4x6 inch tiles depict a symmetrical pattern 
of a flower bud alternating with its fully bloomed self. The taller fully bloomed flower also acts as the 
archways that heavily dominated French Renaissance architecture. Clear glaze shows off the natural 
terra cotta clay coloring in the back ground with alternating red and yellow flowers with green stems. 
The smaller tiles will be decorated flower motifs symmetrically branching out from the central axis that 
match the flowers already carved into the building and have been glazed a rich yellow.  
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Body Prints: Humans Being Powerless 
Kelsey Schwartz 
Brian Frink, Faculty Mentor (Department of Art) 
 
The purpose of my creative project is for viewers to confront the image of a human body; as well as for 
my own exploration of flesh as an artistic tool. As a result of receiving a grant for this project, I was able 
to explore on a larger scale with more materials and many different body types. Through my research I 
have completed a series of 13 acrylic paintings, or as I call them, ‘Body Prints’. These works are done 
by applying acrylic paint straight to the flesh and then having the model create marks onto raw canvas 
using parts of or their entire body. They apply themselves either like a stamp or with a lot of movement. 
These marks are physical representations of the many ways humans feel powerless in this world. Each 
work is given a different idea of the powerlessness of humans, some being very personal for the chosen 
model, such as being powerless regarding death and loss. When looking at the works, the audience is 
forced to react to the vulnerability of the real human’s print. Some of the works came out more abstract 
than others, resulting in more of a confrontation to the painting as an object rather than the image of a 
human body.  
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Connections Between Isadora Duncan and Vaslav Nijinsky 
Matilda Buffum 
Julie Kerr-Berry, Faculty Mentor (Department of Dance) 
 
This paper looks at the connections between Isadora Duncan and Vaslav Nijinsky. Much more research 
has been done on them separately then there has ever been on them connectively. The three main 
connection points covered are their coincidental run-ins, the fact that they were both sketched dancing, 
and how they were both inspired by Greece. As related to these three points Serge Diaghilev is also 
discussed. Duncan and Nijinsky were committed to completely different dance styles, yet they pushed 
the boundaries of those styles in the same way. Nijinsky was modernizing ballet, while Duncan was 
become a founder of modern dance. 
 
A Study of the Correlation between Traumatic Experiences and Movement Memory 
Alexa Chouinard 
Julie Kerr-Berry, Faculty Mentor (Department of Dance) 
 
Trauma can disrupt one's life causing isolation, anxiety, physical illness, and sometimes a complete loss 
of identity. Traumatic experiences live within our bodies and the challenge of overcoming these traumas 
is to heal the mind and soul, as well as the body. One way of beginning the healing process is through 
the use of movement. This paper explores how the use of dance movement is instilled within the 
acknowledgment that the body and mind are inseparable. Connecting this idea to choreographers, like 
Jose Limon and Pearl Primus, who created works after experiencing significant life traumas, provides 
insight into how art can reflect horrific life traumas and offer healing to both the choreographer and the 
viewer. 
 
What are the Characteristics of a Genius and How Does George Balanchine Relate to Them? 
Alina Fatieieva  
Julie Kerr-Berry, Faculty Mentor (Department of Dance) 
 
Geniuses are the people that have mastered their skills and have special talents. There is a lot of 
controversy about whether talent is a nature-given gift or nurtured throughout one’s life. According to 
the scientific researches, there are certain characteristics that distinguish geniuses from other people. 
George Balanchine was a famous choreographer and has left many unique ballets for new generations to 
enjoy. Some argue that he was a genius as well. By comparing the characteristics of a genius with 
George Balanchine and his choreography, the conclusion made it clear that he was a genius of his time 
and art. 
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Locating the Muscle Protein FER-1: A Protein in Muscle Repair with Implications for Muscular 
Dystrophy 
Michael Morehead 
Kelly Grussendorf, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biology) 
 
Modeling of Petroleum Generation, Williston Basin, North Dakota 
Fayaz Ahmed  
Steven Losh, Faculty Mentor (Department of Geology) 
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Locating the Muscle Protein FER-1: A Protein in Muscle Repair with Implications for Muscular 
Dystrophy 
Michael Morehead 
Kelly Grussendorf, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biology) 
 
Limb Girdle Muscular Dystrophy (LGMD) is a genetic disease characterized by the degradation of 
muscle tissue. Research suggests a mutated cellular protein called dysferlin is implicated in the 
mechanism responsible for the inadequate muscle repair that occurs in people with LGMD. Dysferlin 
belongs to a large family of proteins called Ferlins. These proteins have been discovered to exhibit 
similar function across species, which allows for the comparison studies within different organisms. The 
FER-1 protein in C. elegans is the homologous protein to dysferlin in humans. Early evidence suggests 
fer-1 may be expressed in the body wall muscle. As this could prove to be a powerful tool for the study 
of LGMD, is it therefore important to determine if and where fer-1 is being expressed and in which type 
of muscles. The larger scope of this study is to identify the expression location of fer-1 in C. elegans. To 
start, recombinant DNA technology was used to isolate genomic DNA from C. elegans. This genomic 
DNA is known to contain the fer-1 gene. Following this, bacteria plasmid DNA was also isolated from 
E. coli. The plasmid DNA contains a DNA marking tool allowing for protein expression to be 
visualized. Both sets of DNA were isolated successfully and validated by gel electrophoresis. By 
isolating these DNA, they can be recombined to use as a probe for viewing the location of fer-1 
expression using fluorescence microscopy. 
 
 
Modeling of Petroleum Generation, Williston Basin, North Dakota 
Fayaz Ahmed  
Steven Losh, Faculty Mentor (Department of Geology) 
 
Because most easily-found oil has already been exploited, new prospects typically lie in complex and 
challenging geologic formations. Therefore, sophisticated basin and petroleum system modeling 
continues to grow in popularity because it provides an integrative exploration tool, which can be used to 
quantify many of the key aspects of an evolving basin and active petroleum systems within it. The 
Williston Basin in North Dakota has become a prolific petroleum province. Currently, hydraulic 
fracturing of “tight” Bakken shale allows enhancement of production, but still much oil remains in the 
rock. Typically we have been successful in getting 30% of total recoverable hydrocarbons, therefore 
much need to be done to improve production efficiency. This research focuses on modeling (using Platte 
River Associates’ Basin MOD) of petroleum generation and fluid overpressure development in the 
Williston Basin, using data such as source rock thickness and TOC, kerogen type, petroleum attributes 
(API gravity, maturity and volume), and burial/thermal history (stratigraphic column, ages of units, any 
heat flow or heat production data). By comparing the modeled amount of oil generated in the rock with 
actual total amounts produced from wells, we estimate the percent of oil that remains in the rock after 
the well is no longer in production. We also evaluate the source of “excess” fluid pressure in the Bakken 
shale. These data can be useful in developing more-efficient oil production strategies. 
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Elementary Education and 
Gender and Women’s Studies  
 
 
Baseline Cultural Competency among Undergraduate Students at MSU, Mankato 
Amanda Roche, Olufolajimi Onadipe, and Oguljan Jumakuliyeva 
Elizabeth Sandell, Faculty Mentor (Department of Elementary Education) 
 
Predictive Variables for Enhancing Intercultural Competency among Undergraduates 
Katherine Gibson and Kwame Opoku Akyeampong 
Elizabeth Sandell, Faculty Mentor (Department of Elementary Education) 
 
Students' Feminist Identification and Feminist Values at Minnesota State University, Mankato 
Rachel Igo and Hailey Gorman  
Laura Harrison, Faculty Mentor (Department of Gender and Women’s Studies) 
 
Transracial Parenting: Race, Gender, Sexuality and the Lawsuit 
Laura Fry  
Shannon Miller, Faculty Mentor (Department of Gender and Women’s Studies) 
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Baseline Cultural Competency among Undergraduate Students at MSU, Mankato 
Amanda Roche, Olufolajimi Onadipe, and Oguljan Jumakuliyeva 
Elizabeth Sandell, Faculty Mentor (Department of Elementary Education) 
 
The purpose of this study was to understand the starting point for undergraduate students in cultural 
competency, as assessed by the Intercultural Development Inventory (Hammer & Bennett, 2010). The 
baseline scores assisted instructors in providing meaningful learning and growth experiences for 
students in the course used for this study, Human Relations in a Multicultural Society. Our research 
questions were: (1) During academic year 2014 – 2015, what is the cultural orientation of undergraduate 
students when they begin a 200-level Human Relations course? (2) How does the beginning cultural 
orientation of students enrolled in the 200-level Human Relations course compare among semesters 
from 2011 to 2015? New data was collected from up to 200 persons, 18 to 30 years old, who were 
enrolled in EEC 222w (Human Relations in a Multicultural Society) (100 during the Fall semester, 
2014, and 100 during the Spring semester, 2015). At the beginning of each semester, the students 
completed the Intercultural Development Inventory (IDI) (Hammer & Bennett, 1998, 2001). The scale 
measures individual and group intercultural sensitivity and is based on Bennett’s Developmental Model 
of Intercultural Sensitivity (Bennett, 1986). Outcomes of the study were used for program assessment by 
the College of Education. MSU may use this information in considering the effectiveness of its cultural 
diversity goal: experience diversity with supervised reflection and recognize and respond to conditions 
of marginalized populations. 
 
Predictive Variables for Enhancing Intercultural Competency among Undergraduates 
Katherine Gibson and Kwame Opoku Akyeampong 
Elizabeth Sandell, Faculty Mentor (Department of Elementary Education) 
 
Increasing diversity among the population of the United States suggests the need for professionals to 
develop intercultural competency (IC) no matter what their area of expertise. For this study, IC was 
defined as “the capability to accurately understand and adapt behavior to cultural difference and 
commonality” (Hammer and Bennett, 2010). Such attitudes and skills will be critical for all fields, 
including teaching, health care, manufacturing, engineering, business, and more. An undergraduate 
education that emphasizes acceptance and adaptation to cultural differences can provide a foundation for 
success and impact throughout the world. This study examined the relationship between intentionally-
designed teaching methodologies in a Human Relations course and changes in IC among more than 450 
university undergraduate students between 2010 and 2014 at a medium-sized Midwestern public 
university. The study responded to this research question: What instructional strategies affect changes in 
the IC of undergraduates? Data was collected at the beginning and conclusion of the course to measure 
changes in IC that occurred as a result of the course experiences. Students completed the Intercultural 
Development Inventory, developed by Hammer and Bennett (1998, 2001.) The survey [based on 
Bennett’s Developmental Model of Intercultural Sensitivity (1986)] identified five orientations toward 
cultural differences: unawareness/denial, polarization, minimization, acceptance, and adaptation. Data 
was analyzed according to several instructional variables. Data was also analyzed about several non-
instructional variables. The results of this study will encourage other instructors, professionals, and 
leaders to implement high-impact teaching methods that can foster IC in any content area of higher 
education 
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Students' Feminist Identification and Feminist Values at Minnesota State University, Mankato 
Rachel Igo and Hailey Gorman  
Laura Harrison, Faculty Mentor (Department of Gender and Women) 
 
The purpose of this research project is to discover if students at Minnesota State University, Mankato 
who do not identify as feminists hold feminist values. The researchers are aware of the negative stigma 
associated with feminism and think that these stereotypes draw students away from feminism. Data will 
be collected through anonymous surveys distributed in Minnesota State classrooms. The survey will ask 
questions in a Likert scale fashion regarding students’ identification and agreement or disagreement with 
feminist values. While constructing the survey, researchers referenced scholarly journals written about 
liberal feminism and knowledge they learned in Gender and Women’s Studies courses at Minnesota 
State. Results of the research have yet to be made because the project is still in progress. Conclusions 
will be made through the data by comparing the students’ self-identification of feminism to their 
agreement or disagreement with feminist values indicated by their responses to the survey questions. 
 
Transracial Parenting: Race, Gender, Sexuality and the Lawsuit 
Laura Fry  
Shannon Miller, Faculty Mentor (Department of Gender and Women’s Studies) 
 
In 2014, a white lesbian couple filed a wrongful birth lawsuit against a sperm bank after they were 
accidentally given sperm from a black male resulting in the birth of their biracial daughter. This issue 
received significant attention in the news and popular media from those who were for and against their 
decision to sue. For this research project, we scoured scholarly and popular cultural media to identify 
main arguments for these opposing positions. We found that those in favor of the decision to sue 
interpreted the event as a failed business transaction and sympathized with the couple's lack of agency. 
Those opposed argued that this suit is damaging to the child and speaks to the lower value of black 
bodies in our society. This is also a relevant subject for heterosexual white parents with biracial and 
black children. Recently, in Savage, Minnesota, a white heterosexual father gained media attention for 
publicly defending his black daughter who experienced racist bullying from peers in her community. 
Overall, our research sparked a multifaceted analysis regarding white privilege, middle-class privilege, 
and color-blind racism. Our research findings are important for understanding these social phenomena, 
and being able to recognize their occurrence is the first step in combatting structural inequality. 
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Automotive & Manufacturing Engineering Technology   
 
 
Assembly Line Reorganization and Drop-over Enclosures 
Jason Cole  
Gary Mead, Faculty Mentor (Department of Automotive Engineering and Technology) 
 
Uprights 
Robert Mahrer 
Gary Mead, Faculty Mentor (Department of Automotive Engineering and Technology) 
 
Effects of Ethanol Blended Fuel on Small Engines  
Charindu Kariyawasan Jalath Thanth & Joshua Stumm  
Gary Mead, Faculty Mentor (Department of Automotive Engineering Technology) 
 
E85  
Loc Ngo and Larry Xiong  
Gary Mead, Faculty Mentor (Department of Automotive Engineering and Technology) 
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Assembly Line Reorganization and Drop-over Enclosures 
Jason Cole  
Gary Mead, Faculty Mentor (Department of Automotive Engineering and Technology) 
 
A research project is being conducted at MTU Onsite Energy to examine the generator set enclosure 
assembly. The goals of this research are to increase the through-put of MTU’s facility as well as 
improving the ergonomics and ease of assembly. The increase in through-put will come from decreasing 
the takt or cycle time of the assembly line. This will be done by researching which operations can be 
removed from the main assembly line and done in sub-assemblies. The largest part of this research will 
be making the enclosure construction itself into a sub-assembly. The research started by exploring 
whether it’s more cost efficient to have the enclosures assembled in-house or having them out sourced to 
a supplier. Quoting was done for both avenues in order for a good cost comparison. A mock sub-
assembly was created to examine the aspects of staffing and tooling needs as well as the logistics with 
material handling. While these two avenues are being researched, additional research is being done to 
optimize the assembly line surrounding the enclosure build and installation process. This research 
included collecting assembly times and information such as order of operations. What was found is that 
the majority of operations that followed the enclosure installation before could now proceed it. This 
makes all of these operations easier to do now without having an enclosure acting as an obstacle. In 
addition any enclosure accessories can now be done in the enclosure sub-assembly, removing more 
work off of the main assembly line. 
 
Uprights 
Robert Mahrer 
Gary Mead, Faculty Mentor (Department of Automotive Engineering and Technology) 
 
The upright is a metal component designed to be attached to the car. One of the designed tasks for the 
uprights are to hold the wheel bearings in the center of the upright for the hub and wheel. Next task the 
uprights have is, to connect to the suspension where the mounts have to have clearance for motion up 
and down. Third task the uprights are designed to perform is, have a steering rod attached to the upright. 
Without the steering rod the car would not be able to steer in the front. The last task for the uprights is, 
being designed to with stand the forces of 1.4 g’s entering the turn. The first design criteria about the 
uprights is the size and what are the boundaries. From there, the old uprights were inspected to make 
revisions and improve the design. The uprights were modeled in 3D parametric modeling. With the 3D 
modeling, the uprights were able to run a stress strain test to see if the uprights will with stand 1.4 g’s of 
force. From the 3D modeling the design was uploaded into another program to be machined out of a 
block of aluminum. From going through the 3D modeling to machining, there was a big learning curve 
that was found. The original design was too complicated and was very costly to have a machine shop to 
machine the uprights. Therefore a second and even a third design revisions were made to lower the cost 
of machining the uprights. 
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Effects of Ethanol Blended Fuel on Small Engines 
Charindu Kariyawasan Jalath Thanth, and Joshua Stumm  
Gary Mead, Faculty Mentor (Department of Automotive Engineering Technology) 
Today gasoline sold in the United States is E10 (10% ethanol) but government has been trying to 
increase the allowable ethanol content in gasoline to concentrations as high as E20. Before this type of 
change can happen there needs to be sufficient research on the effects of these fuels on engines. The 
small engine ethanol study was focused on determining the effects of low level ethanol blends on 2-
stroke trimmers. The engines in the study were operated on blends of 0%, 10%, 15%, and 20% ethanol. 
All 12 engines received performance, emission, and durability tests throughout their emissions 
determination period. The cycle used to age the engines was 51 seconds of wide open throttle and 9 
seconds of idle. Performance test were contain three separate test such as starting test, acceleration test 
and, hot restart test. These test were used to test full throttle stability, maximum RPM under load, and 
multi-position stability on the engines. For the emission testing portion, exhaust gases were sampled and 
monitored for their levels for hydrocarbons, nitrogen oxides, carbon monoxide, and carbon dioxide. 
After all testing was complete the engines were taken apart and measured to determine the effects on 
internal engine components. Research shows that E0 and E10 engines both lost 24.5% and 27.8% power 
and E15 engines lost 43.8% power while the E20 engines lost 33.9% power. E15 and E20 engines 
produced much more hydrocarbons throughout their lifetime. As a conclusion research indicates that 
ethanol blends above 10% produce less power throughout the lifetime of the engines tested. 
 
 
E85  
Loc Ngo and Larry Xiong  
Gary Mead, Faculty Mentor (Department of Automotive Engineering and Technology) 
 
The use of ethanol as an alternative fuel has become popular in motorsport racing. Due to the nature of 
its chemistry, E85 (85% ethanol, 15% gasoline) has properties that allow race engines to perform at its 
peak potential. The benefits that a high performance race engine gains from using E85 are the ability to 
resist engine detonation and the cooling effect due to fuel vaporization. The ability for E85 to resist 
engine detonation and cooling the air/fuel intake charge plays a critical role in making horsepower and 
torque. As part of the FSAE regulation, only the use of gasoline or E85 is permitted. MNSU Formula 
Engine team has decided to experiment with E85 in a turbocharged YFZ450R engine. Turbocharging an 
engine allows more oxygen molecules to be forced into the cylinder also allowing more fuel thus more 
power. As the air is compressed, the temperature of the intake charge rises significantly, leading to 
engine detonation and eventually engine failure. Research was done on the use of E85 on the intake 
system to cool the intake charge. Using Star CCM, the intake manifold flow was simulated and tested. 
By strategically locating two fuel injectors on the intake manifold and engine management tuning of the 
fuel/ignition curves, the temperature of the intake charge was reduced significantly causing no engine 
knock, and power increase all across the engine RPM range. The data collected was used to compare 
with theoretical calculations of the heat of vaporization, air/fuel delivery, and also Brake Specific Fuel 
Consumption. 
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Psychology and Communication Disorders 
 
 
Subgroup Pro-Ana 
Julia Lautizi and Trae Boldthen  
Kevin Filter, Faculty Mentor (Department of Psychology) 
 
Sexism Towards Female Professors on the Minnesota State University, Mankato Campus 
Justine See and Lauren Bach  
Kristie Campana, Faculty Mentor (Department of Psychology) 
 
Comparing the Reliability and Sensitivity of Observational Systems for Positive Behavior 
Jessica Wiswell and Nicole Thompson  
Kevin Filter, Faculty Mentor (Department of Psychology) 
 
Literate Language Features in the Procedural Narratives of African-American and European-
American 5th Graders 
John Zehnder  
Megan Mahowald, Faculty Mentor (Department of Communication Disorders) 
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Subgroup Pro-Ana 
Julia Lautizi and Trae Boldthen  
Kevin Filter, Faculty Mentor (Department of Psychology) 
 
Pro-Ana is a social movement that positively promotes anorexia and related eating disorders based on 
the belief that these are lifestyle choices and not disorders. In this study we investigated the different 
behaviors and thoughts related to Pro-Ana and Anorexia as well as behaviors and thoughts related to 
typical diet and exercise patterns. Data were collected through an online survey format that asked 
questions about individual behavior and thoughts in an anonymous fashion. Our purpose was to discover 
whether or not the group known as Pro-Ana is really separate and distinct from individuals who are 
anorexic. 
Sexism Towards Female Professors on the Minnesota State University, Mankato Campus 
Justine See and Lauren Bach  
Kristie Campana, Faculty Mentor (Department of Psychology) 
 
The purpose of the current study was to observe the prevalence of sexism towards female professors at 
Minnesota State University, Mankato. The present study looked at this through email correspondence 
between professors and students. The participants of this study consisted of 143 Minnesota State 
University, Mankato undergraduate students. These participants were instructed to write an email to a 
professor about a test score that was missing on D2L. In the scenario, students were told they had 
contacted the professor previously, but that the problem had not been addressed. Within these 
instructions, the gender of the professor was manipulated. The emails collected were then given ratings 
on eight variables by five undergraduate psychology students who were blind to both the hypothesis and 
the conditions of the study. These variables were respect, informality, threatening, entitlement, 
understanding, detail, whether the student said thank you, and whether the professor’s proper title was 
used. There were no statistically significant differences in the way students treated male and female 
students through email. While the results are encouraging in that they fail to demonstrate sexism, more 
research should be done examining how male and female professors are treated. 
Comparing the Reliability and Sensitivity of Observational Systems for Positive Behavior 
Jessica Wiswell and Nicole Thompson  
Kevin Filter, Faculty Mentor (Department of Psychology) 
  
To better understand the effectiveness of educational interventions that are used in many k-12 school 
districts, such as Positive Behavior Interventions and Support (PBIS), it is important that the behavioral 
observation methods used are efficient. As the name suggest, PBIS aims to not only extinguish problem 
behaviors, but to also increase positive social behavior. In order to determine an observation system that 
is reliable and sensitive to measure the possible increase of positive behavior, this study was conducted 
using three different observation methods: Partial Interval, Frequency, and Duration. These methods 
were also used on two different levels: watching the class as a whole group vs. watching the class 
student by student, the latter involving a rotation of focusing on each individual for an interval of 10 
seconds. To test for both the inter-rater reliability of and the sensitivity to these low-frequency 
behaviors, these six conditions are tested against each other as well as themselves. During each 
observation, two researchers studied a classroom of 18 preschoolers (four and five years of age) at the 
Children’s House at Minnesota State University, Mankato’s campus, using a previously created measure 
(SHUCK scale) of positive behavior. By completing all the required hours of observation, the outcome 
should result in an observational system that is both sensitive to the occurrence of positive behaviors and 
reliable. These findings can help guide future studies of positive social behavior in groups to use the best 
possible measure of observation system. 
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Literate Language Features in the Procedural Narratives of African-American and European-
American 5th Graders 
John Zehnder  
Megan Mahowald, Faculty Mentor (Department of Communication Disorders) 
 
In order to become competent readers and writers, children must master a number of different lexical 
and grammatical structures known as literature language features, which include adverbs, conjunctions, 
and descriptive noun phrases, as well as verbs used to quote speech and thoughts (mental and linguistic 
verbs). These features typically appear in a number of different genres of spoken language before being 
used effectively during reading and writing. One of the least studied of these genres is that of procedural 
narratives, which comprise linear sequences of instructions for carrying out tasks. To fill this gap, data 
was collected from matched groups of African-American (AA) and European-American (EA) 5th 
graders at two Midwestern elementary schools in order to understand how such children construct 
procedural narratives. Their instructional samples were analyzed to determine what types of literature 
language features they employed and whether or not African-American and European-American 
children differed significantly with regard to their usage of these features. Finally, their language was 
analyzed in order to determine whether or not their usage of any particular literate language features 
could be correlated with reading achievement. Preliminary results indicate that the usage of 
conjunctions, adverbs, and descriptive nouns phrases correlates with reading achievement while AA and 
EA children differ significantly with regard to their treatment of mental and linguistic verbs. 
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Art  
 
 
Personal Renaissance 
Karen Muller  
Gina Wenger, Faculty Mentor (Department of Art) 
 
Meritopless  
Luke McCann 
James Johnson, Faculty Mentor (Department of Art) 
 
Monstrosity from the Medieval to the Renaissance 
Jessica Reich 
Alisa Emien, Faculty Mentor (Department of Art) 
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Personal Renaissance 
Karen Muller  
Gina Wenger, Faculty Mentor (Department of Art) 
 
My creative project combines my love of creative writing and drawing into a journal that utilizes both 
components. I started my investigation by looking at books and illustrations around me and discovered a 
few books that really helped solidify my direction. Those books were: What it is by: Lynda Barry, The 
Book Thief by: Marcus Zusak, The Stinky Cheese Man and Other Fairly Stupid Tales by: Jon Scieszka, 
and Gingerbread Baby by: Jan Brett. Upon reflection, I decided to create a booklet that contained poems 
and short stories that I’d written, along with my own illustrations. I wanted to make the words become 
the pictures, and the images tell the story. Throughout the process I learned that I have strong themes of 
family and nature in my writing and artwork, and also what weaknesses I have in both areas. I struggled 
with depicting the human form and I learned that character-building is something I need to work on. I 
also learned that it was harder to combine my writing and my artwork than I thought it would be. At 
times I felt that there was a disconnect and no matter how hard I tried to bridge the gap between the two, 
they just didn’t want to mix together and enhance each other. As a result, this project taught me a lot 
about my writing and artwork, and I hope to continue creating these booklets to see how far I can push 
this idea of duality within my work. 
 
Meritopless  
Luke McCann 
James Johnson, Faculty Mentor (Department of Art) 
 
Every day high rise buildings are shared in social media and written about in articles. Society in general 
lauds and trusts the proclaimed benefits of high rise architecture, and their efficiency in terms of land 
use, environmental impact, and reduction of urban sprawl appear self-evident. My work Meritopless 
explores the reality of the issues associated with high rise housing in the style of modern architecture. 
Issues such as higher risk of uncontrollable fire, poor maintenance or construction, environmental 
impact of the area built upon, prevalence of crime, and isolation from the surrounding community. 
Should high rise buildings be a goal of communities or the aim of an environmentally friendly urban 
future? Are the benefits of high rise housing a reality or a farce? 
 
Monstrosity from the Medieval to the Renaissance  
Jessica Reich 
Alisa Eimen, Faculty Mentor (Department of Art) 
 
Conventionally, art historians have noted a break in continuity between the Medieval and Renaissance 
periods; however current scholarship suggests that this division might have been exaggerated. 
Specifically within the realm of monstrosity, figures found in examples of  architecture, such as 
Romanesque column capitals with lions and creatures with many heads, limbs, and wings; and also 
among two dimensional art, mainly Medieval manuscripts and Renaissance paintings in the late 1400s to 
the early 1500s. A style early in the Medieval period that came to be known as the animal-style, abstract 
images of beasts and birds that flowed in from interweaving lines, preceded the creatures found in 
monastic manuscripts and architecture. Debate among scholars as to the purpose of such figures within 
the religious context gives possible rationale for the use of the strange monsters in early Renaissance art, 
and to be precise, the strange, purposeful mutations of figures within Hieronymus Bosch’s Garden of 
Earthly Delights: Hell (right panel of the triptych). 
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Communication Disorders, Dance, Elementary Education, Educational    
Leadership, Family Consumer Science, Geology, Geography, Health Science,     
Integrated Engineering, Marketing, Psychology, Social Work, and World 
Languages & Cultures  
 
 
1. Narrative Skills of School-Age Children with Learning Disabilities 
Haley Doran  
Megan Mahowald, Faculty Mentor (Department of Communication Disorders) 
 
2. Rubric for Narrative Analysis 
Elisa Van De Steeg  
Megan Mahowald, Faculty Mentor (Department of Communication Disorders) 
 
3. The Effects of Homework Practice on Performance in Therapy: Broca's Aphasia 
Tara Fruechte  
H. Sheen Chiou, Faculty Mentor (Department of Communication Disorders) 
 
4. A Case Study of Speech Therapy Effectiveness 
Kathryn Haglin  
Megan Mahowald & Renee Shellum, Faculty Mentors (Department of Communication Disorders) 
 
5. Perceptions of our Multicultural Population: A Survey of Future Speech-Language 
Pathologists 
Tia Jacoby  
Megan Mahowald, Faculty Mentor (Department of Communication Disorders) 
 
6. Balanchine and Cunningham’s Contribution to American Ballet 
Jordan Erickson  
Julie Kerr-Berry, Faculty Mentor (Department of Dance) 
 
7. The Influence of Non-Western Dance on the Healing Power of Dance/Movement Therapy 
Emily Higgins  
Julie Kerr-Berry, Faculty Mentor (Department of Dance) 
 
8. An Investigation of Discrimination Among Female African American Ballet Dancers in the 
United States 
Emily Magnuson  
Julie Kerr-Berry, Faculty Mentor (Department of Dance) 
 
9. Withdrawn entry  
 
10. The Relationship between the Western Ballet Aesthetic and Eating Disorders Among Female 
Dancers 
Samantha Chmiel  
Julie Kerr-Berry, Faculty Mentor (Department of Dance) 
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11. The Influence of Men in Modern Dance 
McKenzie Rubenzer  
Julie Kerr-Berry, Faculty Mentor (Department of Dance) 
 
12. Limon's Work Infused with Mexican Heritage 
Sergio Peredia  
Julie Kerr-Berry, Faculty Mentor (Department of Dance) 
 
13. The Impact of Modernism in Visual Art on Early Modern Dance 
Gerae Stack  
Julie Kerr-Berry, Faculty Mentor (Department of Dance) 
 
14. Enhancing Pre-Service Teachers' Capacity for Culturally Responsive Teaching 
Anna Currens  
Elizabeth Sandell, Faculty Mentor (Department of Elementary Education) 
 
15. Student Success and Academic Advising: Does Requiring Faculty Advising Improve Student 
Outcomes? 
Tyler Conlon  
Jason Kaufman, Faculty Mentor (Department of Educational Leadership) 
 
16. Caring for a family member with Tuberous Sclerosis Complex (TSC) 
Ashley Traxler  
Heather Von Bank, Faculty Mentor (Department of Family Consumer Science) 
 
17. How Rural Families Cope when a Loved one is Diagnosed with an Eating Disorder 
Alexis McCall  
Daniel Moen, Faculty Mentor (Department of Family Consumer Science) 
 
18. Defining Picky or Selective Eating Behaviors of Children age 2-16 years and Situational 
Environmental Impacts  
Maureen Lyons  
Heather Von Bank, Faculty Mentor (Department of Family Consumer Science) 
 
19. Dietary Macronutrient Alterations and Their Effect on Glycogen Loading and Exercise 
Performance 
Patrick Johnson  
Susan Fredstrom, Faculty Mentor (Department of Family Consumer Science) 
Robert Pettitt, Faculty Mentor (Department of Human Performance) 
 
20. Impact of Nutrition Education on Fruit and Vegetable Consumption in Elementary Aged 
Children 
Megan Groh and Lauren Alexander  
Susan Fredstrom, Faculty Mentor (Department of Family Consumer Science) 
 
21. Geochemical Fingerprinting of Glacial Sediments in Southern Minnesota 
Daniel Scheeler  
Chad Wittkop, Faculty Mentor (Department of Geology) 
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22. Effectiveness of Floating Islands to Reduce Suspended Solids and Nutrients in Shallow Prairie 
Pothole lakes - Lake Titlow Case Study 
Kelly Hunt  
Bryce Hoppie, Faculty Mentor (Department of Geology) 
 
23. Carbonate Sedimentation in Ferruginous Lakes 
Joshua Torgeson  
 Chad Wittkop, Faculty Mentor (Department of Geology) 
 
24. XRF Geochemical Analysis of the Ngandong Paleoanthropological Site in Java, Indonesia 
Amanda Weiss & Melissa Kohout 
Maija Sipola, Faculty Mentor (Department of Geology) 
 
25. The Heart Mountain Detachment, Wyoming: Processes Involved in a Mega-block Slide 
Samantha Theisen 
Steven Losh, Faculty Mentor (Department of Geology) 
 
26. Minnesota and the Logistics of Bakken Crude Oil 
Austin Rau  
Cynthia Miller, Faculty Mentor (Department of Geography) 
 
27. Qualitative Analysis of Bluff Erosion and Changes in the Le Sueur River 
Samantha Meyer and Nate Kirkwold  
Cindy Miller, Faculty Mentor (Department of Geography) 
 
28. Assessment of Occupational Burnout and Stress Coping Mechanisms among Christian Clergy 
Members 
Taylor Rider and Anastasia Humphers-Ginther  
Joseph Visker, Faculty Mentor (Department of Health Sciences) 
 
29. Assessing Students’ Self-efficacy in Entry Level Health Education Competencies upon 
Completion of their Coursework. 
Sarah Schumacher  
Amy Hedman, Faculty Mentor (Department of Health Science) 
 
30. Quantifying How Long Learning Takes: A look at Machine Learning and Blackjack 
Dustin Lindquist 
Rebecca Bates & Dean Kelley, Faculty Mentors (Department of Integrated Engineering) 
Jennifer Veltsos, Faculty Mentor (Department of English)  
 
31. The Impact of Build Orientation on the Tensile, Flexural, and Shear Properties of Fused 
Deposition Modeling Parts 
Noah Bock 
Jacob Swanson, Faculty Mentor (Department of Integrated Engineering) 
 
32. A Virtual Machine Toolkit to Implement Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) 
Rajeev Kodippily 
Rebecca Bates, Faculty Mentor (Department of Integrated Engineering) 
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33. If I'm Not a Smoker Why Would I Listen to Your Ad? Exploring Smoking Cessation 
Advertisements for Social Smokers 
Yuseong Jeon  
Kristin Scott, Faculty Mentor (Department of Marketing) 
 
34. Pre-Service Teachers' Knowledge of Test Accommodations and Modifications 
Kristen Paulsen  
Carlos Panahon and Shawna Petersen-Brown, Faculty Mentors (Department of Psychology) 
Melissa Stewart, Graduate Student Mentor 
 
35. Learning Strategies Project 
Nicole Friend and Kaitlyn Hunstad  
Emily Stark, Faculty Mentor (Department of Psychology) 
 
36. Paraprofessional Implementation of Incremental Rehearsal 
Rosa Hayes  
Carlos Panahon and Shawna Petersen-Brown, Faculty Mentors (Department of Psychology) 
Cassandra Schreiber, Graduate Student Mentor 
 
37. Prevalence and Common Themes of Sexual Posts on High School Facebook Confession Pages 
Christopher Fast  
Kathy Bertsch, Faculty Mentor (Department of Psychology) 
Rachel Burlet, Graduate Student Mentor 
 
38. Decision-Making and Justifications 
Joshua Biber, Maisa Boyte, and Brandon Durst  
Emily Stark, Faculty Mentor (Department of Psychology) 
 
39. Name That Disorder: Exposure to Mental Health Conditions and Their Impact on Disorder 
Identification 
Rachel Mattick  
Daniel Houlihan, Faculty Mentor (Department of Psychology) 
Melissa Lenz, Graduate Student Mentor 
 
40. The Benefits of Choice on Writing Performance Between Genders 
Crystal Kadlec and Kier Kienholz  
Carlos Panahon and Shawna Petersen-Brown, Faculty Mentors (Department of Psychology) 
Samantha Steinman, Graduate Student Mentor 
 
41. Detecting Deception: How do People Distinguish between Truth-tellers and Liars? 
Jessica Cole and Shelby Flegel  
Emily Stark, Faculty Mentor (Department of Psychology) 
 
42. Classroom iPads: More than Fun and Games 
Alexi LeClaire and Riley Holmes  
Carlos Panahon and Shawna Petersen-Brown, Faculty Mentors (Department of Psychology) 
RaeLynn Lamminen, Graduate Student Mentor 
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43. The Analysis of Emotionality Linked to Identifiable Names on Facebook Confession Pages 
Trevor Schabert  
Kathy Bertsch, Faculty Mentor (Department of Psychology) 
Rachel Burlet, Graduate Student Mentor 
 
44. Psychology Knowledge Revision Campaign: Assessing Student Learning through a Classroom 
and Laboratory based Research Project 
Megan Vergin, Haley Rohloff, and Molly Kolquist  
Karla Lassonde, Faculty Mentor (Department of Psychology) 
 
45. Effectiveness of Computer-Aided Instruction Program in Reading among Struggling First and 
Second Graders 
Miranda Schlangen  
Shawna Petersen-Brown & Carlos Panahon Faculty Mentors (Department of Psychology) 
Mary Jane Harty, Graduate Student Mentor 
 
46. Faculty Assessment Practices for Academic Integrity 
Kimberly Bastien 
Kathy Bertsch, Faculty Mentor (Department of Psychology) 
Marissa Hamilton, Graduate Student Mentor 
 
47. Baccalaureate-Level Social Work Student Perceptions About Rural Practice 
Julia Hamann and Makenzie Petzel  
Paul Mackie, Faculty Mentor (Department of Social Work) 
 
48. The Effect of Study Abroad on Language Development and Intercultural Competence 
Kate Anderson  
Elizabeth Harsma, Faculty Mentor (Department of World Languages) 
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1. Narrative Skills of School-Age Children with Learning Disabilities 
Haley Doran  
Megan Mahowald, Faculty Mentor (Department of Communication Disorders) 
 
Children with learning disabilities often have difficulties with the understanding and use of oral 
language. Specifically, they may produce incomplete narratives (referring to the ability to tell a 
story). The ability to tell a complex narrative is positively correlated to reading comprehension 
abilities and therefore is important to explore with children with disabilities. Narrative samples were 
collected from 20 3rd grade students, 10 typically developing and 10 students with disabilities. 
Students also completed a standardized oral language assessment and reading achievement scores 
were collected. These data were analyzed to determine if a correlation exists between these narrative 
performances and their standardized language assessment scores. Preliminary findings suggest that 
when comparing both the narrative evaluations and standardized language assessment scores of 
typically developing 3rd grade students to those with learning disabilities, the students with learning 
disabilities typically produced lower scores. Understanding and recognizing this correlation between 
narrative skills and standardized language assessment scores could aid speech-language pathologists 
and school practitioners in implementing the necessary and appropriate techniques that will allow for 
their students to achieve success in the classroom. 
 
2. Rubric for Narrative Analysis 
Elisa Van De Steeg  
Megan Mahowald, Faculty Mentor (Department of Communication Disorders) 
 
As classrooms become more diverse, teachers and speech-language pathologists face many 
challenges in assessing and educating students of different language backgrounds. This necessitates 
increased attention to the cultural and linguistic variations in language and the obstacles they create 
in academic settings. Narratives (which demonstrate the ability to tell a story from personal 
experiences) have been widely recognized as a valuable source of data to predict academic 
performance. The goal of this project was to develop a rubric to analyze the narrative productions of 
5th grade European American and African American children. These narratives were previously 
collected in another study as part of larger language sampling measures. Prior to building the rubric, 
a literature review was conducted to survey methods of narrative analysis. Other studies were 
evaluated for research comparing Standard American and African American English narratives. The 
rubric was then developed to analyze the global structure, local structure, and use of evaluation in 
the narrative samples. Preliminary findings suggest that the rubric appears to be an unbiased method 
for analyzing patterns of communication within the given sample of narratives. If used appropriately, 
this tool could identify differences between African American English and academic language used 
in mainstream curriculum. Once these distinctions are identified, practitioners can develop strategies 
to address language barriers in the classroom and help students succeed academically.  
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3. The Effects of Homework Practice on Performance in Therapy: Broca's Aphasia 
Tara Fruechte  
H. Sheen Chiou, Faculty Mentor (Department of Communication Disorders) 
 
The aim of this study was to examine the effects of regular homework practice on performance in an 
aphasia therapy. The benefits of homework components in therapy have not been well documented 
by researchers. This study addressed this gap in the literature and found results that can guide the 
creation of quality treatment plans for aphasia patients. The study participant was diagnosed with 
severe nonfluent aphasia. Her therapy focused on speech production of six short target phrases (e.g., 
“help me”) using a modified Melodic Intonation Therapy (MMIT) program. MMIT uses inner 
rehearsal, first sound practice, and intoned singing with left hand tapping to facilitate the verbal 
production of speech targets. With assistance from her spouse, the participant completed weekly 
homework to practice the targets. Accuracy of phrase productions in therapy and in homework was 
recorded numerically. Graphs were created and visually analyzed to compare the percent of phrases 
produced correctly in therapy and homework each week. The participant’s speech production of 
target phrases improved in homework practice and in treatment sessions over time. The data 
indicated a positive relationship between the completion of weekly homework practice and increased 
accuracy of phrase productions in treatment. The results addressed the gap in the literature as they 
indicated that homework practice appeared to show positive effects on performance in aphasia 
therapy. Clinical implications of this study suggest that clinicians should include homework in 
aphasia therapy on a regular basis as it is likely to facilitate speech production in adults with severe 
nonfluent aphasia. 
 
4. A Case Study of Speech Therapy Effectiveness 
Kathryn Haglin  
Megan Mahowald & Renee Shellum, Faculty Mentors (Department of Communication Disorders) 
 
In the current study, I explored whether or not speech therapy was effective with a ten-year-old 
child. The child is an elementary student whom was adopted from a third world country. I 
implemented 10 therapy sessions based around his/her target articulation goals which included 
literacy, hands on activities, and a final presentations on his/her native country. The data sources 
collected were: audio samples, interviews, and his own knowledge about his/her native language. 
Data was collected by reviewing speech accuracy (percent of correct sounds) in audio samples and 
interview questions. There were noticeable improvements in articulation of connected speech across 
the 10 sessions. A baseline of 79.6% accuracy of sounds in connected speech progressed to 93.8% 
accuracy. The most significant finding in this study was the impact of prior knowledge a Speech-
Language Pathologist should obtain before working with an adopted child who has a diverse 
linguistic background. Understanding a child’s native language can lead to important therapeutic 
implications. This particular child has learned a phonetic alphabet that did not include the particular 
sounds in English that he/she was unable to produce. Once the child was aware that his/her 
mispronunciations were based on his linguistic knowledge versus his/her ability to produce the 
sound confidence increased and therapy was successful. 
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5. Perceptions of our Multicultural Population: A Survey of Future Speech-Language 
Pathologists 
Tia Jacoby  
Megan Mahowald, Faculty Mentor (Department of Communication Disorders) 
 
The makeup of the United States has changed drastically over the years to include people of all 
cultural backgrounds. Speech-language pathologists work with children who are bilingual or identify 
with a different culture daily, and as their caseload continues to become more diverse, they must 
become more knowledgeable about their clients and their backgrounds. This study first looks deeper 
at the demographic that makes up speech-language pathologists and compares that to the populations 
in the schools. The purpose is to investigate graduate students' perspectives of these diverse cultures 
and evaluate whether an internship in a school influences their thinking. Data was collected through 
a survey given to first and second year graduate students. This data was divided based on experience 
with a school internship and further analyzed. Results show that the demographic of future speech-
language pathologists is predominantly Caucasian, mono linguistic females, while their caseloads in 
the Mankato school district consist of a high percentage of Hispanic, African American and Asian 
children. Preliminary results from the data collected indicate that individuals that had interned in the 
schools were more aware of the changing demographic of their clientele and regarded multicultural 
knowledge as necessary in their field. The first year graduate students without the internship 
experience responded with a slightly lower form of agreement. The final results from this study will 
hopefully spark a conversation among professionals in the field about the importance of 
multicultural education and training. 
 
6. Balanchine and Cunningham’s Contribution to American Ballet 
Jordan Erickson  
Julie Kerr-Berry, Faculty Mentor (Department of Dance) 
 
George Balanchine and Merce Cunningham took the classical form of ballet and liberated the 
dancing body, choreographic structures, and musical elements, while retaining ballet technique. The 
dancing body retained the ballet technique, while allowing freedom with the use of parallel, flexed 
feet, weight, speed, and angular shapes. The choreographic structure removed the narrative and 
allowed abstract ideas of chance and randomness. With collaborations they freed music to exist 
simultaneously, but independently from dance. Without their contribution to dance, dancers would 
not have the technique of strength, stamina, flexibility, and gracefulness that ballet provides. They 
created the fusion of ballet and modern dance. 
 
7. The Influence of Non-Western Dance on the Healing Power of Dance/Movement Therapy 
Emily Higgins  
Julie Kerr-Berry, Faculty Mentor (Department of Dance) 
 
As a profession, Dance/Movement Therapy (DMT) has been present since the 1950s, but it is only 
recently that it has become a growing and more accepted form of therapy.  Similarities can be found 
between non-western ritual dances and DMT. The therapeutic nature of dance was present in ancient 
non-western dances even though it was not labeled as such, nor considered what DMT is today. The 
purpose of this research was to discuss the ways in which different aspects of non-western sacred 
dance rituals may have formed the foundation for the field of modern-day DMT because both focus 
on healing the mind and body through movement. 
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8. An Investigation of Discrimination Among Female African American Ballet Dancers in the 
United States 
Emily Magnuson  
Julie Kerr-Berry, Faculty Mentor (Department of Dance) 
 
This paper will explore how African American’s encountered racism in their careers as ballet 
dancers. On a more positive note, this paper will also discuss how African American ballet dancer 
Misty Copeland may have helped pave the road for equality in the world of professional ballet in the 
United States. Lighter skinned African American females tend to have an easier time getting 
accepted into American professional ballet companies compared to darker skinned African 
Americans. Not only do they face challenges with how dark their skin is, they also face economic 
difficulties. Ballet training is very expensive and statistics show that many African American 
household are not able to afford it. 
 
9. Withdrawn entry 
 
10. The Relationship between the Western Ballet Aesthetic and Eating Disorders Among Female 
Dancers 
Samantha Chmiel  
Julie Kerr-Berry, Faculty Mentor (Department of Dance) 
 
In the western culture female ballet dancers are frequently seeking to achieve the ideal feminine 
body. This paper examines the elements that are inherit in ballet that continuously lead to the ideal 
feminine body. The criteria to become a ballerina, and achieve the ideal feminine body, is extreme 
and the outcome is often extreme. To understand why ballerinas go beyond extremes to achieve the 
ideal feminine body is demonstrated by research of the history of ballet, the way ballerina’s train, 
personal ballerina testimonies, who controls the western ballet aesthetic, and the western cultures 
idea of beauty. The research supports the relationship the western ballet aesthetic for female ballet 
dancers has with eating disorders. 
 
11. The Influence of Men in Modern Dance 
McKenzie Rubenzer  
Julie Kerr-Berry, Faculty Mentor (Department of Dance) 
 
Through the research for this paper I found that men have a very strong presence in the world of 
modern dance. They are much more than just partnering bodies. They are very influential artists that 
have impacted the society of art in a big way. Through my comparisons of Ted Shawn, George 
Balanchine, and Bill T. Jones it was quite evident that while all men were undoubtedly different, all 
influenced American modern dance. Choreographers now want men who are individual artists as 
dancers and not just partnering bodies. Men’s presence in the modern dance world is very important 
and growing faster than ever. 
 
12. Limon's Work Infused with Mexican Heritage 
Sergio Peredia  
Julie Kerr-Berry, Faculty Mentor (Department of Dance) 
 
José Limón is considered one of the great modern dancers of the 20th century without a doubt. The 
present text will explore the work of José Limón in order to see what aspects of his Mexican heritage 
are present in his choreographic work. 
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13. The Impact of Modernism in Visual Art on Early Modern Dance 
Gerae Stack  
Julie Kerr-Berry, Faculty Mentor (Department of Dance) 
 
Modern dance would not have been created if the revolution to art, known as modernism, had not 
occurred. The creation of modern dance was heavily influenced by modernism, a period of 
individual expression and challenging social norms. Looking specifically at the influence of cubist 
painter, Pablo Picasso, and architect, Frank Lloyd Wright and connecting the modernist ideas of 
these artists to the to the ideas of early modern dance choreographers such as Doris Humphrey, 
Martha Graham, and Léonide Massine. We can look at the influence modern art made on modern 
dance through the exploration of ideas and expressions of modernism. 
 
14. Enhancing Pre-Service Teachers' Capacity for Culturally Responsive Teaching 
Anna Currens  
Elizabeth Sandell, Faculty Mentor (Department of Elementary Education) 
 
Cultural Responsive Teaching, according to Irvine and Armento, may be defined as “incorporating 
elements of the students’ cultures into their teaching” (2001). The purpose of this study was to apply 
Cultural Responsive Teaching (CRT) to the review of classroom-based learning materials and 
instructional strategies. The question was: What instructional strategies will respond to cultures of 
students in ways that meet academic standards? 1. What is Culturally Responsive Teaching (CRT)? 
2. What are the most frequent home languages of students in Mankato Public Schools? The literature 
review demonstrated the importance of integrating students’ cultural backgrounds into the traditional 
academic domains of teaching and learning (Gay, 2004; Wang, 1998; Banks, 1993; McIntosh, 2000; 
and Thompson & Cuseo, 2012). This study was based on Banks’ five dimensions of multicultural 
education: (1) content integration, (2) knowledge construction, (3) equity pedagogy, (4) prejudice 
reduction, and (5) empowering school culture and social culture (Banks, 1998). An investigation into 
the most frequent home language of students in Mankato Public Schools showed the ten most 
frequent languages were: English (6783 individual students), Somali (178), Spanish (99), Nuer (81), 
Anuak (31), Arabic (18), Vietnamese (18), Chinese,/Mandarin (16) (Minnesota Department of 
Education, 2012). These ten most frequent home languages were used to search for curriculum that 
may be appropriate instructional strategies for teachers of kindergarten through secondary school. 
The presentation will describe the results and make recommendations. Outcomes of the study will be 
used for course re-design by faculty in the Department of Educational Studies: Elementary and Early 
Childhood. 
 
15. Student Success and Academic Advising: Does Requiring Faculty Advising Improve Student 
Outcomes? 
Tyler Conlon  
Jason Kaufman, Faculty Mentor (Department of Educational Leadership) 
 
Academic Advising at Minnesota State University, Mankato is characterized by a decentralized 
model where colleges and departments decide how students receive advising services once they 
declare a major. Currently, no standard practice exists across the university. The purpose of this 
study was to explore whether students who major in departments characterized by faculty advising 
tend to demonstrate greater academic success. In order to test this hypothesis, student success data 
were compared across departments in the College of Arts and Humanities. With appropriate use, 
these data will support the proposed changes to the university advising structure made in the 
Academic Master Plan. 
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16. Caring for a family member with Tuberous Sclerosis Complex (TSC) 
Ashley Traxler  
Heather Von Bank, Faculty Mentor (Department of Family Consumer Science) 
 
Family members who care for an individual with a disability can be strained emotionally, physically, 
and mentally. Support for these families is quite limited and it becomes even more stressful when the 
disability they suffer from is uncommon. Tuberous Sclerosis Complex (TSC) is a neurological 
disease in which the individual suffers from seizures which affects their mental capacity. This study 
seeks to understand the emotional, physical, and mental challenges that caregivers experience when 
assisting their child who has been diagnosed with TSC. The study asked family members currently 
caring for an individual diagnosed with TSC to complete journals that allow them to voice their 
stressors. The entries focus on the family’s personal concerns and experiences when providing care. 
Results from this study will reveal the caregivers’ struggles and stressors of caring for an individual 
afflicted with TSC. The study will also benefit other families who care for individuals with rare 
diseases by making it apparent that other families deal with the same issues and complications. 
 
17. How Rural Families Cope when a Loved one is Diagnosed with an Eating Disorder 
Alexis McCall  
Daniel Moen, Faculty Mentor (Department of Family Consumer Science) 
 
From the lens of the ABCX family stress model (Hill, 1949), this single case study examined the 
perception, resources, and outcomes of one family in rural Minnesota who effectively adapted after 
learning that a loved one was diagnosed with an eating disorder. In this study, researchers looked to 
see what resources and services the family used that helped them during the process of recovery. 
Additionally, researchers were interested in what services/resources could have been made available 
to better aid in the process. This rural family was recruited using printed flyers. A qualitative survey 
was sent out electronically for the whole family to complete. The results were reviewed between two 
researchers for qualitative salience. The findings suggest that despite the stressor, the family was 
brought together in the process of recovery. It was also noted that a majority of the family’s support 
came from close friends. In terms of needs, the family reported a lack of access to comprehensive 
services as they frequently drove ninety miles or more to obtain proper help. From a clinical 
standpoint, a majority of earlier research has focused on the pathology of eating disorders and family 
breakdown. This study has opened the door for additional investigation into rural family 
strengths/resources. Furthermore findings from this study may be used to shed some light on this 
underrepresented rural portion of the population in hopes of highlighting effective coping strategies 
for other rural families. Future studies would benefit from using a broader sample as well as 
conducting in-person interviews. 
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18. Defining Picky or Selective Eating Behaviors of Children age 2-16 years and Situational 
Environmental Impacts  
Maureen Lyons  
Heather Von Bank, Faculty Mentor (Department of Family Consumer Science) 
 
Research in the field of selective eating behaviors is growing, however there is no clear scientific 
definition of picky or selective eating. Knowledge of children’s food preferences and family eating 
environments may provide an understanding of the nutritional challenges encountered by picky 
eaters. Information about picky eating can also provide parental education to support increased 
acceptance of new foods and improve nutritional content of children’s dietary intake. An anonymous 
survey was used to gather data about children’s eating habits and family environment. We invited 
parents of children between the ages of 2-16 years old to participate. The survey was distributed 
through convenience sampling methods via social media networking sites. Results suggest that there 
is a wide range of variation in the behaviors exhibited by children who are seen as picky or selective 
by their parents. This research adds to the body of knowledge relating to behaviors and 
environmental factors that may influence children’s choices and preferences for certain food or food 
types. This research sheds light on the types of foods that children prefer and is beneficial in order to 
establish specific criteria for nutritional intervention services or parental education programs. 
 
19. Dietary Macronutrient Alterations and Their Effect on Glycogen Loading and Exercise 
Performance 
Patrick Johnson  
Susan Fredstrom, Faculty Mentor (Department of Family Consumer Science) 
Robert Pettitt, Faculty Mentor (Department of Human Performance) 
 
A multitude of studies have been conducted to assess the effects of high carbohydrate (CHO) and 
low fat diets on exercise economy and physical endurance during maximal and sub-maximal 
exercise tests. However, few studies have examined the extent to which augmentation of subjects’ 
normal dietary macronutrient intake in the days immediately preceding exercise might impact 
exercise economy and tolerance beyond the effects seen in high CHO diets alone. Further research 
into pre-exercise dietary changes could allow for increased dietary personalization for all athletes. 
This study examined the normal dietary intake of 30 male subjects between the ages of 18 and 35. 
Assessment of normal macronutrient intake using three-day food records kept by each subject 
immediately preceding exercise tests were completed using the Food Processor analysis program. 
Individual glycogen-loaded (GL) protocols augmented each subject’s intake to at least 70% of their 
total Calories from CHO, while consuming an isocaloric diet.  Each subject performed a three-
minute maximal exercise test to determine baseline fitness and performance. Two subsequent 
submaximal exercise tests to exhaustion were performed with a minimum of one week between each 
test. The first test measured exercise performed while glycogen-depleted and was done after normal 
intake while the second was performed following GL. Differences in exercise economy and 
tolerance will be compared between trials and subjects to determine if the degree to which alteration 
of normal CHO intake had on these parameters of exercise. 
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20. Impact of Nutrition Education on Fruit and Vegetable Consumption in Elementary Aged 
Children 
Megan Groh and Lauren Alexander  
Susan Fredstrom, Faculty Mentor (Department of Family Consumer Sciences) 
 
New national school lunch nutrition guidelines implemented in 2012 require children to select three 
of the five food groups with at least one selection being a half-cup of fruit or vegetables. Despite 
controversy surrounding plate waste, previous studies have shown that it takes eight nutrition lessons 
with consistent reinforcement before improvement in fruit and vegetable consumption will be seen. 
This study examined the effect one wellness and nutrition lesson plan had on fruit and vegetable 
consumption and plate waste. The population for this study was 1st, 3rd, and 5th graders from three 
elementary schools differing in the number of students receiving free and reduced lunch. A lesson 
focusing on MyPlate was presented to the students with a pre- survey to assess their knowledge. The 
following day, a MyPlate board was presented to the lunchroom to reinforce concepts. Students’ 
knowledge and fruit and vegetable consumption was evaluated with a post-survey and post-plate 
waste measurements. Students had a higher level of knowledge pertaining to MyPlate after the 
nutrition lesson. Plate waste during the post-measurement show slightly fewer servings of food 
discarded. These findings indicate that with nutrition education, children’s level of knowledge 
increases but plate waste decreases just slightly. 
 
21. Geochemical Fingerprinting of Glacial Sediments in Southern Minnesota 
Daniel Scheeler  
Chad Wittkop, Faculty Mentor (Department of Geology) 
 
The intentions of this project are to advance the ongoing study of glacial sediment by developing 
chemical sediment fingerprints that could aid in the study of water quality of local rivers. To do this, 
glacial till samples were taken from various locations and analyzed using the XRF ( X-ray 
fluorescence spectrometer) to determine the chemical make-up of each till unit which will aid in 
determining chemical correlations between different tills in the region. After the tills were 
correlated, we were able to determine the source areas for each unit and determine the chemical 
compositions of the water within the rivers that they flow to. These results will help us determine 
what the source area of the sediment is and how those sediments affect the quality of the river water. 
A better understanding of the river water quality could help protect aquatic life of the rivers and the 
environment as a whole. This research is also being used to help strengthen the general knowledge 
of glacial sediment studies. Future benefits of this work may include developing chemical screening 
procedures for natural pollutants such as arsenic and sulfur in newly drilled groundwater wells. 
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22. Effectiveness of Floating Islands to Reduce Suspended Solids and Nutrients in Shallow Prairie 
Pothole lakes - Lake Titlow Case Study 
Kelly Hunt  
Bryce Hoppie, Faculty Mentor (Department of Geology) 
 
Strong and persistent winds often cause pollution in shallow lakes by resuspending excessive 
amounts of lake bottom sediment and buried nutrients. Artificial floating islands (of wetland flora) 
are commonly used to improve water quality in ponds by suspending plants that remove nutrients 
directly from the water. To test the potential for floating islands to limit sediment resuspension and 
improve water quality in typical prairie pothole lakes, six experimental and two control models of 
Lake Titlow, Sibley County, Minnesota, were constructed. Paired scale models of shallow lakes, one 
with floating islands and one without, were subjected to low, medium and high wind velocities 
during three separate tests of nine days each. Water quality parameters measured in the models 
included suspended solids, total phosphorus, and chlorophyll-a. Results demonstrate that the floating 
islands produce an exponential reduction in suspended solids at medium and high wind velocities 
relative to the models without islands. The floating island models also experienced reductions in 
total phosphorus at low wind velocities that exceeded 100% while medium and high velocity 
reductions were greater than a factor of four. The reduction of chlorophyll-a in the models with 
floating islands was measured at 92% at low velocities with reductions up to 770% at higher 
velocities. Consequently, the results of this research imply that floating islands hold the potential to 
ameliorate the negative effects of strong and persistent winds on shallow lakes. 
 
23. Carbonate Sedimentation in Ferruginous Lakes 
Joshua Torgeson  
Chad Wittkop, Faculty Mentor (Department of Geology) 
 
Ferruginous lakes provide a window through which geologists can study the geochemistry and 
biogeochemistry of Earth’s oceans prior to oxygenation by photosynthetic life. A lake is considered 
ferruginous if it has permanently anoxic deep waters and high iron concentrations. By studying the 
sediments of these lakes, it is possible to understand the development of microbialites that thrived 
when vast quantities of iron were deposited within Earth’s oceans. Two sites were selected for 
detailed analysis; Lake Malawi, Africa (MAL) and Otter Lake, Michigan (OL). Sediment core 
samples were obtained from the LacCore Facility based on iron carbonate (siderite) concentrations. 
X-ray Diffractometer (XRD) data are used to compare siderite compositions and X-ray fluorescence 
spectrometer (XRF) data are used to analyze elemental abundance. XRD and XRF data will be 
compared between OL and MAL, specifically comparing iron to aluminum (Fe:Al), iron to sulfur 
(Fe:S), and iron to phosphorous (Fe:P). Preliminary results show OL sediment are enriched in iron 
and manganese with generally low sulfur ratios. Continuing research will compare the results from 
OL analyses to that of MAL, which is known to contain siderite. If similarities are found this will 
indicate a common environment of formation between the lakes. 
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24. XRF Geochemical Analysis of the Ngandong Paleoanthropological Site in Java, Indonesia 
Amanda Weiss and Melissa Kohout 
Maija Sipola, Faculty Mentor (Department of Geology) 
 
The Ngandong palaeoanthropological site in Central Java, Indonesia is located on a terrace above the 
Solo River and has produced fourteen Homo erectus fossils that, based on morphology, appear to be 
examples of recently-living Homo erectus. There is great interest in the age of these fossils, but 
efforts to date them directly have not been successful, and little is known about their stratigraphic 
context or the source of the sediments that contain them. Mineralogical and geochemical 
characterization of the Ngandong site stratigraphy can provide some insight into the processes that 
formed the site, as well as the source of the sediments. Previous geochemical analyses of bulk 
sediment samples using portable X-ray fluorescence (pXRF) methods showed little variability within 
the site stratigraphy. This study applies a higher-resolution geochemical method (standard X-ray 
fluorescence) to these fossil-bearing deposits to better characterize the sediments and differentiate 
source rock types within the Solo River drainage system. Twenty sand samples from Ngandong were 
milled, prepared into pellets, and analyzed with a Rigaku Supermini200 XRF instrument. These 
geochemical data provide a high-resolution characterization of the Ngandong site stratigraphy and 
thereby improve our understanding of the Solo River paleoflow dynamics and depositional history. 
 
25. The Heart Mountain Detachment, Wyoming: Processes involved in a Mega-block Slide 
Samantha Theisen 
Steven Losh, Faculty Mentor (Department of Geology) 
 
The processes of the displacement of the Heart Mountain block in northwestern Wyoming have long 
been debated. A slab of rock, 1300 km2 in area by 1 – 2 kilometers thick, slid a distance of at least 
45 kilometers along a nearly-horizontal surface. Usually faults with this much movement would be 
thick (e.g., tens of meters), but the Heart Mountain detachment fault is merely a couple millimeters 
wide in most places. For movement to take place, a fault zone this thin would require that friction be 
very low, much less than is normally the case. How did this fault reduce to a low enough coefficient 
of friction to slide a block of this area? Some possible processes involve breakdown of carbonate 
fault rocks by frictional heating (calcining), which produces nanoparticle sized grains that could 
have essentially acted as ball bearings. Calcining also produced carbon dioxide gas, which could 
have acted as a high-pressure “lubricant” in the fault. Samples were collected along the Heart 
Mountain detachment and are being studied through use of scanning electron microscopy, 
geochemical analysis, and petrographic analysis. Through these analyses, we can also evaluate 
whether the block moved in a single catastrophic event or in multiple steps. Evidence from these 
methods of analysis shows that the detachment event occurred in at least two stages and that 
nanoparticles were involved in the faulting event. These findings have helped to better characterize 
the mechanics of movement on the Heart Mountain Detachment. 
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26. Minnesota and the Logistics of Bakken Crude Oil 
Austin Rau  
Cynthia Miller, Faculty Mentor (Department of Geography) 
 
The extraction of Bakken crude oil in the Williston Basin of North Dakota is changing how 
petroleum is shipped. Before 2008, pipelines primarily moved North American oil from source 
regions to refineries along the Gulf Coast. Existing pipelines cannot accommodate huge volumes of 
oil from this previously low producing region. Lack of infrastructure and demand for “light tight oil” 
(LTO) led to the use of railroads as a way of moving the product to refineries across the nation. 
Transporting oil by rail over long distances was uncommon in past decades because of the high 
costs. This research examines how a new rail logistics system evolved over the past five years by 
mapping previously undisclosed routes used by major railroads that carry Bakken LTO and shows 
how Minnesota fits into the overall scheme of Bakken oil transportation. Safety issues resulting from 
the volatile nature of the product prompted the U.S. Department of Transportation to mandate the 
release of routing data to states affected, however some states refused to make it public. States such 
as Minnesota, California, Washington, and New York emerged as leaders addressing safety issues 
regarding the movement of Bakken LTO. By supplementing this information with locational data 
regarding spills and talking to experts—the results reveal a new pattern of crude oil movement to 
coastal areas of the nation with approximately 70% of Bakken oil going through Minnesota. 
Findings show Bakken LTO is increasingly routed to the Pacific Northwest and northeastern cities. 
 
27. Qualitative Analysis of Bluff Erosion and Changes in the Le Sueur River 
Samantha Meyer and Nate Kirkwold  
Cindy Miller, Faculty Mentor (Department of Geography) 
 
Over time, the Le Sueur River has been undergoing channel changes and creating bluff erosion in 
Southern Minnesota. The bluff erosion has become a threat to homes near the river causing them to 
be in danger of destruction. While other researchers have mapped river changes using two years of 
imagery, we analyzed five sets of aerial photos, ranging from 1939 to the present, of a study area 
southeast of Mankato to determine the extent of bluff erosion, channel changes and threats to 
residents. This series of images allowed us to see whether the stream changes have been steady or 
increasing at a more rapid rate than in the past. We interpreted the photos using Stereo Analyst in 
ERDAS Imagine and created anaglyphs to interpret erosion processes in stereo. We also digitized 
the river’s course in ArcGIS to map the changes in course and erosion over time. Spatial Analyst 
allowed us to produce a detailed 3-D shaded relief model of the river channel to illustrate the 
geomorphic changes occurring in the area over time. Our conclusion determines whether bluff 
erosion on the Le Sueur River is increasing as time goes on. This research could affect future 
development and zoning restrictions in the area. 
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28. Assessment of Occupational Burnout and Stress Coping Mechanisms among Christian Clergy 
Members 
Taylor Rider and Anastasia Humphers-Ginther  
Joseph Visker, Faculty Mentor (Department of Health Sciences) 
 
Occupational burnout has been well documented among those serving in various roles throughout 
the Christian Ministry. Unfortunately, ministers from certain Christian denominations have been 
under-represented. Further, few studies have examined how ministers cope with the various 
ministry-related stressors. A state-wide survey was conducted among clergy members serving within 
the Assemblies of God church in Minnesota to assess current levels of occupational burnout and the 
extent to which selected coping mechanisms are used to mitigate stress. Two previously validated 
self-report instruments were used to quantify levels of burnout and measure the use of 15 coping 
mechanisms. A total of 52 useable surveys were collected from clergy members serving in roles 
ranging from Senior Pastor to Missionary. A total of 65.40% of the sample was found to be 
bordering on burnout or experiencing some level of burnout. The most commonly noted coping 
strategies used among the sample included “Religious Coping” and “Planning”. Differences in 
coping strategy use were found between those who are and are not experiencing some level of 
burnout. Implications for health education will be discussed. 
 
29. Assessing Students’ Self-efficacy in Entry Level Health Education Competencies upon 
Completion of their Coursework. 
Sarah Schumacher  
Amy Hedman, Faculty Mentor (Department of Health Science) 
 
The purpose of this research is to analyze archival data collected from community health education 
majors attending Minnesota State University Mankato, who have completed a self-inventory asking 
them to indicate their level of confidence in performing health education competencies. Methods: 
Archival data used for this study involved students’ self-inventories completed during 2011-2014. 
Background questions on the self-inventory included GPA, ethnicity, and gender. Students were 
asked to indicate their confidence in their ability to perform health education competencies, using a 
Likert scale. Health education competencies assessed included: 1) assess individual and community 
needs for health education; 2) plan health education strategies, interventions, and programs; 3) 
implement health education, strategies, interventions, and programs; 4) conduct evaluation research 
related to health education; 5) administer health education strategies, interventions, and programs; 6) 
serve as a health education resource person; 7) communicate and advocate for health and health 
education. Data was entered into Excel and will be analyzed using descriptive statistics. Results: 
Forthcoming. Conclusions: To be determined. 
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30. Quantifying how long learning takes: A look at machine learning and Blackjack 
Dustin Lindquist 
Rebecca Bates and Dean Kelley, Faculty Mentors (Department of Integrated Engineering) 
Jennifer Veltsos, Faculty Mentor (Department of English)  
 
Machine learning is a form of artificial intelligence that allows a computer program to learn the most 
optimal way to act, instead of following explicitly programmed instructions. It is a form of pattern 
recognition that is being implemented and experimented with in many different fields and areas. The 
overall goal of this work is to find out how long it takes for machine learning to perform optimally in 
the simple game of black jack. We expect to distinguish the relationship between number of training 
hands played and how well the agent performs. To do this we are working to design a machine 
learning agent that has no knowledge of the game of blackjack. The agent is given X amount of 
training hands to play. These hands are randomly generated from a shoe of 6 decks and each deck is 
re-shuffled upon reaching the near end of the shoe. Each hand the agent is dealt, along with the 
dealer’s up card, is stored in a data structure that represents this pairing. The agent will then hit or 
stay randomly and the result of whether they lost or not is tracked. After these X training hands have 
been completed, the agent then plays a large number of new hands using the statistics of which 
option (hitting or staying) failed the least during the training hands to make its decisions. We expect 
that as the number of training hands an agent has played rises, so will percentage of hands it wins. 
 
31. The impact of build orientation on the tensile, flexural, and shear properties of fused 
deposition modeling parts 
Noah Bock 
Jacob Swanson, Faculty Mentor (Department of Integrated Engineering) 
 
Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM) is an additive manufacturing process (3D printing) used 
extensively for rapid prototyping. FDM has recently become a viable option for producing 
inexpensive low volume end-use parts. Because FDM parts are built in layers, the resulting structure 
is anisotropic, meaning the mechanical properties are dependent on the build orientation. The impact 
of build orientation on the mechanical properties is of great interest to those utilizing FDM to 
produce end-use products. The manufacturer of the FDM machine used in this research provides 
tensile properties for one build orientation, and bending properties for two build orientations. 
Literature review yielded some results on the effects of build orientation on tensile properties, very 
little on bending properties, and none on shear properties. A series of tests were conducted in 
accordance with ASTM standards to determine the tensile, flexural, and shear moduli, as well as 
ultimate strengths, of acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) printed parts in the three principal build 
orientations. A torsion testing apparatus was built to determine the shear properties. All tests were 
repeated using parts machined from bulk ABS as a comparison. It was found that orientations that 
resulted in tensile forces acting normal to the planes of the layers were significantly weaker than the 
rest. This was true for tensile, bending, and shear. The strength of the printed parts ranged from 60% 
to 90% of machine ABS depending on build orientation and type of test. Results can provide build 
guidelines for producing stronger parts. 
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32. A Virtual machine toolkit to implement Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) 
Rajeev Kodippily 
Rebecca Bates, Faculty Mentor (Department of Integrated Engineering) 
 
Speech Recognition Virtual Kitchen (SRVK) is a toolkit created to facilitate automatic speech 
recognition research. It is being developed and evaluated by a team of researchers at Carnegie 
Mellon University, the Ohio State University and Minnesota State University, Mankato. The toolkit 
is comprised of state of the art Linux-based virtual machines (VMs) with pre-compiled software 
tools to run various ASR experiments. Our contribution to this project was to evaluate the usability 
of VMs for undergraduate students and users new to the field. We focused on two VMs: 1) a system 
using the open-source Kaldi recognizer that transcribes speech into text, and 2) the Interaction in 
Virtual Worlds (IVW) VM where users interact with a virtual agent. In the Kaldi experiments, we 
investigated changing parameters within the decoding script to generate variations in the word error 
rate, a measure of words incorrectly recognized by the system. In the IVW system, user interaction 
with the avatar was expanded by adding new words to the language model. This created a larger 
vocabulary shared by the user and the agent, and resulted in more types of interaction. Related 
activities to support the project included reviewing the repository website at speechkitchen.org to 
improve the user experience, running other ASR experiments with open source data sets, and 
providing feedback to the multi-institutional research team developing the SRVK toolkit. The work 
presented includes a description of the available experimental tools, results of experimental changes 
for both VMs, and a discussion of future enhancements expected for the SRVK.  
  
33. If I'm Not a Smoker Why Would I Listen to Your Ad? Exploring Smoking Cessation 
Advertisements for Social Smokers 
Yuseong Jeon  
Kristin Scott, Faculty Mentor (Department of Marketing) 
 
From 1993 to 2000, cigarette smoking declined among U.S. adults, with the exception of the young 
adult segment aged 18 to 24 years of age (Rigotti, Moran, and Wechsler 2005; Ling and Glantz 
2004). This increase in smoking behavior may be due to increases in light smoking, especially social 
smoking among young adults. Recent research suggests that social smokers create a “protected 
prototype” in which they are able to control their smoking behaviors and overlook the health risks by 
perceiving themselves as not a real smoker (Scott, Mason, and Mason 2014). If social smokers do 
not see themselves as smokers, then regular anti-smoking advertisements will not appeal to them. 
Thus, the impact of anti-smoking advertisements for social smokers will not be as effective as for 
regular smokers and it will be difficult to appeal to them to quit smoking. The current research will 
investigate whether cessation advertisements can be designed to specifically target social smokers 
and encourage them to change their attitudes and behaviors towards smoking. Specifically, 
advertisements will be designed to break through the “protected prototype” that social smokers form 
to keep themselves safe from the stigma associated with smoking. Attitudes towards these ads will 
be compared among social and regular smokers who are college students. Results from this research 
will be especially helpful in the public health field to decrease smoking among social smokers. 
Therefore, it will suggest the effective way of communication with social smokers and how the 
cessation advertisements should appeal to them. 
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34. Pre-Service Teachers' Knowledge of Test Accommodations and Modifications 
Kristen Paulsen  
Carlos Panahon and Shawna Petersen-Brown, Faculty Mentors (Department of Psychology) 
Melissa Stewart, Graduate Student Mentor 
 
The process of implementing test accommodations and modifications is a relatively recent 
development, causing some confusion on how to apply accommodations or modifications and why 
they are important. Additionally, while teachers are expected to be capable of selecting and 
implementing appropriate accommodations and modifications, research has found significant deficits 
in teacher’s knowledge concerning test accommodations and modifications. In order to investigate 
and address this issue, a survey was developed to gauge the knowledge of test accommodations and 
modifications among pre-service teachers at Minnesota State University, Mankato. The survey 
included questions on demographics, as well as questions on fairness, laws, and recommended 
practices in the area of accommodation and modifications. This online survey was sent to pre-service 
teachers in the College of Education at Minnesota State University, Mankato. Research findings and 
implications will be discussed in this presentation. 
 
35. Learning Strategies Project 
Nicole Friend and Kaitlyn Hunstad  
Emily Stark, Faculty Mentor (Department of Psychology) 
 
Prior research has found that self- discipline and motivation are significantly correlated with 
performance in online classes (Waschull, 2005; Shrum & Hong, 2002). This current study examines 
the learning strategies students use in online and face-to-face courses to better understand links 
between self-discipline and course performance. Currently, research hasn’t examined specific 
learning strategies students use in online courses, in connection to course grades. In the current 
study, participants were recruited to complete an online survey using Qualtrics. The survey included 
statements assessing students’ motivation, attitudes about learning, and strategies they use to learn 
material. The final section includes questions about students’ experience in general with online and 
face-to-face courses and their GPA. We expect that students who use more in-depth learning 
strategies will report better course grades than students who use surface strategies. We also expect 
that students in online courses need to use more organizational strategies to succeed compared to 
students in face-to-face courses. Preliminary results suggest that student strategies did vary based on 
whether they were in face-to-face or online courses, and that students in online courses were less 
likely to seek out resources for help compared to students in face-to-face courses. We will present 
recommendations for both students and instructors in both online and face-to-face courses to 
maximize student performance using in-depth learning strategies. 
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36. Paraprofessional Implementation of Incremental Rehearsal 
Rosa Hayes  
Carlos Panahon and Shawna Petersen-Brown, Faculty Mentors (Department of Psychology) 
Cassandra Schreiber, Graduate Student Mentor 
 
Reading skills are an essential part of student success. These skills must be developed as soon as 
possible so that students can benefit from their education. However, many schools are plagued by a 
lack of resources to implement research-based interventions to enhance reading skills. One way to 
enhance the skills of at-risk students is to use paraprofessionals as interventionists. Incremental 
Rehearsal (IR) is an empirically supported, explicit intervention typically delivered one-on-one; it 
requires minimal training and therefore may be appropriate for paraprofessional use. Within IR, 
flashcards are used to target a basic skill (e.g. sight words). It is estimated that the success of IR may 
rely on the controlled and repetitive manner in which items are presented, resulting in less stress on 
the working memory in the brain (Peterson et al., 2014). The purpose of this study was to train 
paraprofessionals how to implement IR with at-risk students. Within this study, one paraprofessional 
was trained in IR and implemented the flash card intervention with one second-grade student and 
two third-grade students using a multiple baseline design. Unknown words were identified from a 
list of high-utility sight words. For 8 weeks, the three students were taught 15 words per week in 3-4 
sessions. One-week retention was obtained for taught words. Results showed that all three students 
maintained words taught through IR at a higher rate than what would be expected if target words 
were not taught. Implications for future research as well as limitations are also discussed. 
 
37. Prevalence and Common Themes of Sexual Posts on High School Facebook Confession Pages 
Christopher Fast  
Kathy Bertsch, Faculty Mentor (Department of Psychology) 
Rachel Burlet, Graduate Student Mentor 
 
Facebook high school confession pages are places where students can anonymously post their 
thoughts and opinions to be viewed by others. The nature of anonymous social media is a cause of 
concern as it creates an open forum free from personal identity for teens to voice their interests and 
opinions, which are often of a sexual nature. While these concerns have been highlighted in media 
coverage and survey research, little research has been done to formally examine the content of these 
pages. The purpose of this study is to examine both the prevalence and nature of sexual posts on 
these pages. An archival data set gathered from the posts on 10 U.S. high school confession pages 
over a two-month period was used for analysis in this study (Bertsch, Burlet and Conrad (2014)). 
Posts (N=1559) were coded as either containing sexual language or not. Posts that were found to 
have sexual content were then classified as being either about the author’s sexuality, the sexuality of 
somebody other than the author, the sexuality of both the author and another party, or as using 
sexual language solely as profanity. Posts with terms used to refer to sexual orientation were also 
examined to determine if these terms were being used correctly. Results of this study will give an 
indication as to how prevalent sexual posts are on anonymous social media as well as the degree to 
which sexual harassment/sexual bullying is occurring on teen focused anonymous social media. 
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38. Decision-Making and Justifications 
Joshua Biber, Maisa Boyte, and Brandon Durst  
Emily Stark, Faculty Mentor (Department of Psychology) 
 
This poster explores the differential predictions tested pertaining decision-making and the framing 
effect. The framing effect is described as the phenomenon of risk aversion with positively framed 
outcomes and risk-seeking behavior with negatively framed outcomes (Tversky & Kahnemann, 
1981). The purpose of the current study is to grasp a better understanding of how participants think 
about their decisions. Four hundred participants responded to four decision-making scenarios; two 
dealt with a monetary gamble, and two regarded an outbreak of a disease that put human lives at 
risk. One outbreak occurred in the general population, whereas the other outbreak occurred in a 
major prison complex. Frame of the decision option was manipulated between-subjects. For each 
scenario, participants chose between two options for how to respond to that decision, and also gave a 
rationale for why they made the choice they did. These rationales were coded for whether 
participants referred to emotion, logic, and other categories. It is hypothesized that the participants 
will focus on morally right feelings when justifying decisions regarding human lives, but will focus 
more on logical concerns when justifying decisions about gambling and monetary risk. It is also 
predicted that justifications will vary between the two human life scenarios: prisoners versus people 
in general. Preliminary results suggest that the scenario context did influence both the decisions that 
participants made, as well as how they justified their decision. This research helps us better 
understand how the wording (framing) of decision options influences how people think about their 
decisions. 
39. Name That Disorder: Exposure to Mental Health Conditions and Their Impact on Disorder 
Identification 
Rachel Mattick  
Daniel Houlihan, Faculty Mentor (Department of Psychology) 
Melissa Lenz, Graduate Student Mentor 
 
Stigma about mental health conditions decreases treatment seeking. By better understanding stigma, 
researchers hope to reduce this as a barrier. This study looked at individual interactions with mental 
health conditions and how this impacted their understanding of four specific 
disorders.  Participants read one of five vignettes depicting an individual with depression, a manic 
episode, generalized anxiety disorder, paranoid schizophrenia, or weight gain.  They then responded 
to a questionnaire about symptoms likely to be present, social distancing, and their own experiences 
with mental health issues.  Findings showed participants were confident identifying depression at 
93% accuracy. Mania and schizophrenia proved more difficult.  For the paranoid schizophrenia 
vignette, there was not a common error; many different disorders were speculated.  Additionally, 
participants were eager to diagnose the individual in the weight gain vignette with a psychological 
disorder, such as depression. For the manic episode vignette, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder 
(ADHD) was more commonly suggested than mania/bipolar itself.  Chi Square Test showed there 
was a significant difference (p<0.01) for participants having exposure to ADHD in their lives and 
responding with the incorrect diagnosis for mania. 
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40. The Benefits of Choice on Writing Performance Between Genders 
Crystal Kadlec and Kier Kienholz  
Carlos Panahon and Shawna Petersen-Brown, Faculty Mentors (Department of Psychology) 
Samantha Steinman, Graduate Student Mentor 
 
In recent decades, the gap between male and female academic performance has widened in favor of 
females, specifically within the area of writing performance. This difference between genders has 
provoked an examination of what may contribute to this difference and an intervention to bridge the 
gap. Much research has focused on gender gaps and choice intervention separately, but little research 
has focused on choice interventions that may be particularly beneficial to males in the interest of 
closing this gap. The purpose of this research was to investigate the impact of a choice intervention 
on writing performance and to compare performance benefits across male and female participants. 
Participants were male and female students in a public school district, who were randomly assigned 
to either Choice or No Choice groups. The Choice Group received two writing probes from which to 
choose while the No Choice Group received only one probe. Each session lasted about 5 minutes 
and data were collected 2 times per week across 6 weeks. Total words written (TWW) by males and 
females will be compared in both conditions to investigate any potential gender differences in 
benefits obtained from the provision of choice. Anticipated outcomes are that the choice writing 
intervention will lead to increased TWW compared to students who receive no choice. Additionally, 
female students’ writing performance is expected to increase more than male students. Exploring 
gender differences is important because male students are at risk of being over-identified with 
performance deficits in the area of writing. 
 
41. Detecting Deception: How do People Distinguish between Truth-tellers and Liars? 
Jessica Cole and Shelby Flegel  
Emily Stark, Faculty Mentor (Department of Psychology) 
 
This research is based on studies conducted by Albrechtson et al. (2009) which suggests that people 
can intuitively distinguish truths from lies, even when general abilities to detect deception are low. It 
also states people are more accurate at detecting lies when they use intuition versus other bases for 
judgment, such as using logic and reason. The current experiment examines the cues that participants 
use to detect lies, and how their intuition influences this ability. We expect that people who rely on 
their intuition in general to make judgments, compared to relying on logical reasoning, will show the 
highest levels of accuracy. Participants viewed a series of video clips that contained people telling 
truthful or untruthful stories. While participants watched the clips they simultaneously filled out a 
packet which contained ratings of each story teller and an open-ended question on cues they used to 
determine truth from falsehood. Participants also indicated if they thought the story was true or a lie. 
Finally, participants completed a personality questionnaire and demographic questions. Data 
collection is ongoing and the final sample will consist of judgments from over 40 participants. Our 
analyses will test whether or not participants are accurate in detecting deception, and whether those 
who are more intuitive are also more accurate. This study is important because it extends past similar 
experimentation by incorporating measures of personality traits related to use of intuition while also 
working to replicate these intriguing findings on the role of intuition in detecting deception. 
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42. Classroom iPads: More than Fun and Games 
Alexi LeClaire and Riley Holmes  
Carlos Panahon and Shawna Petersen-Brown, Faculty Mentors (Department of Psychology) 
RaeLynn Lamminen, Graduate Student Mentor 
 
IPads, previously seen as productivity and leisure tools, are now making their way into today’s 
classrooms. There have been mixed reviews on whether or not iPads are beneficial when used in 
school classrooms. This study collected input from teachers currently using iPads in their classrooms 
through an online survey in order to determine how iPads are used and whether teachers found them 
beneficial within the classroom. This study was a replication and extension of a previous study that 
had been conducted within a limited number of schools and districts. Conducting this study 
throughout Minnesota helped to obtain a more accurate representation of the roles of iPads in the 
classroom. Specifically, this study examined whether or not increased accessibility amplified the 
perceived benefits in the areas of reading, writing, math, leisure/free time, and social/emotional 
support. This presentation will discuss the types of iPad applications that are being utilized, the 
current uses, and the barriers to implementation. 
 
43. The Analysis of Emotionality Linked to Identifiable Names on Facebook Confession Pages 
Trevor Schabert  
Kathy Bertsch, Faculty Mentor (Department of Psychology) 
Rachel Burlet, Graduate Student Mentor 
 
Anonymous social media such as Yik Yak, Secret and Facebook confessions pages are speculated to 
contribute to cyberbullying, yet research to date has not systematically analyzed the specific content 
of such anonymous social media. Specifically, Facebook confession pages are created by students 
for a particular school and contain the school name, mascot and or city and state of the school. 
Students follow the page, and post through a 3rd party survey tool—which allows a Facebook 
administrator to post their comments anonymously. The purpose of this study is to analyze Facebook 
confession pages to determine whether posts with identifiable names differ in emotionality to posts 
without identifiable names. An archival Facebook confessions data set from high schools in the 
United States was used (Bertsch, Burlet & Conrad, 2014). Posts (n=1560) from a two-month period 
were coded for identifiable names. The Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) software was 
used to identify the emotionality (e.g. positive and negative emotions, anger, anxiety, sadness) of 
each post entered. Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) was then used to calculate the 
difference in positive and negative emotionality for posts with names compared to posts without 
names. Results show the degree to which anonymous posts include positive versus negative 
emotionality and whether posts with identifiable names were more negative than posts without 
identifiable names. Posts with identifiable names and negative emotionality are theorized to 
potentially contribute to cyberbullying. 
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44. Psychology Knowledge Revision Campaign: Assessing Student Learning through a Classroom 
and Laboratory based Research Project 
Megan Vergin, Haley Rohloff, and Molly Kolquist  
Karla Lassonde, Faculty Mentor (Department of Psychology) 
 
Commonsense beliefs are barriers to learning for all sciences but Psychology is especially vulnerable 
as people have emotionally held beliefs about human behavior. One known method for knowledge 
revision is to provide learners with refutation information about misconceptions. Refutation-style 
texts have been considered a viable strategy for changing psychological misconceptions in 
classroom-based and laboratory studies. The current project aims to integrate teaching with 
refutation-style information to the preceding laboratory work. Eighteen participants enrolled in 
psychology courses were administered a pre-test of 20 true/false statements; half the statements were 
psychology facts and the other were psychology misconceptions (e.g. “men and women 
communicate in different ways”). Next the participants viewed 10 posters, with each poster being 
presented by a psychology student as part of their own research course. Posters contained 
information and graphics that refuted the misconception in an attempt to revise knowledge. Poster 
presentations resembled the type of information teachers would present in a classroom. After 
viewing all 10 posters the participants took a post-test in the same true/false format but this time the 
participant was instructed to explain why he/she chose the answer they did. Seven to ten days later, 
participants took the post-test again to assess their long-term retention. Data revealed that the 
refutation-style presentations were successful in revising knowledge for psychology misconceptions. 
Participants answered more of the psychology misconceptions correct on the post-test survey than 
the pre-test and this knowledge persisted on the long-term post text. In fact, nearly all participants 
scored perfectly on the post tests.  
45. Effectiveness of Computer-Aided Instruction Program in Reading among Struggling First and 
Second Graders 
Miranda Schlangen  
Shawna Petersen-Brown, Faculty Mentor (Department of Psychology) 
Mary Jane Harty, Graduate Student Mentor 
 
The purpose of this study was to examine the progress of students who are struggling in reading, 
using the computer-assisted instruction (CAI) program Lexia. Lexia focuses on students in pre-
kindergarten through fifth grade (Lexia Learning, 2013) and is an independently paced intervention 
that targets six key reading skills: phonological awareness, phonics, structural analysis, reading 
fluency, reading comprehension, and vocabulary. Students in first and second grade who are 
struggling in reading were recruited, and half received Lexia while the other half received an 
alternative school-based intervention. Students used Lexia for approximately 12 weeks. Curriculum-
based measures (CBMs) in reading were used to measure progress in reading skills. Each student 
was assessed using CBMs at the start of the study (pretest) and the end of the study (posttest), as 
well once every other week during intervention. At the end of the intervention period, growth in 
CBMs from pretest and posttest was compared between students receiving Lexia and students 
receiving an alternative school-based intervention. Statistical significance of differences between 
groups and magnitude of difference were investigated. This poster presentation will include a 
discussion of how gains in reading from Lexia compare with other school-based interventions.  
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46. Faculty Assessment Practices for Academic Integrity 
Kimberly Bastien 
Kathy Bertsch, Faculty Mentor (Department of Psychology) 
Marissa Hamilton, Graduate Student Mentor  
 
Academic dishonesty is a major problem with students who partake in online courses. Students who 
participate in online courses tend to take the easy way out and it is unclear the degree to which 
faculty actively take steps to inhibit online academic dishonesty. Online academic dishonesty 
emphasizes a need for faculty to learn how to inhibit these practices. Evidence shows that academic 
dishonesty can be caused by lack of face-to-face contact between student and instructor. Research 
shows that faculty are most concerned with online cheating and dishonesty when they are not 
familiar with technology and have no previous experience with online learning prior to teaching an 
online course. Additionally, some research shows faculty who teach full online courses do not 
believe that there is a difference between academic dishonesty during classroom courses compared 
to online courses, while faculty who have experience teaching hybrid courses, admit to knowing that 
cheating may be occurring. This study will survey Minnesota State University- Mankato faculty on 
their knowledge and methods of inhibiting academic dishonesty during online assessments. Faculty 
will identify their current practices in inhibiting cheating during online examinations. Results of this 
survey provide evidence suggesting areas of continued professional development for faculty 
teaching courses with online components. Inhibiting academic dishonesty in online courses is 
important to higher education as more courses are taught online, taught in a hybrid fashion or taught 
with support of an online course management system. 
 
47. Baccalaureate-Level Social Work Student Perceptions About Rural Practice 
Julia Hamann & Makenzie Petzel  
Paul Mackie, Faculty Mentor (Department of Social Work) 
 
The lack of rural social workers and related behavioral health providers across the United States has 
resulted in a shortage of services to rural communities. To understand the cause of this problem, our 
research sought to identify predictive rural labor force utilizing the following research questions: 
What differences exist between students who prefer urban social work practice and those who prefer 
rural social work practice? What are positive factors in considering rural social work practice? What 
are negative factors in considering rural social work practice? Our research was conducted using 
surveys completed by Baccalaureate-level social work students from seven universities across the 
country. A total of 224 responded, with nearly a 100% response rate. The survey was used to collect 
basic demographic information, students’ experience living and/or working in rural and urban 
communities, and perceptions about both urban and rural practice. Findings are based on both 
quantitative and qualitative data outcomes. Responses revealed a correlation between the size of 
one’s hometown and the setting in which respondents are more likely to practice. Students surveyed 
who have little to no experience in a rural setting tend to indicate a preference toward urban practice 
based on negative assumptions about rural practice. Rural social work practitioners and advocates 
may apply this information to direct their efforts in addressing rural social work labor force 
challenges. Results from this study are expected to influence rural policy decisions to improve the 
appeal of rural social work to prospective practitioners. 
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48. The Effect of Study Abroad on Language Development and Intercultural Competence 
Kate Anderson  
Elizabeth Harsma, Faculty Mentor (Department of World Languages) 
 
The topic of this research is to understand the effect of study abroad on language learning and 
intercultural competence. As the number of U.S. students who study abroad increases, along with the 
cost of higher education, understanding the value of a study abroad experience becomes more and 
more important. Conclusions were drawn from a review of the research literature and interviews 
with students who have studied abroad. Overall, the literature suggests that students who study 
language abroad increase their cultural competence and language proficiency more so than their non-
study abroad counterparts. Results from the student interviews are pending. 
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Correlation Does Not Equal Causation: The Misinterpretation of Saccadic Abnormalities for 
Intoxication from Alcohol 
Ryan Endersbe 
Dawn Albertson, Faculty Mentor (Department of Psychology) 
 
Can Student Attention Predict Learning? Investigating the Relationship between Sustained  
Attention and the Testing Effect 
Kyle Burgess and Kourtney Mitchell 
Karla Lassonde, Faculty Mentor (Department of Psychology) 
 
Special Education Teacher Training and Knowledge of Behavior Assessment and Intervention 
Practices 
Jennifer Nelson and Lauren Bennewitz  
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Correlation Does Not Equal Causation: The Misinterpretation of Saccadic Abnormalities for 
Intoxication from Alcohol 
Ryan Endersbe 
Dawn Albertson, Faculty Mentor (Department of Psychology) 
 
An abnormal rapid jerking of the eye, known as a saccade, can be present in people for many reasons. 
Saccades can be present when there is an inhibition in the functioning of the cerebellum and frontal lobe, 
and is most commonly associated with being under the influence of alcohol. However, saccades are also 
seen in people with Tourette’s syndrome, Autism spectrum disorder, Attention deficit hyperactivity 
disorder, Post-traumatic-stress-disorder, Schizophrenia, and in persons with severe whiplash. Even more 
striking, saccades can be present in the family members of an individual with schizophrenia despite not 
having any mental illness. While, saccades can be used as a diagnostic tool for physicians and 
psychiatrists, they are frequently seen in law enforcement. Officers use the Horizontal Gaze Nystagmus 
test (HGN) to look for saccades when they suspect a driver is under the influence, the presence of which 
implies impairment due to alcohol. As it currently stands, individuals with underlying physical or mental 
health disorders, in addition to those completely unaffected, can be unjustly ensnared into the legal 
system potentially violating their rights. It is argued that this test, that is currently accepted as fact by 
courts, be halted until better awareness of the impact of psychological disorders and physical injuries 
can be evaluated. 
 
Can Student Attention Predict Learning? Investigating the Relationship between Sustained  
Attention and the Testing Effect 
Kyle Burgess and Kourtney Mitchell 
Karla Lassonde, Faculty Mentor (Department of Psychology) 
 
Attention and memory are essential for academic success; however, there are many classroom 
circumstances in which it is clear that students have difficulty paying attention. Our goal was to examine 
the role of sustained attention on memory for test items. Research on testing has revealed the Testing 
Effect phenomenon, which has shown positive effects on long-term retention through repeated-testing. 
We examined whether or not an individual’s ability to sustain attention would influence these known 
benefits. The Sustained Attention to Response Task (SART; a go/ no-go task) was utilized to measure 
participants’ ability to pay attention. Participants were randomly assigned into one of three conditions: 
testing condition with self-study (study condition), testing condition with multiple quizzes (testing 
condition), or control condition. In each of the testing conditions, the video was divided into four equal 
parts. After each segment, the study condition was provided with a review of presented material whereas 
the test condition received a five-question quiz. In the control condition, participants watched the 
complete lecture without interruption. All conditions then completed a five minute distractor task (word 
search) before a 20 multiple-choice question cumulative exam. All final exam scores were divided into 
high and low attainders based on SART errors. Preliminary analysis of mean final exam scores revealed 
the present study failed to elicit the Testing Effect. No significant differences were found between all 
conditions or when split based on attention. Degree of difficulty was considered causal for observed 
results, therefore future research must use more complex material. 
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Special Education Teacher Training and Knowledge of Behavior Assessment and Intervention 
Practices 
Jennifer Nelson and Lauren Bennewitz  
Kathy Bertsch, Faculty Mentor (Department of Psychology) 
 
Appropriate classroom behavior is essential for an effective learning environment for all students. 
Children with emotional disorders (ED) as well as those with autism often have challenging classroom 
behaviors. These behaviors create a need for a more effective classroom environment. Functional 
behavior assessment (FBA) is a process that aids school personnel in determining why challenging 
behavior occur. It therefore aids in designing more effective behavioral supports. Strong arguments can 
be made for special education teachers to be well versed in FBA and intervention skills including up to 
35% of students with disabilities who may have challenging behaviors and legal requirements to include 
behavior supports in Individual Education Plans. While this is the case, prior research suggests 
intervention for behavior problems is one of the most frequently cited needs for teachers. This study will 
survey special education teachers of children with ED and autism throughout the Midwest. The survey 
will consist of questions to further our knowledge on teachers conceptual knowledgeable of FBA and 
behavior support planning and to gain information on what training/learning methods are associated 
with highly knowledgeable teachers certified to teach ED/Autism. Results will show the level of special 
education teachers’ knowledge in FBA and behavior support planning as well as the types of training 
and training programs that are associated with teachers with well-developed knowledge. This 
information will identify areas for continued development of pre-service training programs, as well as 
points for professional development for special education teachers in practice. 
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Mathematics and Statistics 
Mechanical & Civil Engineering   
 
 
Statistical Model of Flood Damage in Southern Minnesota 
Michael Kuhnly  
Deepak Sanjel, Faculty Mentor (Department of Mathematics and Statistics) 
 
ME Senior Design Capstone Project: Genset Performance Testing Cart 
Bill Francis, Aviv Chetrit, Josh Kuehn, & Leighton Gjelhaug  
Sungwon Kim, Faculty Mentor (Department of Mechanical & Civil Engineering) 
 
Inverse Bridge Health Monitoring Method 
Daniel Peterson & Garrick Murphy 
Saeed Moaveni, Faculty Mentor (Department of Mechanical & Civil Engineering) 
 
Design of a Pilot Tube Dispensing Mechanism  
Lucas Peters, Mark Dolenc, Joshua Haukom, & Sidi Bah 
Sungwon Kim, Faculty Mentor (Department of Mechanical & Civil Engineering ) 
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Statistical Model of Flood Damage in Southern Minnesota 
Michael Kuhnly  
Deepak Sanjel, Faculty Mentor (Department of Mathematics and Statistics) 
 
During September 2010, heavy rainfall caused severe flooding across southern Minnesota resulting in an 
estimated $65 million in damages and was declared a federal disaster area. The estimated damage of the 
2012 flood in Duluth MN was $100 million. Accurately modeling historical river floods is very 
important in order to protect damage of property and life. It is often argued that phenomenon’s such as 
floods, hurricanes, and storms are unforeseeable and cannot be predicted accurately. We will investigate 
if appropriate statistical model are fitted to the historical data and then we can accurately predict such 
extreme events. We will use various extreme value modeling techniques used in literature and also 
propose new time-dependent model for predicting future events. For the analysis we will use paste 125 
years of Minnesota river data collected by U.S. Geographical survey (USGS) and investigate how many 
times it reached crests and calculate probability of flood level going over threshold. 
 
ME Senior Design Capstone Project: Genset Performance Testing Cart 
Bill Francis, Aviv Chetrit, Josh Kuehn, and Leighton Gjelhaug 
Sungwon Kim, Faculty Mentor (Department of Mechanical & Civil Engineering) 
 
For our capstone mechanical engineer senior design project we worked with MTU Onsite Energy to 
improve efficiency in genset performance testing. MTU has three locations in Mankato and they 
specialize in manufacturing gensets, which is the coupling of an engine and a generator. Application 
engineers at MTU perform a variety of tests to verify that the gensets are operating within specifications. 
The testing data is acquired from a variety of electronic devices such as thermocouples, pressure 
transducers, flowmeters and all of it is compiled using the software program LabVIEW. Currently for 
each test MTU engineers have to collect all the testing equipment throughout the facility and then begin 
to set up tests on the chosen genset. The majority of the tests included 100 or more individual wire 
connections and can take a couple hours to set up before data can be collected. Our four member design 
team took account of all given constraints and objectives and came up with a two cart design as well as 
other electrical components that can improve testing efficiency. Then the team modeled the cart using 
3D software and created manufacturing drawings so the components could be manufactured by Pro Fab, 
and all the other parts where selected and ordered. Next the team constructed the carts and wired all the 
electrical connections. Finally, the carts will be implemented to see if more improvements can be made 
as well as complete time studies so that measureable time and cost savings can be accounted for. 
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Inverse Bridge Health Monitoring Method 
Daniel Peterson and Garrick Murphy 
Saeed Moaveni, Faculty Mentor (Department of Mechanical & Civil Engineering) 
 
The current practice of bridge health monitoring is based primarily on visual inspections. The major 
concern with this technique is the lack of accessibility to critical bridge components. The motivation 
behind this research is to find an easier way to monitor the health of a bridge in order to prevent 
disasters such as the I-35 bridge collapse from happening again. The main purpose of this study was to 
test an inverse model that was developed by Dr. Moaveni to determine the variation in the area moment 
of inertia (due to corrosion or cracks) of a bridge from a static load and deflection data. The changes in 
the moment of inertia of a bridge can then be used to predict where cracks and/or corrosion may exist. 
For a given traffic load, the deflection of a bridge would increase if the bridge had structural components 
with corrosion and cracks. To test the validity of the inverse model, numerical experiments were 
performed using different loading and deflection data for a bridge with and without cracks or corrosions. 
The test results suggest that variation in area moment of inertia of a bridge can be detected with 
reasonable accuracy of less than 10%. In the follow-up study, the inverse model will be modified to use 
dynamic loading (by monitoring the actual traffic load) and the resulting deflections to determine the 
changes in the area moment of inertia of the bridge. 
 
Design of a Pilot Tube Dispensing Mechanism  
Lucas Peters, Mark Dolenc, Joshua Haukom, and Sidi Bah 
Sungwon Kim, Faculty Mentor (Department of Mechanical & Civil Engineering ) 
 
The Mechanical Engineering senior design project is a partnership between the university and industry 
to give students an opportunity to use their new engineering skills. A company from industry presents 
the university with a problem they have that requires engineering work, and the university assigns a 
group of Mechanical Engineering seniors to solve the problem. For this senior design project a group of 
four seniors was assembled to solve a problem faced by the company Akkerman Inc. Akkerman is a 
company that manufactures pipe jacking equipment for the trenchless pipe installation industry. The 
goal of this project is to streamline the pilot tube installation process by implementing a pilot tube 
dispensing and storage mechanism. This design should decrease the amount of human effort and total 
pilot tube installation time in the pilot tube installation process. The design needs to be as safe, or safer, 
than the current installation method used. To design the mechanism key problems and design constraints 
were identified, then design ideas were generated. From the many design ideas that were generated, 
three design concepts were picked to be developed and looked into further. One concept was selected 
via the use of a decision matrix. With the selected design finite element analysis was conducted on the 
design for material selection. The design was then finalized, and from it engineering drawings and 
manufacturing procedures were developed. After the initial prototype is made, it will then be tested to 
determine if the design met the needs of industry. 
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History, and Sociology  
 
 
A Woman’s Place: The Non-Subservient Role of Women in Medieval England 
Bethany Anderson  
Margaretta Handke, Faculty Mentor (Department of History) 
 
From Pacifist to Monster: How the Politics of the French Revolution Changed Robespierre 
Corey Ennis  
Christopher Corley, Faculty Mentor (Department of History) 
 
Understanding the Fit-Ideal: Exploring How Women Who Lift Conceptualize and Experience 
Images of Ultra-Fit Women in the Media 
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A Woman’s Place: The Non-Subservient Role of Women in Medieval England 
Bethany Anderson  
Margaretta Handke, Faculty Mentor (Department of History) 
 
The study of women’s social position throughout history has often led to this image of women as 
socially inferior to men but I argue that this is not always the case. I focused my research on late 
Medieval England and examined a combination of primary and secondary sources. Through these 
sources, I found that women in Medieval England held a variety of jobs within society, some of which 
even placed them above men, though I consent that their legal voice was exponentially weaker than that 
of men. My research emphasized the importance of not relying on a single type of resource to draw 
conclusions from because this will lead to only a single perspective. My research led me to considered 
women’s social responsibilities throughout the various stages of their lives, the motivation behind 
merchet payments, and women’s contributions to their household’s success. From my research, I 
concluded that women inhabited a separate but no less important sphere of society and that they 
participated in a partnership-based relationship with their husbands. 
From Pacifist to Monster: How the Politics of the French Revolution Changed Robespierre 
Corey Ennis  
Christopher Corley, Faculty Mentor (Department of History) 
 
Maximilien Robespierre (1758-1794) was one of the most polarizing figures throughout French 
Revolution. His actions and decisions sparked the Reign of Terror, one of the most violent periods in 
European political history. For much of his career, however, Robespierre did not advocate state-
sponsored violence. Transformations in his political and moral philosophy have been the topic of much 
discussion since the Revolution. Some historians have argued that the Terror was simply a product of 
the Revolution, and that it would have happened regardless of Robespierre. Others have strongly 
asserted that the Terror was born out of the circumstances created by political factionalism in the early 
stages of the Revolution. In this paper, I argue that Robespierre observed the changing circumstances of 
the Revolution and believed that he could achieve his goals by shifting his political strategies toward the 
side that he believed would gain power. He then used the Terror to remove his political enemies. 
Ultimately, this paper argues that Robespierre was a pragmatist who took advantage of available 
circumstances at the time. This research might raise questions about the use of violence as a tool, even in 
more recent political and revolutionary events that we see around the globe today. While the ideals of 
the French Revolution--Liberty, Equality, and Fraternity--are still carried forward in modern 
movements, much of the pragmatism that Robespierre demonstrated is also still used by contemporary 
political leaders. 
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Understanding the Fit-Ideal: Exploring How Women Who Lift Conceptualize and Experience 
Images of Ultra-Fit Women in the Media 
Kelsey Mischke  
Emily Boyd, Faculty Mentor (Department of Sociology) 
 
Sparked by the health and fitness movement, a new ideal body type, the fit-ideal, has been created and 
demands that women not only be thin, but also toned with large breasts, a shapely butt, and free from 
cosmetic imperfections. While images depicting the fit-ideal are marketed as and thought to be a 
positive force for women, previous research finds that these images communicate contradictory 
messages that lead to confusion and/or negative self-evaluations and emotions in numerous populations 
of women and girls This research utilizes a feminist perspective to determine the definition of the fit-
ideal according to female recreational weight lifters- a population exempt from these studies that 
arguably have accepted and are pursuing the fit-ideal- and serves to highlight their personal experiences 
with these images. Semi-structured interviews were conducted using a sample of 10 volunteer female 
recreational weight lifters, and investigated each woman’s workout history, body image, and reactions to 
12 fitness images. Each interview was transcribed, coded, and analyzed using ground theory. Results 
show that the definition of the fit-ideal, understood through the respondents’ critiques and compliments 
of the images, mirrors the definition above. Additionally, this research finds that while female lifters do 
not admit feeling negative about their bodies in reaction to the images, they are able to imagine others 
negative experiences without prompting. Respondents thus create a hierarchy, placing themselves, as 
women who lift, superior to the negative messages in the images and the women who negatively 
experience them. 
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World Languages  
 
 
The Garden of Forking Opinions: Lugones and Borges on Science 
John Zehnder  
Adriana Gordillo, Faculty Mentor (Department of World Languages) 
 
Bedecke deinen Himmel, Zeus!* Goethe and the Quest for Individual Sovereignty 
Anthony Magestro  
Nadja Krämer, Faculty Mentor (Department of World Languages) 
 
What is Real? The Uncanny in E.T.A. Hoffmann’s Der Sandmann 
Danielle Geistfeld  
Nadja Krämer, Faculty Mentor (Department of World Languages) 
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The Garden of Forking Opinions: Lugones and Borges on Science 
John Zehnder  
Adriana Gordillo, Faculty Mentor (Department of World Languages) 
 
Latin American Literature has produced a number a famous authors in the genre of the fantastic. Among 
the most notable are the Argentine writers Leopolod Lugones and Jorge Luis Borges. While both of 
these literary luminaries dealt with advances in science and technology throughout their work, they 
diverged greatly with regard to their opinion about the role that science should play in society. While 
Lugones considered scientific progress to a grave threat to the moral fabric and well-being of society, 
Borges believed that scientific theories underpin and intersect with a variety of different experiences and 
thus can serve as tools to explore human perception of reality. A textual analysis of two short stories 
clearly illustrates these stark differences. The opinion of Lugones is evident in the short story, “Viola 
acherontia” (“The Acherontia Violet”) while that of Borges is well-defined in “El libro de arena” (“The 
Book of Sand”). In the end, Borges’ treatment of science proves quite versatile and in contrast to 
Lugones’ fears, has helped lead the way to solutions to problems facing modern society. 
Bedecke deinen Himmel, Zeus!* Goethe and the Quest for Individual Sovereignty 
Anthony Magestro  
Nadja Krämer, Faculty Mentor (Department of World Languages) 
 
This project examines Johann Wolfgang von Goethe’s Die Leiden des jungen Werther (The Sorrows of 
Young Werther, 1774) and his early poetry and their influence on the German literary movement of 
Sturm und Drang (Storm and Stress, 1770-1785). As a reaction to the rise of rationalism, Goethe’s texts 
embody the value of raw, subjective emotion versus logical, objective understanding of the preceding 
Enlightenment period. Through his literature, Goethe challenges the status quo of absolute rule of 
church and state as well as humanity’s relationship with God: are we bound to the laws of the 
Almighty’s design or are we, in turn, creators of our own reality? *“Cover your skies, Zeus!” 
What is Real? The Uncanny in E.T.A. Hoffmann’s Der Sandmann 
Danielle Geistfeld  
Nadja Krämer, Faculty Mentor (Department of World Languages) 
 
This project focuses on the short story "Der Sandmann" by E.T.A. Hoffmann. Originally published in 
1817, "Der Sandmann" tells the story of Nathaniel and his struggle to distinguish what is real and what 
is fantasy, his descent into madness and his ultimate, yet ambiguous, vindication in the end. E.T.A. 
Hofmann was a prolific writer of the German Romantic period (1795-1848), authoring works such as 
"The Nutcracker and the Mouse King", the literary original of the well-known ballet by Tchaikovsky. 
Poe, Dickens, Kafka, Dostoevsky and Alfred Hitchcock all name Hoffmann as a major influence – he is 
widely regarded as the father of modern fantasy, detective and science fiction literature. Hoffmann wrote 
extensively about the weird, the fantastical: the uncanny. But what does it mean to be uncanny? This 
project examines this question and explores the ideas presented in Hoffmann’s two-century-old text, 
whose ideas play out prominently in contemporary American popular culture. 
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Erased and Invisible: Lesbian, Bisexual, and Queer Female Dancers in Dance Academia 
Patricia Glover  
Julie Kerr-Berry, Faculty Mentor (Department of Dance) 
 
The Impact of a Changing World on Modern Dance in the 1930 and 1940’s America 
Megan Marcy 
Julie Kerr-Berry, Faculty Mentor (Department of Dance) 
 
Roots of Feminism in Romantic Ballet before the Emergence of Modern Dance 
Lauren Siverson 
Julie Kerr-Berry, Faculty Mentor (Department of Dance) 
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Erased and Invisible: Lesbian, Bisexual, and Queer Female Dancers in Dance Academia 
Patricia Glover  
Julie Kerr-Berry, Faculty Mentor (Department of Dance) 
 
In this presentation, the author discusses how queer women are still largely ignored in dance academia 
and dancing spaces. The three main reasons explored are; the erasure of queer women in dance historical 
texts and dance history classes, how sexualization and objectification of the female body can hinder 
queer female visibility in dance, and the difficulties that queer female professional dancers face that can 
prevent them from rising to prominence. The paper discusses how historically important female dancers, 
specifically Isadora Duncan and Loie Fuller, have their sexual orientation ignored, while the sexual 
orientation of male dancers like Ted Shawn are frequently discussed, and are a common topic in dance 
history. Queer women also struggle with visibility as female bodies are often seen as objects of desire 
instead of people with desires. This makes it difficult for female dancers to express romantic attraction 
to one another on stage, as they are not seen as capable of feeling attraction in the same way a male 
dancer does. Finally, the discrimination that lesbian and queer female dancers is discussed, with 
emphasis on how queer women are not only pressured to be silent about their orientation, but are 
forcibly silenced in that they are not given the same leniency for exploration outside of dance that their 
male peers are given. All of these factors add up to queer women being invisible in western theatrical 
dancing spaces. 
 
The Impact of a Changing World on Modern Dance in the 1930 and 1940’s America 
Megan Marcy 
Julie Kerr-Berry, Faculty Mentor (Department of Dance) 
 
Modern dance, in its second generation struggled to find its voice as it was began to be accepted as a 
dance form. In an effort to create momentum and growth and to continue to push boundaries, many 
modern dance choreographers created codified techniques that allowed them to create works that fit their 
person aesthetics. Examples of these choreographers are Martha Graham, Lester Horton and Katherine 
Dunham. World War Two challenged and influenced what choreographers were dancing about. World 
War Two was also the catalyst that allowed for the rise of third generation, specifically Merce 
Cunningham and allowed for break from the codification of the second generation and gave modern the 
ability to have movement separate from emotion and music that characterize modern dance at the time. 
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Roots of Feminism in Romantic Ballet before the Emergence of Modern Dance 
Lauren Siverson 
Julie Kerr-Berry, Faculty Mentor (Department of Dance) 
 
While modern dance is known for pushing social boundaries in terms of gender equality, threads of 
feminism can be found in the Romantic ballets that preceded it. Certain aspects of ballets from the 1830s 
and 1840s, such as costuming and narrative, can be used to detect subtle sparks of feminism that would 
later lead to the conspicuous feminism that modern dance was renowned for. Even before women were 
choreographing or writing ballets, society was changing, and so were the ideas being presented on 
stages. The drastic shift to modern dance was made alongside society’s changing attitudes toward 
women and their growing equality in society. 
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